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CHAPTER J: INTAOD'ikTION'

America's first arts organizations were founded in simpler times. When

Henry Lee Higginson established the Boston Symphony Orchestra in 1881,

its business alffaits could be. handled by a single assistant, amply advised

(on a volunteer basis) by Higginson fiimselll. Approximately one mile from
the orchestra's offices, the new Boston Museum of Fine Ark, was also
managed by a 'skeleton crew, with trustees doilig most of the work. Even

in the 1950s, whin the resident-theitre movement, bhan ;o build force,

most theatres_ were administeced by 'their charismatic founders, often during

moments stolen from artistic du>es. In all of these settings, the key

personnel were- specialists in the artistic work at the core of their

organizations' missions. For many years, conductors, curators, and artistic

dirictors held undisputed sway as the most visible and rlst important

members of the institutional art ii-vdrld.

During the last /Iwo decades, full -time administrative roles have

become more common in and more important to1America's arts organizations.

Two factors have led tai greater formalization and salience of the

administrative Junction: The first .r is growth, the (-Second the increased

complexity of the arts organization's external environment.

It is a staple of the management literature that growth leads to

differentiation, and differentiation incrOses the demands on adrninistrators.I

What this means is that, as organizations grow, they take on more tasks

and need mare employees to carry out the tasks they have already taken

Peter M. 'Blau, and Richard A. Schocnherr. 1971. The Structure of
Organizations. N.Y.: Basic Books.

*le
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on. As . the num ber of tasks and the number of employees increases,

functions that had been carried out by a single person are delegated to

additional personnel, who may eventually be designated as a discreet

department. (In theatres, for example, artistic directors begat managing

directors who begat marketing; development, and public relations staff,)

The more employees and departments, the harder. it is to coordinate their

activities. (The artistic director of the 1950s may have had a diffiCult

time" handling her theatre's administrative. chores, but at least her right
4 A

hand knew wha her left hand was doing.) Consequently, management

becomes more essential.
4

In additign to such internal pressures for increased administration,

the growing complexity of many. 'arts organizations' external environments

, h also increased . -the., amount and importance of managerial work. The

museum director of the 19.3,0s 'had only to manage his curators and

volunteers, pursue' dollectors, and, if his museum benefitted from municipal,

funds, court an occas ional politician. The museum director of the 1980s
1116..

seeks support not just 'from. prix` patrons, but from corporations, private'r 0

I . ,
foundations, and state and facial government . as well. To maintilin

legitimacy in the ey of these new patrons, she or she must be more /
1 1

concerned than his, or her predecessors both with the museum's "public

image" and success in attracting visitors, and with the ability of the

museum to produce reasonably complete and auditable accounts that meet

the fequirements that public and private agencies impose. consequently,

'museums today are more likely than in the past to have an assistant or

associate, director fer adininistration, a controller, and departments that,. like

marketing; public relations, development, sand, in some cases, government
1

relations, concern themselves with the museum's relationships with its
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environment. What is more, the director is likely to devote more time to

administr,ation and public relations and less timA le scholarship than was

true of his predecessors.2 ;

These changes have been` acknowledged by arts orgatiizatioi4, service

organizations, foundations, and public agencies. -Interviews with the chief

executive and operating officers of arts organizations- suggest that most arts ,

organizations' boards have become increasingly concerned with the quality

of administration ,in recent years. Service organizations have established

internships, 'workshops, and other triining programs to prepare and assist

'administrators. The Natiodi Endowment for the 'Arts, through its "Services

to the Field" ft:tiding categories, has aidtd many efforts to imprdu

administration, and many state arts agencies sponsor extensive techniCal*

assistance programs. Private foundations have supported workshops, .

conferences, and arts-administration degree programs, as well.

Despite 'this -activit;,\howe)er, we know little about the individuals

ti who are currently occupying the top administrative posts in our nations'

arts organizations, about their background; and 'training, about the nature

of managerial careers, and about their' gitudes on management 'and poliCy
140,-

issues. Unal no`w, research on 'arts adfilinistrators has been restrieted

primdfily to salary studies. Such ,research is valuable, but tells .us Litt',

about executive labor markets in the ar nor about the individuals whp
.occupy executive p1itions.

The Orlinization _of This Remit

It was the purpose of the research that is the subject of -this report to
make available to practitioners, donors, and policy makers information on

2 W. Richard Scott and JOhn Meyer, Organizational Environments. 1983.
Beverly Hills,. California: Sage Publications.
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the administrators of four important kinds of arts organiiations: Cesident

theatres,. art museums, symphony orchestras, and community arts agencies.3

Each chapter of t'his report describes fespOnses to questions from surveys

administered to- top manigers in each of these fields., In each section, we 7. `,

,first compare the responses of administrators froi each Qf the four, fields;

and then look at no(able variation in responses within each field associated

with such factors_as cohort, orginization and caller experience.

Chapter 2 looks at the family backgrounds, edticational preparation,
.

and Career experiences of our respondents: how they were recruited intoI
,

4S-the 'arts, what :experiences 'upup to their -first WO administrative position, ,-
, . .

and job movements occurring 'after-the- first *top 'managership.

Chapter 3 examines the rewards that arts administrators' receive ftoinI
their lobs, particularly control over resources (as ' measured 'organization

budget), salary, and a range of noneconomic satisfactions. Thirt, cliapter also

lookS .at respondents' elpectatiOns about future employment, In particulat at

those respondents Whig do not expect to continue, to work in the arts.

Chapter 4 analyz questions concerned, with the preparation. that ,arts

'administrators receiVe for their positions: where they get it, its adequacy,

and theie evaluation of several alternative training formats. Data are

analyzed both on global assessments of specific kinds of training and on
evaluations by administrators who hive experience with each form of
training for specific Management 'functions:

3 .When this research was undertaken, *community arts kgencY"' was the
conventionally employed term for organizations that now refer to themselves
as *local arts agencies." The service organization for this field, the
National Assembly of Local Arts Agencies (NALAA) was then .named the
National Assembly of Community' Arts Agencies (NACAA)... Throughout this -
report, the term "community arts agency" is used to refer to the agencies
at the time f the survey, while local arts agency" is used as the generic
or contempdiary reference.
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Chapter 5 addressps the issue of "professionalism.' in arts management.

.After developing a definition of-, professionalism based on studies of

profiessionals in other figlds, we look, flist, at the exfont of arts

administrators' participation in professional activities outside of their own

-organizations; and, second, at responses to questions tapping attitudes that

are traditionally associated with professionalism.

Respondents were qlsked a hinge of itestions *bol their attitudes

towards policy and management issues, many of which are related IQ their
views of the missions of their organizations. Results of analyses of

responses to these questio*ns are ieported in chapter 6. . Factor analyses

revealed, in each field, clusters of attitudes that can be characterized as

reflecting, respectively, managerial and social orientations. The determinants

of these -orientations arc explored.

The concluding chapter discrt sses specific themes --that emerge from

the previous chapters, and, consid s the imprlicatipni: of these themes for
, .

priifilenis r facing practitioners and prSlicy makers- in the ,Aietld investigated

here.

The material in this report has been selected to represent' the major
-

findings of the study. -For -the sake or brevity, reports of many analyses

have been ,omitted. A mtkelt longer, tnore exhaustive preliminary report of

the findings of the study, which includes copies of the survey, instruments,

is available for study a(the offices of the Nation) EndoWment for the
Arts, Research Division. Where statistics are cited in the teat of, this

report but full .tables* are not provided, such tables are included in the

preliminary reort.

0

t
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, t

Methodolo2v and j)fislitn
. .

k,

Survey iastruments were mailed to the chief operating officers of four
i

popul,tions of arts organizations, with, requests that they be completed and
1,

returned. Each survey instrumeat was reviewed by at least one NEA

Program staff member And at least one staff person at the appropriate

service organizalon. (Chief operating officers were identifie initial
tele'phone calls to.`tte organizations whose managers were to be surveyed.)

The initial survey was followed by a second mailing, ',also including a

survey form, and, where necessar9, by a follow-up postcard and by one or
more telephone calls...

An effort was

organizbtions '

made to survey top managers or the major

each of the four fields studied, but the population
r---

definition differs somewhat among tie four. Managing' directors of the
' r65 member resident theatres listed t,-.Theatre Profiles IV of 'the Theatre

Communications Group constituted the resident-theatre cumulation. In a few
cases in Which a resident theatre had 'both an "executive producer" and a,

"general manager," the former was surveyed.4 Several artistic directors

who also played the role At -managing directors for their theatres were

included. In cone case of collective management by a theatre's artistic

personnel, no s rvey was administered.

The 165 theatres surveyed 'included all or alniost all of the largest
resident theatr n thp United .States, as well as most of the artistically

gP

prominent ones. Surveyed theatres included the menstership of the League
of Resident ThlatZes, received approximately 80 percent of all National

.
. Endowment for the ,Arts grants to theatres in 1979, and included all 29 of

4 David J. Skal, Ed. Theatre Profiles 4. '1979. New York: Theatre
Communications Group.

L
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the. theatres ,listed as having staff on the NEA Theatre Policy and Grants
.Panels in 1977 through 1979. Although fone study of the nonprollit theatre

'universe counted 6201 nonprofit theatres in the Unitid States in' 19'80, only

some of those were resident theatres.5 Of the resident-theatre universe,
s_ --

the group surveyed is less likely 'Ito include very new, very *small, .or very

poor theatres, or theatres that ale devoted in large part to social rattler

than to conventionally defined aesthetic goals.

In the case of orchestras, I managers of all the U.S. member

organizations of the American Sympikony Orchestra League malt, regional,

and metropolitan categories (156 in 1979) were surveyed.6 In' a few ease's

in which an orchestra had .both an executive director and a manager, the *

former was asked to complete the survey. interviews/indicated that the.

American Symphony Orchestra League membership included ill orchestras in

the major and regional categories ard 95 of 105 orchestras in ,the

"metropolitan" bucltet range.
. r

Because the Americo Association of Museums does not publish lists

of *art (as district from othir) museums, identification of the_klargest art-

museums was a more complicated 'matter than the identification of major

resider,. theatres and orchestras. 'The primary source of names of, larger

a t niuscums was .the Natictrial Center for EducatiOnal Statistics (NCES) 1978
se

Museum Universe Survey.? Analysis of that survey yielded a list ,of

art museums with operating budgets of $120,000 or more. Also using* the

5 Mattech, Inc. Conditions and Needs of the Professional American
Theatre. 1980. Washington, D.C.: National E&Jowment for the Arts, Research
Division,

6 Resource Guide. 1979. Vienna, Virginia: American- Symphony Orchestra
League:,

-----..
See Macro Systems, Inc., Contractor's Report: Museum Program Survey,

1979. 1981. Washington, D.C.: National Center for Educational Statistics.

10
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NCES Universe Survey, we added other art iuseums reporting atten4ance
04..

of 160,000 or More, or a total budget Ofe$220,000 or more, that were not
on the original list.8 This list was checked aupainst the Museum Directory

1980 to screen, out museums incorrectly classified as art museums, yielding
a totaf of 175 .institutiOns.9 To this total were added thirteen art museums

reporOng budgets ore $500,000 or more in the 1978 American Art Directory,

but not included in the NCES list; and four museums with directors who
Ewere members of the Association of Art Museum Directors (AAMD), but

which did not Appear on the*CES-generated list.10 The total population
of large art museums derived t.in this way numbered 192.

. --
In developing a list of community arts agenties, we benefitted from

the help and ?cooperation of the 'National Assembly of Community Arts

Agencies (NACAA) (tiow the National Assembly of Local Arts Agencies), in
particular, its ,directors, Chick_ Dombach rand Gretchen Weist, who kindly
made available to 1)s results of their own survey of NACAA's

membership."

administrator'

Directors of all agencies reporting 'a full-time professional
in response/to that inquiry Were included in the current

study's population. NACAA estimated the universe of community arts
agencies to number approximately '2000. Although we cannot assess

rigorously the extent to which the agencies in our population differ from

8 Some responding museums provided only "total budget" figixres rather than"operating budget" information. Where attendance,repOrts appeared inflated,* i.e. where they were inconsistent with data on budget and hours, museumswere dropped.

40 9 The American Association of Museums. the Official Museum Directory4980. 1979. Skokie, Illinois: National Register Publishing Co., Anc. 4
10 Jacques Cattell Press, American Art Directory. 1980. New York: Bowker.
11 On the use of licommunity arts agency" and "local arts agency," pleasesee note 2 to this chapter.
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agencies that were not NACAA members and/or those .without

paid administrators, it is *likely that our agencies are larger or more-

wealthy than most (beciuse they can afford- to emplox lull-time directors)

and are relatively cosmopolitan (because thby participated' in a national
11organization). Nonetheless, special caution, is required in interpreting

findings of the sucvey of comdiunity arts agency direCtors bectuse we

know so little about ,the universe of agencies. .

IAfter eliminating organizations that were -defunc4, or that 'did 'not, at
the time of the survey, have full-time executives, responte rates were 68.67

percent for the theatre managing directors (R;l02); 72.67 percent for the
orchestra managers (N*113); 67.20 perient for the art museum directoils

(N.132); and 86.54 percent for the community-'arts agency directors (N-171).

(The latter survey was co-sponsored by NACAA.)

Merging our data with information from Theatre .Profiles

peimitted a variety response-bias tests to be undertaken for the resident-
theatre managing directors. These tests revealed that rAspondenti' and

nonrespondents' theatres were similar across a wide range of test 'variables,
. including region," house capacity and percentage, of seats filled, percentage
of income that Is earned, andonean income.

. Only museum region could be used to test for response bias among
, the art museum directors. Among this group, response was somew,liat

k higher for directors from the Great Lakes, Mid-South, and Gulf regions
(74.19 percent) than among directors from the Pacific, Northwest, Southwest,

,North Plains and South Plains regions (60.00), with the response rate of

directors, `from New Englancji, the Middle Atlantic States, and _New York
close to the, population mean.

)
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. -,
Response ruts of orchestra managers dill, not vary by xpgion, but

. IN rTh
ki id by the other test category, ASOL budget closification. Almisst all of

. - ...-,..

the regional manager (96.30 perCenf) ,responded to the, survey, compared to ,

only 63.83 percent of the metropolitan managers. . Response from major

managers' was close to the ,populatitha mean.

Our survey was merged with data from NaCCAA's 1980 survey (from

which our .sample was derived), providing )several tests of sample. .bias.

Response rates were 'very similar. by region, degree of urbanization of

comeanity served, ant, budget size. But directors of undesignated private

nonprofit agencies wire less likely to respond (78.13 percent) than were

directors of either publicly designated nonprofit (90.32 percent) or public

(92.11 percenfj community 'arts agencies.

None of the surveys, then, a pears' to be flawed by' dranlatic
. 1

response bias. Cortsequently, with the ualifications cited above and given

the retatiyely high response rates, findings of survey analyses can, for the

most part, be generalized to the populations surveyed.

Nonetheless;. ceitaiS caveats should be observed in interpreting the

data' presented in the following chapters; First, the findings cannot be

generalized beyond the populations surveyed: in the case of the theatres,

orcheitas and art museums, executives of the 150 to 200 major institutions

in each field; and, .id the case of the community arts agencies,, those
(

NACAA' members that indicated, that they had a full-time . paid director.

This is not a major, disability, however, since the organizations sprveyed

account for the great bulk of expenditures in their fields, and many

smaller orunizations may not have full-time paid .1anagers.

In a few cases, particularly in the- 'survcr of theatre managing

directors, substantial item . nonresponse renders interpretation of specific
7

p.
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results difficult. All tables indicate the number of respondents upon .4i h.
r.'

. r $
kresults are based; and the most striking instances of item 4onresponse arc

.
. I..

me.ntionecr in text or' ngres. 'Other caveats apply only to . specific chapter)

add aie described ai length in the text of those chapters.

The author is obligated to many people and olganizations for help in

undertaking lad comple/ing this study.* In , addition to the National

Endowment for the Arts, Research Division, the Yale University Program

on Non-Profit OrginizatiOns provided financial"'' support for this research,. .

and data analyses were supplirted, by University, through the Insitittption

for Social and Policy Studies, ool of OrgalizatiOn and Management, and

Department of Sociology.

The largest debt of appreciation . is owed the many administrators

'1

who took time from their usually oversaturated schedules, often with

humor, . to complete- the surveys. .. Many artsextraordinary good

,
administrators,' service,orginization staff, and 'staff of public arts agencies,

some of. whom would prefer to remain ulinamed, 'provided invaluable

Critical reviews of draft survey instruments. The good counsel and

patience of Tom Bradshaw, Harold Horowitz, and John Shafer of the

National Endowment for the Arts, Research Division, is much appreciated,

as is advice on survey drafting from a number of present and former

Yale colleagues, especially John Kimberly, Walter Powell,' and Janet Weiss.

Ella Sandal- of the Yale Program on Non-Profit Organizations facilitated

the administration-, of the study throughout, and Barbaja Mulligan and

ariiy.n Matidell provided superb clerical (and, at times, more than clerical)

assistance during the survey phase. Thanks is due Caroline Watts, Elizabeth

Huntley, and Naomi. Rutenberg for dedicated research assistance in

N"'undertaking the survey; Frank P. Romo, for advice, on data analysis; and,
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especiajly, Kristen Stenberg, for spperb assistance in data analysis and for-,
,

extraordinary feats of diligence, patience, and creativity in 3 data

management.

A
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CU AFTER THETHE BACKGROUNDS: RECRUITMENT: AND CAREERS OF

. ARTS 4DMINISTRATORS
.

ar

Many qf the most critical man'ttgerial problems facing American arts

institutions ',halve to do w ith the dareers of the individuals who manage
them. An anis* discipline must induce capable hionagers to enter career

-
..paths that lead tO executive positions. It must provide 'these individuals

with the experience and inowledge that will enable them to. torform
effectively as top executives. And it must reward talented executives

sufficiently that they will remain in the field throughput theTit careers.

In short, for- a field to attract and retain -talented managers, it must'

provide careers - sequences of jobs that lead to desired end points - to
/*motivate i'nd'ividuals. to participate. Orderly careers allow individuals to

A
compare their pxogress to that of their peers, to seek proxima ;e coals with
T.,mi certAnty. that they will ead to valued i long-range outcomes, and./
work from day to day with some confidence that competent performance,.....

../^will be -rewardg. rrhere careers are c °tic (where 'the paths to higher- #
(..1.,

%positio,n-s are irregular-end "uryreclict We) or where oppo nities are/Tewv
INwill be dijficult9 to induct to inuce talented managers to nter a field;t,

and,. if they do, it may .be iffictift to persuade' them to stat. 13 '
..%

Indivictuals and serviE.'e . organizations in tZe ,'artistic disciplines

have expressed concern about administrative recruitment.' But, as yet, we
Alpknow little"."%about who art managers arc, where they come from, where

t.

See, e.g., Judith Kurz, "Meeting the challtinge: Management fellows trainfor IA' eighties and ,beyond," Symphony (August/September, 1982): 39-44;
Theatre Cornmuni'alatoos Group, "Institutionalization: Bane or blessing to theart of theatre? Pp. 51-52 in Report of the 1980 National Conference. NewYork: Theatre Communications Group; Alan Shestack, "The Director: Scholarand businessman, educator and lobbyist,' Museum News 57, 2
(November/DeCembcr, l978)., 27-31 (f.; and Ralph Burgard, "The elaborate Vminuet and other hard lessons," American Arts (March 1980): 18 -19.
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they are schooled, what they study, and how they make (or fail to make)

careers in the fields. they enter.2 When concern is great and informationI, 4

meager, stereotypes abound. Managerial careers in the arts are said to be
to

characterizeil by instability and job- hopping. .Arts 'managers are sometimes
..

portrayed as foiled. artists, frustratedly accepting executive positions for

which they - are)Ounqualified as substitutes for artistic roles they would
. .

rather play. Or, alternatively, it is alleged that arts administrators are

"just" manage knowledgeable about accounting and marketing, but
I At,

insensitive to the articular needs and demands of their artistic disciplines.

. In this *chapter, we shall exatiii.ne the realities of manuement careers

in four artistic disciplines and, in so clang, judge the. adequacy of some of
I -

these stereotypes. . What we shall see (among other things) is that:

Most managers are not failed artists: While some have had bri
artistic experience,. most go into management at an early stage
in their careers.

*Nonetheless, even career managers are not artistically inexperienced:
Substantial proportions of managers in each aitistic field have
undergraduate degrees in the- art forma they manage. Those
who do - not arc more likely to have degrees in the . humanities
than .arts administration or general management.

*Some- changes can be seen among cohorts of arts managers in these
fields, particularly /an increase in the level of formal
education and an increase in the number of women in top

., managerial ranks. - <

(
*Nonetheless, in the 'fields we studied, managerial careers arc, for

= the .t part, relatively chaotic. In no field, is there one, or
even' major sequences or jobs that are common to most
top managers.

In the sections that follow, we shall look, firC at the backgrounds of arts

manages in four disciplines; second, at their recruitment; and, third,'at

their 'dvancement and career experiences. In considering these findings,

r
For a notable exception, see Susan Stitt and Linda Stein, The Museum

Labor Market:. A Survey. of American Historical Agency Placement
Opportunities. 1976. Sturbridge, Massachusetts: Old Sturbridge Village.

17
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the reader should keep in mind that the effects of background and

recruitment opportunities are conditioned by such 'broader

in labor-market conditions in' the economy as ., a whole
,

market in the 1960$ and. the buyer's Market of the late 1970s and early

factors as 1tges

(e.g., -the sellers'

1980s) or the
,

massive increase in college .attendance 1960s.3

Educ4lional apd, Social ifjckaroaeds 4';

, -

The disciplines varied in the proportion of e top managers werez;
,

men, from 45 'percent in community arts age5cieilt0 85 'percent among art

museum directors, with about two thirds of . all top- executive& male in

theatres and orchestras. One quarler to one half of he manager'' in each

field were born in the northeast. Museum directors, as a group, were the

oldest, respondents, with a mean -age of 48.- Theatre managing directors *

lir and community, arts agency (CAA) directors were the youngest, with a

mean age of 40.

Managers in each field were predominantly upper middie class in

sbcial background. Museum directors and theatre managing iclirectors 'were

slightly higher on most measures of family status than were orchestra

managers who, in turn, came from slightly higher status backgrounds than

'CAA directors. Museum-- directors were somewhat more likely (59 percent)

and CAA directors somewhat less likely,. (39 pence n o have college-

educated gathers, and to have attended private-schools (26 and 14 percent)

than were theatre or orchestra managers. More than one sixth of the CAA

directors -grew up in blue-collar families, while fewer than one tenth of

museum or orchestra top executives did.

a
3 On this point, see, e.g., James E. Rosenbaum, "Organizational Career
Mobility: Promotion Chances in a Corporation During Periods of Growth and
Contraction," American latirizal of Sociology 85,-- I (July 1979): 21-48.
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T e/ vast majority of managers possessed a college degree, and more
9

than half. in each field (and almost all art-museum directors) reported

pursuing their formal education beyond the baccalaureate. Museum

directors reported attending more selective collegis and CAA- directors less

selective colleges than did- theatre and orchestra adrninistrattl.4

Table I illustrates the subjects'in 'which respondents majored while
. -

they were.. .in college. 1The extent to which managei majored in artittic
.

fields relaied to _their later employment (e.g., theatre studies, art history,

music, or visual art's) is striking: from 39 percent of CAA directors to 58

k perccyfof art museum directors., Of those who did not, the largest other

category was the humanities,' including English literature,' history, or foreign

languages. 'Relatively few managers in any ,E.ategory majored in education,

management, or arts administration as undergraduates.

A number of administrators in the theatre, orchestra, and community

arts fields pursued advanced degrees in . management; .but in no field did
the percentage of undergraduate or graduate management-d gree holders

exceed 15 percent of all respondents. (Only among the theatre managing

directors did the number holding arts management degrees approach 10

percent.) Since many of those who sought graduate. arts management or

management degrees held B.A.s in their field's art form, these findings

would tend to refute assertions that arts organizations have been taken

over by professional managers; at least in so far as we define

"professional" in terms of academic credentials (see Table 2).

4 Respondents were asked to name the college that they had attended, and
their responses were coded according to the Astin Index of "College
Quality," a 'measure used widely by researchers in the field of higher'
education. The Astin Index is as uch a selectivity as a' quality index.
Almost 60 percent of the museum 'rectors but only 24 percent of the
CAA directors attended colleges in e highest or next to highest of the
-As' n Index's seven qategories.

19
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4

Piffetences ile_twe_en Male atKI Female Managers.

The most striking diff,erence between men and women in the four fields.

-surveyed is that women, tend to administer smaller organizations. For

example, more than half of all women art musepm direct:Ars surveyed were

in the 'lowest-budget 25 percent of museums, while just 18 percent were rin

the largest -26 percent; for orchestras the comparable proportions were 46

and 5 percenti Dividing each set of managers into thirds on the basis of

the year in which they began their first full-time, jobs in their fields, we

find that women disproportionately were in the "newcomer" ,third in every.

discipline except art museums. Although women had less seniority, they

were not necessarily younger: Male theatre managers were more likel% to

be over, forty ,than their female counterparts (41 and 24 percent,

respectively), but in art museums and community arts agencies the opposite

was true. (Male and female orchestra Managers were similar in age.)

In all fields but theatre, families of women managers tended to be

- higher in social status than were those of male managers. Femle-

orchestra managers were more likely than their male couriterparts to have

had college-educated parents, especially mothers, and fathers who. were

businessmen or professionals; and less likely thn men (3 percent compared

to 17 percent) to have come from famili'es in which 'the prinCipal wsige-

earner was a blue-collar worker. Similarly, female art museum directors

were more likely than men to ifave fathers who were top executives or

professionals; and women who directed CAAs were more likely to ha,ve

busiriessman fathers and les§ likely to come from blue-collar homes than

their male counterpa.rts.

By .contrast, in every field but theatre (where there was little

difference), male respondents were more highly educated than women.

6
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Male orchestra managers, for example, were more than three times as likely

as women to have gone beyond their B.A.s, male museum directors almos)

seven times as likely to have received doctorates, and male CAA directors,

one and a half times as likely to have had some graduate training. Male

and female managers differed as well in their college major in all fields

but art museums: Women , theatre managing directors were -four times as

likely as men to have majored in the humanities (35 and 8 percent,

respectively); and while one in' ,seven male managing directors majored in

business or arts management, no female managing director reported doing.

so. In the orchestra field, fem a ma gers were also more likely than

men to. have majored in the humanities (41 and 24 percent) and less likely

to have majored in music (54 and 38 percent).. In the community arts, ,;..1

third of the male managers, but just 19 percent of the women, had

undergraduate majors in one of the performing arts; while female managfrs

were more likely than male to have majored in edu'\jtion (19 and 4

percent) or the social sciences (20 .to 9 percent) than t!eir mate

counterparts.'

Differe,nces by Budget Size

Each set of administrators was divided into four quartiles on the basis of

the dollar operating budget of their institutions. The range of budgets in

each category in each art form is indicated in' Table 3. In each discipline

except , art museums, more than half of the managers of the .least

prosperOus organizations were women, and their share of managerial

positions declined with each increslr in budget quartile.

Noi surprisingly, managers in the largest institutions tended to have

spent more years in their fields than administrators of small organizations.

This findings suggests that managers of the smallest organizations have

21
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tended either to move to larger organizations or to leave the field.

Managers of wealthy institutions also tended to bi slightly older than

managers of small organizations,. a tendsncy that was strongest among the

resident theatres and weakest among the community arts agencies.

Differe s by organizational bucliiet- size in educational background

were strongest amobk the alt mttieum directors. Directors of the largest
.

art museums were more likely th other directors to. have attended- private

secondary schools, to have attended college in the northeast, and to hike:

earned, Ph.D.s. Most striking is the distribution of degre;$ from a single

American university. Almost two of five directors of 'the largest art

museums received an undergraduate or graduate degree from this

institution, as did more than a quaAter of directors of next largest'

museums, but just 5 percent of the directors of smaller art museums.

Diffctcnc.cs by Cohort

Many of the most interesting 'questions about the backgrounds,

recruitment and careers of managers have to do with differences' among
4-

cohorts, i.e. sets of Managers who entered employment in their fields

during specified periods. Propositions asserting that administrators have

changed in recent years can be evaluated by looking at t he . difference

among managers who began their careers in 'd if f eren eras. In the

analyses that follow, each pOpulation of managers has been divided into

thirds, or cohorts, on the basis of the year in which the managers took

their first time jobs in their fields (see Table 4,). We then compare

the experiences of these cohorts to look at change over time. Such cohort

data must be 'interpreted with caution. Because we shall be using cohort
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analysis throtighoui this report,
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-senior co port of CAA directors may h vttfewer yeajs of experience than a
mem4er of the middle cohort of art museum directors, In general, the

brief time span of most CAA directors' careers is responsible for a paucity

of notable .differences- among cohorts in that field.,

Despite these caveats, some striking findings

analysis of ,cohort variation among the four populations of arts

erge frdm the

administrators. Not surprisingly, in each field more senior managers were
more likely to command the largest anq less likely to manage the smallest
organizations- than were recent ,entrants. More notable is the fact that in
each discipline the -percentage male was lower with each successive cohort.

Fin. example, 48 percent of orchestra managers entering the field since

1973 were women, compared to just 15 percent of those taking their fiist
orchestra .job before 1964. Similarly, women represented 43 percent of the
"newcomer", cohort of resident-theatre managers compared to just 21 percent

of the old-timers. These findings are consistent with an increase in

opportunities for women in the management of arts organizations. But note

that they are also consistent with greater attrition of women managers over
time. That is, the data would look as they do if women were doing
better (a cohort effect); or if women simply drop out of these fields as

they get, older (an attrition effect).

Except in the orchestra field, the educational attainment o top

mi nagers appears to be increasing over time. Fewer than half of the most

senior cohort of theatre managers pursued their educations beyond the B.A.,

compared to approximately 60 percent of cacti subsequent cohort. More

than a quarter of community arts "old-timers," but fewer than 10 percent

of the most recent ,entrants, lack the B.A.

24
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Increase in educational attainment is moss dramatic among the art

museum difectors: 17 percent of the most senior cohort earned Ph.D.s,
, .

compared to 55 percent .of recent entrants. Strikingly, th-tiramatic

increase in formal education has been accompanied by a decline, in

measures _of parental social status. Fewer of the most recent cohort (less
er

than one Quarter compared; to more than two fifths) had guardians who

were owners or chief executives of large businesses or professionals; more

appear to come from blue-collar and ,piarticularly, middle-class business

families. Fewer of the most recent cohort had grandparents born in North

America, and far fewer (18 as comparet to 47 percent) attended 'privatt

secondary schools. Thus entry into the museum fielld seems to have

become less strongly related to family background and more directly a

product of educational accomplitrnts. A similar but moke modest trend

was apparent in the "theatre field,' as well. The percentage of fathers . in
/7

the top occupational group declined steadily from cohort to cohort as

educational attainment rose.6

Recruitment into Arts Administration

A crucial concept in thinking about careers is that of "entry portal."7

order to develop a career' in a field, an individual must first enter a

careci track. The opportunities for entry into a field will affect the1.

kinds of individuals who build careers there. Fields with many entry,

portals will recruit diverse men. and women into top positions. Fields with

6 Note that these findings could result from attrition if directors from.,
higher-status backgrounds stay in the field longer than those from more
modest homes. There is no obvious reason to believe that this is the case,
however.

7 Sec Seymour Spilerman, "Careers, Labor Market Structure, and
Socioeconomic Achievement," American Journal of Socuplogy 83, 3 (1977):
551-93.

25
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only one entry portal will tend to recruit similar, often well socializecj.;

persons into, important jobs. .The -virtue of ,routine entry portals is that

individuals entering- a field' haye a common past, a common socialize on,

and common values, and arc likely to fa easily into the roles that era
'available to them.8 The' adyaktage of multiple entry portals iki that talent

4 can, recruited into the field front a wide variety of sources.

Each of our four artistic fields is characterized by a multiplicity
entry portals and absence of . fixed credential requirements for.

employment. Be e the experiences of indi4viduals entering- the 'theatre,. .

-orchestra, art museum, and the community arts were so different, thiy willS - ,

be discussed here in uuence.

First, 'however, .note the differences amo(g thei fields in the

experience of the managers surveyed (Table 5). In the art museum and

orchestra finds, almost half 'of the top administrators took their. first _jobs
in the field' before 1965. By coR,trast, over half of the theatre ntanaginti

director's entered theatrical work after 1971. And almost three quarters of
. \the CAA' directors began working in community. "arts agencies after 1975

(although many had worked in the befot then). Thus the orchestra

N, and art-museum fieldS have' a larger core of veterans than do the resident
11A

stage or, especially, the community arts.

ReOdeni Theatre Administrators

Almost half of the _theatre managing directors (43 percent) went directly
into theatre ,work from formal schooling, in most mites College. Almost one

fiftlr (18 percent) entered theatrical employment from work in other arts or

8 See, e.g., Jarhes C: March and James G. March, "Almost Random Careers:
The Wisconsin School Superintendency, '1940-1972," Administrative. Science
Qfrarterly 22, 3 (1977): 377-409.

A
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conimunications fields (e.g., journalism or art fevival management). Another

large group. (14 percent) taught in primary or secondary schools before
e

taking a 'theatre job; and about one in ten worked in b.u49,0s.

More than a third of the managing directors were hired directly into

top administrative positions, and almost half were promoted to such
, 24i

I posittenS'. While still with their first employer. Almost half entered .the
ova .r 4. ' ,

f0d4;lits , subordinate administrative staff (e.g., assistant 'tnanaging director,
II , v .

marketing directotyrieitiblie , relations staff): . Fewer than ten percent began
. 4k-

-,
.. ,

their Careers as artistic directors or actors, while a similar proportion

1:eustorpd in technical positions like stage, manager of set designer.
.

4 -. , Male managing directors were more likely than women (21 compared

- to 7 percent) to get their start in artistic or technical work; while more
s

'women than men (37 and 27 percanti, respectively) -were recruited as

interns, administrative assistants, or other management staff. Managers of

the largest quartile of resident theatres were less likely to have entered

the field as actors or taainical staff- (9 percent compared to from 14 to 26

percertl in the othei size categories).

Members of the . more junior cohorts were i.less likely to have been
.

recruited directly from school to their first theatre jobs (30 pereent
4('

compared to 44 and 56 percent, respectively, for the middle and senior

cohorts), and more likely to hal)e apprenticed in other arts or

communications fields (30 percent 'compared to 11 percent for the nwre

senior cohorts): Although these findings suggest that it may have become

more difficult to enter theatre work directly; from school,, it is possible

that staff entering from school are likely to stay in the field longer than
those with other backgrounds, in which ease the data would reflect

differential attrition.

27
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than theatre managing directors to

have entered orchestra work from other artistic, or communications fields

(39 percent) and less . likely (29 percent) to have._ moved directly from

school to orchestra work. They are also more likely (19 percent) to have
entered orchestra management from a business career. Of those whose

background was in the arts or communications, the largest categories of

employment were media or press, elementary or secondary music teaching,

and other performing-arta. tnanagement.

Orchestra managers were less likely than theatre managing directs
to have entered the field in artistic positions (just 11 percent began as

musicians or cond ors) and more likely to begin as top managers (47

percent with 17 percent mond attaining that position with their first

employer). Other common entry portals were as interns or assistants (10

percent), marketing or developing directors (9 percent), or other managerial

posts (1,5 percent).

Male and female orchestra managers were similar in their recruitment

patterns, except that won= were more likely than men (21 and 3 percent,

respectively) to have entered as secretaries or special project staff. Only

approximately one third of the manager's of the two smallest-budget

quaralei moved directly into managerships compared to about three fifths
ti

of the managers of the larger orchestras. In contrast to the pattern in the

resident stage, members of the most junior cohort were More. likely to have
been .retruited to orchestra work from school (38 percent. compared to 23

percent in the more senior cohorts), and less likely to have worked as

music teachers (just- 3 percent, compared to 22 and 15 percent) or in other
kinds of arts management (9 percent compared to 19 and 27 percent).

1
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Art Museum Directors

Art museum dirtctors had more regular entry' patterns than managers in

Other disciplines, entering museum work through, schooling (43 percent) or

after serving college or university art-history teaching. stints (25 percent).

The largest group of art museum directors (31 percent) began as curators.
. -

Almost one quarter started off is directors, and al4st one ,fifth in such

other administrative positions as assistant or associate director. More than
4half of the men and women recruited from professorial pnSitions into art

museum work. were first hired as directors; almost half of ,those 'recruited

from school went into curatorial positions; and the first positions of those

recruited from other sources were dispersed among directorships, curatorial

positions, educational jobs, and other admitipative 'posts.

Male and female art museum directors were very similar in the

occupations from which they were recruited. The same was true of

directors of art museums) in the four budget quartiles, except that directors

if the smallest museums Were less likely (17 percent, compared to 40 to 60
percent) to have gone -directly from siihooling into the art-museum field.

Cohort data are consistent with a change in patterns of recruitment

to the art-museum field, over time (see Table 6). Recent entrants (Cohort,

3) were less likely to have en ed museum work directly from school than

were members of the other cohorts, the 'proportion declining over time
from 61 percent of the most senior cohort to 21 percent of the most

junior. Newcomers are more likely 'to have been hired as directors to

their first art-museum jobs (33 compared to 24 and 14 percent). and less

likely to have been hired as curators (23 percent , compared to 33 percent
in the earlier cohorts).

OP.
29g
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These findings must be interpreted caution. We would expect.

the observed proportion of the recent cohort moving directly into directorial

jobs to be higher than the "true" percentage (i.e., the percentage of all

personientering the field dur13 the.. most `recent period who will ever be

directors), because individuals who entered recently as curators have had
less L. to move into the directorial ranks. Similarly, if persons entering

museum work directly from school take 'longer to become dijectors than

. persons with professorial experience, this fact might help account for the

apparent change.

Nonetheless, t1vo factors suggest that these findings are not entirgy
artifactuat Firs the 'tiexids towards greater previous work experience and-.
towards a greater ,-likelihr4od of entering the field as a director. appear

between the first 014 ;second cohorts, as well as between the second and

third.. Second, a greater percentage of the current cohort of directors have

Ph.D.s and have taught at the university level (53 percent compared to 31

percent of earlier cohor ) ,.,,It seems likely that along with the trend

towards higher educational attainments among niuseuni directors we are also

witnessing a trend tow,a.rds more university teaching experience and shorter
411.

periods in the field before- attainment of a first direct-whip,

Cornmunftv Arts A&encv Directors

In comparison to ,the other fields, pre-entry positions and entry portals were

most diverse among the CAA directors, with no evidence that routine forms

of recruitment hag developed. About one third of the CAA directors went

directly from school into artistic or arts-administrative work of some kind;

of other sources 'of recruitment into the arts, only nonprofit management

accounts for more than 10 percent of the direcV pre-recruitment

positions. The first arts jobs of almost hitt of the* directors were in the
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community arts field, with another 13 percent employed in performing arts

organizations and just under a tenth each in museums pr galleries, or state

or municipal arts agencies.

Only 10 percent of the CAA directors, far fewer than the top

managers in other fields, went directly from school to. the community arts.

Just over 40 percent entered community arts work from other arts or

media organizations, with the Jest scattered among a wide rangt of

pursuits. For over 80 percent of the CAA diroctori, their first job in the

community arts was a ditectorship, find nearly all became directors while

still with their first community-arts employer.

Male directors were more likely to have taken a job in the arts

directly after graduation than were their female counterparts (46 to 27

(;percent), more : likely to have been recruited from theatre .management (21

to 12 perceet), and less likely to have served as volunteers (5

percent), Corked in the press. or media (11 to 24 percent), as teachers. (14

to 27 percent), or in secretarial or clerical jobs (4 to 22 percent).

Managerial backgroundi differed nigher by budget category nor by cohort.

Thus the- artistic fields studied here arc more likely to enjoy the

benefits of diversity of background than of consistent preparation and

socialization. Each draws many eventual managers directly from school, and

feW from business management. In each of these fields, individuals with

little or no experience in the field commonly become top managers, usually

*of small orgahizations.

'Mower's! queen
.

f
\

In some fields (e.g., medicine, government service, uni ersity teaching)

recruits are awak of a number of conventional, sometimes mandatory, -steps

that, if taken, will lead to positions of power and prestige. In other

31
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fields, the paths of achievement are less apparent and well trodden. As

arts aniinistrators vary in the manner in which . they are recruited into'

their fields, so' they -vary in their careers subsequent to recruitment.

In each of the four fields, approximately 10 percent of the top

executives have worked for more than .four employers during their .careers,

Between one half and two thirds in each field have worked for only one

or two employers. 'Art museum directors and theatre managing directors

tended to have the longest *ells of employment: 3O percent of the art

museuin -directors and more than a fifth of the theatre managing directors

had been with -their current employers for over ten years (see Table 7).

Orckestra managers are comparable to theatre idmitristrators in their tenure,

while just 5 yercent of CAA directors had worked for for more than ten
years for their current employers. Most respondents were hired' into their

current administrative poitions:4 only about a quarter of the theatre,

orchestra, and art-museum executives, and just 14 percent of the CAA

directors had been prombted jeternally, to their current job

Careers- culminated in top managerial positions most quickly in the

community arts field, where 82 'percent of directors served no

apprenticeship in, the community arts before taking on a directorship, and
-f

least rapidly among the orchestras, whete almost half waited longer than

fiye years and almost a quarter for more than ten years bbfOre becoming

a manager.

Theatre managing directors were promoted youngest, with 43 percent

becoming executives ,before turning thirty,' and all but 10 percent were

first employed as managing 'directors .before their foivieth birthday.

9 Unless_ otherwise specified, in this section "careers" refers to the, careerof a manager in his or her field, and does not include, unrelated jobsprior to recruitment.

4S)
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'(Although CAA directors served shorter, if any, apprenticeships, they tended

.to have /longer work experience outside the field than their counterparts in

the resident stage.) ',By contrast, just. 24 percent of the orchestra managers

and, 14 percent' of the art-museum directors =reported an eXecutive position

before age thirty, while almost a third of the former, and more . than a
quarter of the latter assumed their first top managership after turning

forty. Few managers is any field had held more than two executive,.

positions% suggesting that job-hopping is uncommon among those who have

attained top managerships.

Managers' work experience before attaining their position at the .time
46-

of the survey varied from field to field, and was (Wer even within
4' fields. In theatres, substantial minorities had experience as actors, artistic

directors, "techies,* commercial, theatre or summer stock adiainistrators,
at

college, university, primary or secondary teachers, or public arts' agency

employees., But none of these categories included even a third of all of
114

the managing directors surve.yed. Relatively few managing directors h

direct experience in theatre marketing, development, and publig relations

nor had many managed ,other performing-arts organizations or worked in
non-arts-related businesse

Female managing' directors were more likely than their male

counterparts to have had experience in theatre public relations (20 percent

to 9 percent), marketing or audience development (13 to 3 percent), and

fund-raising or development (23 to 3 perCent); to have taught toTimary of

school ('23 to 12 percent); and to have worked in commercial

theatre (33 to 15 percent).. By contrast, men were more likely to have

worked in a public arts agency (21 to 7 percent).

33
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Managing directors of the, two smallest budget quartiles were Inttle

likely than those of larger theatres to have worked in theatie public

relations, Marketing, or development (23 and 38 percent, respecti,vely,

compared to 7 and 9 percent). Managing directors in the smallest quartiles

were more likely than those in larger ones to have worked as actors,

directors, or technical staff rtit-- -percent compared to 38 to 44 percent-, in

the other quartiles). Managers in the largest- budget quartile were more

likely than their peers to have worked in public arts agencies (24 to 9

percent) and summer stock (39 percent compared to 8 to 18 percent).

Analysis of inter-cohort variation suggests striking apparent, changes

in managerial work experience over time (Table 8). The peycentage of

managing directors with experience in public relations, development or

marketing - three key management functions involving the Theatre's external

environment increased steadily with each cohort, from 7 percent of the
most senior managing directors to 33 percent of the most junior. By

contrast, the percentage involved' in artistic or production work declined

modestly but steadily (from 57 to '40 percent), as did the percentages with

exper,ience in commercial theatv (29 to 10 percent), summer stock (29 to 7

percent), and college teaching} (25 to 7 percent). It is possible that these

last three findings represent age effects (because managing directors may

gain commercial-theatre, summer-stock, or college-teaching experience after

they have already become involved, with_ the .resident stage). By contrast,

it is unlikely that administrators become actors or- development' directors

after having' been managing directors.

The same diversity in experience was apparent. among orchestra-

manager respondents. More than one fifth had worked as musicians, almost
a fifth had experience in non-arts businesses, and more than '10 percent
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had worked as elementary/secondary teachers, for artists agencies err in

other performing -arts management positions. Male managers' were more

likely than feature managers to have been musicians (25 to 10 percent) or

to have managed a for-profit business (20 to 6 percent). Managers of the

largest-budget quartile , were less likely than others to have worked as

elementary or secondary school teachers (7 percent compared to 24 percent

of managers of the smallest 'orchestras) and less likely to. have worked as

orchestra musicians. By contrast, the percentage of managers having

worked in opera, dance, or theatre management ascended with size, from 4

percent among managers of the smallest orchestras to 22 percent among
I

managers of the largest. The percentage of managers with work

experience in orchestra development, public relations, or marketing rose as

well, from 4 percent in the smallest orchestras to 22 percent in the largest.

Like the resident theatres, the orchestras appear to have experienced

a decline in the percentage of managers with artistic experience and an

increase, albeit mbsiest, in the percentage with business and managerial

experience from cohort to cohort. More than one fifth of the most -tenior

managers compared to less than one 'tenth of the members of the most

junior cohort had been orches,tra musicians, while from 18 percent of the

senior cohort to just 3 percent of, the "newcomers" had taught music
4

elementary or secondary schools. By contrast almost one quarter of the

most junior managers, compared to 15 percent of their more senior

counterparts, reported non-arts business experience; and 15 percent of the

junior, but just 9 percent of the senior cohort had worked in orchestra

public relations, development, or marketing.°

10 In all cases, the percentage of the middle-cohort managers. lies between
that for the most and least senior.
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Compared to theatre, and orchestra careers, art-museum directors'

etperiences were relatively routine; 'et even. here, no kind of work

experienit leading ,to a directorship was shared by even half. Of the

respondents. The most common prior experience was curatorship, reported

by 44 percent of the directors. Almost as many (38 percent) had taught

art at the college or university level. Smaller groups had worked as

assticiate or assistant directors, in art museum educatiori departments, or as

elementary or secondary school teachers. Surprisingly, fully 20 percent

reported being employed, at some point during their work careers, in a

business unrelated to the arts.

The relatively few women directors were more likely than men to

have worked for nonprofit organizations outside the arts, as elementary or

high school teachers, or in clerical museum positions, and less likely (17 to

3,7 percent) to have worked in nom-arts businesses. Directors of the

smallest' museums were more likely to have served as professors before

entering museum work (45 percent compared to 27' percent for directors of

the largest museums), to have been elementary or secondary teachers (21

and 13 percent for the two smallest-budget qurtiles, about 4 percent for

the largest two); or to have w museum educators (10 and 27

percent in the two smallest quartiles compared to 7 percent, for directors of

the larger museums).

Table 9 displays inter-cohort variation in director work experience.

Strikingly, 48 f the miWunior cohort but only 6 percent of the
tr

most senior directors had taught atttie--7-taiicersity lev,e1 before going into

museum works. Also striking was the decline in the percentage. of

directors with iretiatoriaI experienc'e, from 58 to 35 percent, suggesting that

acquisition of Ph.D. may have come to replace curatorial service as

36
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preparat on for art-museum

findings for the performing arts;

experience' outside the arts apiiears tok hsv declined.
aes

The experience of communi0 arts a y d r4tors was the most

torships. Fi in contrast to the

he percenTge toe director wikkusiness

,diverse of all of the respondents. Bee most of khem took on

directorshipS as their first positions in tle field, internal position
,

. t ,.. 4:'\ ...,\ .

prepared a 'large share of directors for their worii01.-Nor, s we' have seen,
; C, 4,are there regulai recruitment channels. Btween 8 and. 20 percent of the'

\ .

CAA directors reported experience in . each of \h,e followin k'
l

work, spheres:

primary and secondary teaching (21 percent), unirsity arts nagement (16

'percent), arts service organization '. employment and 'secretaria }/r leriCal work
,

IL

(14 percent- each), teaching in a school of the arts (13 ercent), theatre

management or work as a performing artist (12 percent each), employment

in a commercial arts venture (11 percent), experienc as a visual\ lartisk or

in orchestra management (10 percent), work in an arts, center (9 p cent) or

in a .non-arts business (8 percent). No major differences between enders,

among directors of agencies in different budget categories, o mong

members of different cohorts were visible.

.1%

Conclifslam

The careers we have described in this chapter re relati%tly unroutinized

and idiosyncratic,. Yet some general conclusions ca be drawn.

First, the managers of our larger resident \theatres, orchestras, art

museums, and local arts agencies were, as -a group, men and women from

1 4

families of relatively, high social status. Women were present in large

numbers in every field but the art museums. But in each field they were
,

more likely than men to be located in smaller, less prestigious institutions.

37
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Educational levels of these managers were high - more than half

have pursued. their formal' educ4tions past college - and seem to have been

going up, dramatically among art-museum directors and more gradually

among others. If formal educational' credentials and prior expeiience are a

guide, the managers' arts backgrounds were, rather strong while their

management experience was meager., Nonetheless, theie were numerous

exceptions to both of these assertions, and some evidence that management

training and experience are becoming more common and artistic experience

somewhat rarer among performing -alts managers, especially theatre managing

directors.

Cohort analysis suggested' that each field had been changing in

distinctive ways, with the exception of community arts agencies, the

directors of which were, for the most part,' such recetit entrants into the

field that few conclusions could be, drawn about change.

Art museums haVe undergone profeisionalization, in the sense that

their directors, especially those_ of the largest institutions, have increasingly

impressive educational credentials and increasingly commonplace social

backgrounds. University teaching experience ''was more common in the

recent cohort than among previous entrants to the field, and curatorship

appears to have undergone a con'commitant decline as a stepping-stone to

the directorship.

Among the resident theatres, artistic expertise Dias become somewhat
f

le7s common and managerial training more common among, managing

directors. Similar, although less notable, trends were apparent among

orchestra. managers.

Careeri, that is, ordered sequences of jobs leading from conventional

entry portals to predictable destinations, do ne exist in these fieldi".

38 ..
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(Indeed, careers, in practice, are far less common than most people

Abelieve.) 11 Arts managers are recruited from many sources and bring with

"them a panoply of experiences. Many entrants move4 directly into top

executive positionf. Mobility _within organizations is limited by size:
,

relatively few arts

, promote routinely aliill

enough levels of management to

personnel. And movement among., A

,, organizations, at the executive level, would seem to be less) common than
,

widespread perceptions, of "job-hopping* would suggest.

The disorderly nature of managerial careers in these artistic fields

may provide oppcirtunities for organizations to hire talented individuals

from unusual backgrounds and for individuals willing to, take risks to build
successful careers. But many people find it stressful to work in

environments in which promotion opportunities' are few and career strategies

obscure and poorly understood. Such individuals, if they face career

stagnation or uncertainty, may. choose to leave arts administration for other

pursuits. In the chapter that follows, we shall consider,' the rewards that

arts administrators receive, the satisfactions they express, and their

expectations about the future.

11 Seymour Spilerman, "Careers, Labor Market Structure, and Skicioeconomic
Achievement,* American Journal Of Sociology 83, 3 5,1977): 551-93\
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I

THEATRE

TABLE 1 : COLLEGE MAJORS

CAAMUSEUM ORCHESTRA

$ /tilt Form* 49.45% 57.98 47.37 38.92%

Humanities 29.67 30.25 , 26.32 25.93

Management 5.49 iP
,, . 0,00 10.53, 5.56

Arts Management '3.30 0.00 1.05 0.93,

Social Science**
1

,

i.89 7.56
.

.

11.58 25.93

Scence 2.20 4.20 3:16 2,78

N 1 91 119 95 4108

*Theatre, Art, Music, and any art form, respectively
**Includes pre-prpfessional majors (excluding pre-med)

J
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R,

,

A 3

.36

t
'10

_

.

Art Fora*

Humanities

Management

Art, Management

SoCial Science**

Science

N ..

.

TABLE MASTERS DEGREE

'CAA

PA.I.ORS

THEATRE )WSEWI

/

ORCHESTRA

54.762

;

.
9.52

.,

9.52

-23.81 .

2.38

0.00.

4.2 ,.

82.11

10.53

2.11

2.11

3.16

0.00

95

43.18

- 18.18
Itt.

18.18

9.09

9.09

2.27
...

44

44.44

9.26

11.11

1431,

18.52

1.85

54

I

.

*Theatre, Art, Music, and any art form, respectively
**Includes pre-professional majors (excluding pre-arid)

i?"

4
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: )
TABU 3r BUDGET RANGES SY CATEGORY AND biSCIPL1NE (in thousands) ,

Tp Tiartile

more than $1200

sort than $1699

more than $1999

more than $300

Lowest quartile 2nd quartile 3rd quartile,Discipline,

Theatres 'less than $260 .260-$500 450141200

Orchostraa lest than $320 $3204700 -$701$1699

Art Mumma less,than $501 $5014999 $1000-$1999

CAAs 'less than $50' $51-i100 $101 -$299

42
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TALE 4: MEANING OF °HORT CATEGORIES. FOR EACH DISCIPLINE
(FIRSTLY OF. FIRST jOB IN FIELD)

Discipline kr Cohort 1

Theatres Before 1967
, .

Orchestras Before 1964

Art Museusis adore 1963.

CAAs* Before 1976

*First full-tima job in the arts.

1

p

Cohort 2'

1

Cohort 3

1967-1974

1964-1973

1963-1968

1976-1978

After .1974

Aftex 1973

Aft.* 1)68

After 1978

43
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/ABLE 5:: FIRST YEAR OF FIRST FULD.TIME JOB IN FIELD BY DISCIPLINE*

Year Theatre' Ihmetnn- Orchestra- CAA1* CAA2*

Pre-1960 11.96% 24.57 23.00 0.80 7.4.4

1960-65 16.30 20.34 19.00 2.42 7.44

1966-70 16.300 33.90 20.00 3.23 18.18

1971-75 34.80 16.95 19.00 21.77 25.62

Post-1975 20.65 4.24 19.00 71.77 41.32

N 92 118 100 124 121

*CAA1 refers to first CAA job; CAA2 relfFs to first job in arts.*

44 w.
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TABLE 6: PERCENTAGE IN EACH COHORT OF ART-MUSEUM DIRECTORS (1) ENTERING MUSEUM

WORK DIRECTLY FROM SCHOOLING- 2 ENTERING INTO DIRECTORIAL POSITION; (3) ENTERING

INTO CURATORIAL POSITION (1=Most s enior, 3-Most junior).

Cohort

:A?
_

.al (2) (3) N

f

1 61.11 . 13.89 , 33.33 - 36

2
#

-40.48
,

23.81 33.33 42

3 20.51* 32.50. 22,50 40

*N=39 ',11 .

ot

e
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TABLE r NUM ER OF_YFARS-- -VIM- 'CURRENT _EMPLOYER.

N
0-2 3-5 6-10 More Than 10

Theatre 21.512 32.26 23.65 22.58 93
Nag *um 13.68 21.37 35.04 29.91 117
Orchestra 22.7.7 35.64 23.76 17.82 101

r_CAA 30.65 36.23 28.23 4.84 124
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TABLE 8: MANAGERIAL EXPERIENCES BY COHORT - TRZATRES

Variable

Theatre public relatiobs

Theatre development

Theatre marketing

Any of the above

Actor, artistic director or
technical worker

Commercial theatre

Summer stock

College oempiversity teaching

N

Cohort 1 Cohort 2 Cohort 3

7.14X, 5.88 26.67 .

0.00 5.88 20.00

0.00 2.94 16.67

7.14 14.71 33.33

57.14 - 47.06 , 40.00

28.57 23.53 , 10.00

28.57 26.47 6.67 /
25.00 23.53 6.67

28 34. 30

.0k
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TABLE 9: MANAGERIAL EXPERIENCES BY COHORT - ART MUSEUMS

Variable
4 Cohort 1 Cohort 2

College or university teaching
before museum

23.81Ever taught c011ege or university 30.56 30.95Associate Director 19.44 14.29Curitorial experience p
58.33 40.48

Non-Arts business 22.22 23.81N
36 42

I

48

S

Cohort 3

47.50
52.50
2

35.

12.50
40



CHAPTER 3: REWARDS AND EXPECTATIONS

We focus on three kinds of rewards in the pages that follow. The first is

income, which is a powerfql incentive for continued participation in any

field. Second, we examine the resources that our respondents commanded,

as represented, by the budgets of their institutions. Third, we shall

consider, as well, satisfactions the administrators reported deriving from a

range of other sources: autonomy; relationships with subordinates, colleagues

at other institutions,' artists, trustees, government agencies, donors, and works

of art; the role they played in their communities; and opportunitiCs for

career development. Finally, we shall look at responses to questions about

career 'expectations: how likely respondents believed they were to take a

similar job in a larger institution or in one like their own; to work as

artists, in government, or in the commercial_ media; or to the arts

altogether.

$algry _and, Jesources

We shall -consider Salary and resources together. Salary. was related to the
3

employing organization's operating budget in every field, very highly in the
Arr

performing arts (correlation of approximately .70) and more modestly

ih(approximately .30) in art museums and community arts agencies (CAAs),I

Table I indicates the distribution of administrators' 'annual salaries in

each of the four fields. Over half of. the orchestra managers and 86

The lower correlation of salary with budget size in the art-museum
population is partly an artifact of the restricted upper category of the
salary scale on the survey, which requested respondents to check the range
in which their salary fell. k may also result from the inclusion of
directors of university art museums, whose salaries, in some cases, were tied
to university-teaching scales. Similarly, the salaries of directors of
municipal CAM may have been constrained by municipal salary scales.

49 d
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percent of the art museum directors earned more than 527,500, compared to

fewer than one third of the theatre managing directors and just 21 percent

of the CAA directors. Similarly, art museum and orchestra administrators

commanded, more resources (mean budgets of $1.9 and $1.8

-respectively) than theatre managing directors (with an average budget of

5954,000) and CAA directors (iverage- budget S354,000).2

Male managers administered larger organizationi and were better paid
than women managers in every field. Among the resident-theatre

respondents, for example, 45 percent of tl.men but just. 3 percent of the
women earned more than 527,500 annually. Distributions were = similar,

although less extreme, in °they fields. We shall consider the extent to

which these differences can be explained by differences in these
backgrounds, educational attainments, or career experiences of male and

female administrators below.

Similarly, managers in more senior cohorts directed larger

organizations- and earned more than more recent entrants in every field.

As we have seen, administrators of larger organizations also earned more

generous 'salaries.

Thus in each of these fields, directors of large organizations earn
more than managers of small ones; women earn less' than men; and

experienced managers earn More than inexperienced ones. In addition,

theatre managing directors with degrees in management and without

experience in theatre marketing, development, or publi; relations

departments; art museum directors with Ph.D.s in art history and any

degree from one major American university; and CAA directors with arts

2 In all cases, means are inflated by the presence of a few atypical
organizations with exceptionally high budgets..
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degrees and prior arts experience are all better paid than theit counterparts

without these attributes.

Note that these observations describe associations, not causal

relationships. _ They tell us nothing about ; how one might alter these I"

associations. Take, for example, the finding that women earn less money

than men. If this is a consequence of the fact that women managers are

less well educated than men, it could be: changed by , providing training to

female arts administrators. If it results from the fact that women are less

experienced, than the difference should moderate' with time, at least if,

male and female recruits are equally likely to remain in their fields. If

the difference exists because women work for smaller employers than do

men, then the problem lies in the 'nature of women's careers and large

organizations' hiring patterns. If similar organizations pay women less thin

they would pay men with the same talents and credentials, then the legal

remedies available to women in any field might be employed.

To begin to distinguish the causes of the variation we observe, we

,employ a statistical technique known as multiple regression analysis. This .

technique allows us to investigate the effects of each independent variable

on an outcome while simultaneously controlling for each one. For example,

a multiple regression analysis of the impact of rainfall, sunshine,- and

fertilize on the height of tomato plants would permit us to estimate the

effect of each factor over and above that of all the others.

Let us first consider the predictors of budget size. The budget that

a manager commands, is an important source of reward in its own right

and is related, as well, to salary, especially in the performing arts. Results

51
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of multiply egression analyses of the predictors of operating budget size

in dollars are displayed in Table 3.3

In all but the art museum ,field, being a womaso (GEN) was

negatively associated with budget size, even after controlling for family

background, education, and career experience. This tendency -for "women-10
4

administer smaller organizations than men of comparatU background,

training, and experience was particularly strong in the resident-theatre

field, but notable as well among orchestras and community arts agencies.

The -effects of family background .were are small in all 'fietds,

although parent's educational attains ent has a modest positive effect on

`budget! size for orchestra managers and a modest but surprising negative

net association with the budgets that art-museum directors command.4

Managers who attended private secondary schools (a measure of fami4

social status) administer larger budgets, other things equal, in all four

3 The left ha d olugan of Table 3 includes a list of independent
variables used t predict the outcome in question. These are defined in
Table 2. Resu s for each field are summarized in twg columns under the
name of that f ed. For each field the right-band column contains the
standardized r a coefficient for each of the variables included in the
equation presented in the table. This coefficient is a number ranging
from -1 to +1 that indicates the extent to which the independent variable
is associated with the dependent variable after controlling for the effects
of all other variables in the equation. For purposes of the comparison, the
simple correlation (also ranging from to +1) is displayed in the column
headed ra to the left of the regression-coefficient column. This statistic
indicates the degree of association between independent and dependent
variables when other variables are not held constant. Not all variables are
included in all the equations for each field. Variables are excluded when
they proved (in analyses not reported where) to have no important effects
on the dependent variable or other results in the analyses; when they were
too closely associated with other independent variables to disentangle their
effects (e.g., age and seniority for some fields); r when measures were
only applicable to certain fields (e.g., curatorial erience).

4 Note that the term "effect" refers to "statistical effect" rather than to
causality. Although such findings are consistent with the existence of real
effects, they do not in themselves prove their existence.
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fields.5 Orchestra managers who attended more selective coeges

admaster. larger 'organizations. By contrast, years of education bears a

surprising negative relationship to the budget size of CAA directors'

agencies, even controlling for years in the field. Notably, the major

afluenceon -the budget commanded by art museum directors is having
.

attended a single major American thtiversity.

Apsects of age and seniority have strong positive net effects on

budget size in every field except the art museums. Years worked before

entering the field has an important influence on budget sizes of CAA

directors' agelsosks, as does years of work experience. For orchestra and

theatre administrators, years of experience in the field is a powerful not
.

predictor of organization budget. --
11

Table 4 displays results of regression analyses of m;anagers'
4

salaries
A

in our four fields. Budget size is by far the most important predictor of

salary among the theatre and orchestra managers, exerts an improtant

influence on the salaries of CAA directors, and a more modest, but still

notable, net effect on art museum directors' salaries as well.

Salaries are alsbinfluenced by the experience of adm* istrators in

the arts and in their fields. , Years of work experience is a cry powerful

predictor of salary in the performing arts pd pnly slightly less so among
I

the CAA directors. A closely related measure, years of experience in the

arts, is an important predittor of art-museum directors' salaries as Avell.

Surprisingly, holding experience constant, managers of orchestras (but note in

5 For the sake of brevity, the phrases "other things equal," "net effects,"
and "controlling for other factors" will not be included in every sentence
in the report of regression results. The reader should note, however, that
unless otherwise indicated, descriptions of regression-inalysis results all refer
.to net associations, controlling for the influences of other measured
factors.
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other fields) who reported long tenures with their current employers earned

substantially less than managers with briefer 'tenures..

The impact of educational experience varies in importance from the

art museum field, where it is crucial, to the orchestra field, where no

indicators of educational experience have a. notable influeice on salary.

Attending a single American university has a notable influende on the

salary of art-museum directors, though somewhat less of an influence that

years of educational attainment. in, the museum field, then, the income-
s ti

"determinatio process appears to have components of bott meritocracy and

old school tie

Among CAA directors du tionalattairtment is a strong predittor of

salary, on a par with budget ize and years
.
of experience: Thus

educational attahment has mixed effects in this group, with a direct

positive impact on salary, but an indireit negative impact through its

negative effect on operating budget.

Finally, having attended a private secondary school is a, moderately

strong predictor 'of the salaries of theatre managing directors. Graduates

of private! schools arc doubly advantaged here: They are more likely to

administer , large theatres (and thus to benefit from the strong relationship

between budget size and earnings) and, holding budget constant, still earn

more money than similar en and women who attended public schools.

Family background has no direct effect on the incomes of theatre

managing directors, unless rivate-school attendance is seen as a measure of

family social standing. Among the orchestra managers, parental educational

attainment is negatively assoclitted with income, an impact that is, balanced

by the rpotitive impact of parental education on organizational size. A

similar negiCive impact of family social ,stancling, once educational
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---'-ixpe'riences are controlled, appears in the art- musei$n field, in which

parental social class is negatively associated with income. These negative

association are puizling. kit is posskble tilt individuals from humble.

backgroupds who attain advanced degrees, attend major ,universities, and

become art museum lrecto:or orehestra managers have unmeasured. . .

qualities that enable Ahem to enter what_ traditionally have been elite jobs,

and also to earn higher salaries once they occupy them. Finally, tAA

direftors from top business or professional families earn higher salaries

than comparaOle directors from more modest backgrounds.

One of the most striking similarities among the four fields is the

negative impact of gender on earnings for managers in each of them.

Although introducing controls for family back&routid, educationaynd career

experience, and organizational budget size reduces the negative impact of

being female by one third for art-museum directors, one half for CAA

chiefs, and lniost two thirds for theatre a-nd orchestra managing directors,
4 the effects that remain arewnotable, and similar across' the four fields.

Because women also tend, other things equal, to direct .organizations with

smaller budgets, they are doubly disadvantaged. Unless men and women
managerp in these fields differ on some unmeasured traits that are
uncorrelated with family background, educational ewerience, career

experience, or organizational budget size (a possibility that seems unlikely),,

it is difficult to escape the conclusion that women top administrators- of

the organizations we studied earn less money thin do comparable men.

Intrinsic Rewjas; Work Satistactioa

If salary and command over resources were the only factors that motivated

people, we would expect resident theatreNnd local arts agencies to have a

more difficult time attracting, gnd retaining capable managers than

55
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orchestras and art museums. But if managers compare their organizations

lald- salaries chiefly to those of peers in their fields, rather than to those
in the arts more generally, these factors may be offset by other

satisfactions intrinsic to the work of minaging the arts.

To tap such satisfactions, we asked respondents to' rate the

satisfaction they derived from a set of factors intrinsic to their 14E14 as

well as from their salaries. These ratings were made on a five-point scale,

on which "5" represented "a source Of great satisfaction" and "I" represented

wa source of 'great dissatisfaction." Thus those factors that arouse apathy

or ambivalence among respondents are rated "3," while ratings lower than
-.43" indicate irritants rather than satisfactions. Table 5 lists the job

attributes about which respondents were asked, along with the abbreviated

name ,that will be used in the table' to follow. Table 6 indicates for each

set of managers and each satisfaction ,the mean; the rank of this mean
among all factors for the group (in parenthesis aft7 the 'mean); the

percentage who Indicated satisfaction ("4" or "5");*. the, percentage who

indicated dissatisfaction ("1" or "2"); and the number of respondents.

Overall, administrators in differen1 fields responded similarly to the
Questions. Managers in each field found more sources of?atisfaction than

of dissatisfaction on' the list. If we consider a mean of 3.51 or higher to
indicate satisfaction and of 2.49 or lower to represent dissatisfaction, none

of the "factors were. on balance sources of dissatisfaction, and only salary

(for all but art museum directors), contacts with donors (for theatre

managing directors and. CAA directors), and contact with government

agencies (for all) were not described as sources of satisfaction.

Administrators in all fields reported much satisfaction in 4heir autonomy

and authority and in their relationships with colleagues, their relationships
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(with subordinates, and their contact with works of art. Mona ers in each

field reported relatively less satisfactiqn with their salaries_ and with
4 .11

contacts with trustees, "donors, and, particularly, government. agencies. While

managers in each field were relatively positive ab:out opportunities for

career development, in no field did they include such opportunities among

the tiip half of all satisfactions.
ft

Thus the satisnictions that keep managers in their ,fields and the

dissatsifactions that make their work lass rewarding would seem similar

from field to field. Theatre, inanaging directors enjoyed their contacts

with subordinates, artists, and, colleagues. their contact with works 'of art,

and their roles in their communities. Orchestra managers appreciated 'their

autonomy and authority, their contact with works of art, their community

roles, and their contacts with colleagues and titistsP. Art museum directors'

found satisfaction in their contacts with works of art, their autonomy and

authority, their contacts with colleagues and 'subordinates, and their roles in

the community. Community art agency directors likewise cited- their

community roles, their autonomy and authority, and relationships with

subordinates and colleagues as sources of reward. Not surprisingly, the

better paid orchestra and art-museum administrators were more likely to

find satisfaction in their salaries than were their counterparts in resident

theatres and community arts agencies. Orchestra managers werfi slightly

less enthusiastic about their subordinates than were respondents in other

fields. Managers in the performing arts found more .satisfaction in contacts

..with artists than those in museums and community arts agencies, probably

because they had more regular contact with them. Cotlimunity arts agency

directors were less likely to report satisfactign in contacts with works of

art, obibly because they have less contact.
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One might consider as troublesome those job attributes noted as

sources of dissatisfaction by 10 percent or more of the respondents in a

More than a quarter of the theatre managing directors cited their

salaries as a source of dissatisfaction, and almost 30 percent rated contacts

with donors negatively. Contacts with government (20 percent) and with

board members (14 percent) were also sources of dissatisfaction in the

resident-theatre field.

A Similar pattern emerged from the responses of the community arts

agency directors. Almost a quarter cited contacts with government agencies

as an irritant.6 Low ratings were given by some to contacts with board

members (1.1 percent) and with donors (13 percent). . Perhaps more4
significant, however, were the relatively high percentages (20 and 18

percent, respectively) dissatisfied with their ,talaries and their opportunities

for career growth. It pqssible that the absence of conventional career
.

sequences in the community art is, as suggested in chapter 2, a source .of

anxiety to administrators in this field.

By comparison with the theatre and CAA administrators,, orchestra

and art-museum administrators were well satisfied. Just over one tenth of

the orchestra managers expressed dissatisfaction with their salaries and 29

percent evaluated negatively their contacts with government agencies. For

art museum directors, contacts with government agencies were the only

notable source of dissatisfaction, with just over one quarter citing the,

adversely.

6 Because of the special relationships between many local arts agency
directors and theirs. municipal governments the results are not completely
comparable for CAA directors and other respondents. More generally,
without comparable questions regarding contacts with private foundations
and corporations, it is difficult to interpret the relatively negative response
to government, particularly since it is unclear which agencies (federal, state,
.local, or survey-toting recipients of federal grants) respondent; had in mind.
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Variation in Satisfaction Between Men and Women,

Male and female theatre managing ,directors were similar in their responses,

although men were much more satisfied with their (higher) salaries and

slightly more satisfied with their community roles, while women were

slightly more satisfied with their opportunities for career development and

more likely to be dissatisfied with their autonomy and authority. Male and

female orchestra managers diverged in their responses, with males reporting

more satisfaction from their salaries, their autonomy and authority, their
'Yr

community roles, JP and their contacts with works of art; and women,

expressing more siatisfaction with their relationships with colleagues, contacts

with members, and opportunities for career development.

Male and female art museum directortalso responded differently to

these questions, although the small number of women in this field makes

generalization hazardous. Male art museum directors were more likely to

express satisfaction with their salaries, while women reported greater

satisfaction with their contacts with artists, board members, donors,

government agencies, and with their community roles. Women were less

likely to express dissatisfaction than men with their opportunities for career

development. Women CAA directors reported more satisfaction than their
I

male counterparts in each area in which differences emerged. They were

more likely to express satisfaction than males about. their relations with

colleagues in other institutions, their contacts with board members, their

community roles, and their contacts with works of art. They were less

likely to report contacts with government agencies as a source of

dissatisfaction.
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f.

Variation in satisfaction Dv Cohort

Interpretation of cohort differences in responses to attitude questions is

treacherous for several reasons. For one thing, mercers of the most senior

cohort in each field are survivors; less satisfied managers who entered; their

k fields along with them may haver dropped out before reaching their level

of seniority. Second, some attitudes change with age and experience, If

we were to survey individuals in the junior cohort in,- fifteen years, those

that remained might provide responses more similar to the current members

of the most experienced cohort than they do now. Differenies- among

cohorts, then, may result from the recruitment of individuals with stable

attitudes into the .field at different times; to differences in age and

experience that will moderate with time; or to the winnowing out of less

satisfied members of more senior cohorts who have left the field.

in general, newer entrants to all four. fields expressed less

satisfaction than men and women in more senior cohorts. On most

indicators, members of the most senior cohorts were more likely to report

satisfaction than those of less senior cohorts. Where substantial minorities

of the most recent entrants did not find :satisfaction in many of the

intrinsic qualities of their jobs, we ,may expect that many of them will not

be retained in the field for the duration of their working lives. Where
A

contacts outside the employing organization were perceived as more

satisfying than those within, as seemed to be the case. (relatively speaking) 'N

for the most recent cohort of art museum directors and the middle cohort

of CAA directors, some administrators may find themselves focussing more

on activities in the profession than on local organizational dilemmas.'

Although in none of these fields was satisfaction with career-development

opportunities so low among newcomers as to lead us predict a mass
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exodus, in each of the fields studied the Icabiliation of satisfactions and

dissatisfactions seems likely to lead a minority of younger top

administrators to leave the field in years ,to come.

Variat n in Satisfaction by Organization Size

Organization bkdget size was positively associated with the tendency to

ress satisfaction with intrinsic qualities of the occupational role amongInt
theatre 'managing directors, but not among other respondents. For the

orchestra managers and CAA directors, the relationship between ,?size and

satisfaction_ varied depending upon the specific trait. In the art- museum

field, directors of 'small institutions tended toi. report the highest degrees of

satisfaction overall. In all fields but the resident stage, managers of the

largest institutions dericed the least satisfaction from contacts with artists.

lb all fields but theatre, but especially orchestras and the communit

arts, managers of the largest orgahizations tended to be less satisfied than

others with their opportunities for career advancement. This finding

alrgi-sts that some managers who have been very successful may be

frustrated once they have reached the top of their professions. Such fields

may find it difficult to retain ' able administrators who attain top

administrative positions early in their careers.

Taken t6gether, the results suggested that, outside of the theatre at

least, intrinsic rewards may compensate for income in the smaller

organizations, while , relatively high salaries, jnduce individ tp manage

the largest organizations, despite the fact that they find the intrinsic

qualities of these jobs less rewarding than do managers of smaller

organizations.
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VarraTion in Satjsfaction by Work Experience

Analyses of differences in satisfaction among managers within each field

who have had diffeztent career experiences suggests that satisfaction and

career experience are related, but that, the relationships are shaped by local

conditions in each field. Among theatre managing directors, possession of

an arts degree' was associated with greater satisfaction with works of art,
Ticbut not with artists. Among orchestra managers, holding a music degree

was associated with deriving greater satisfaction from artists, but not from
wqrks of art. Among art-museum directors, possession of an advanced
degree in art history was negatively associated wilt satisfactio'n derived

both from artists and from works of art. In the community arts agencies,

educational backgrounds did not seem to influence satisftion at all.
Similar variation was evident between managers in different fields

who did and did not possess experience in the arts or in arts management,

respectively,. before assuming their first directorships. Differing results in
different fields do not mean that shifts in the backgrounds of arts

managers cannot or have not had profoundi or consistent effects qn what
managers. seek from- and value in_ their jobs. But they do suggest that,

given the range of variation among the managers surveyed, explanations of

these relationships must be sought in developments specific' to each field:

, Career ExueetatIons
e

If arts organizations are to be well administered it is not enough for them...

to recruit talented individuals into administrative politions. The field-, as a

Whole must retain these individuals as they become more experienced and

develop greater skills.
It

In this section we analyze the responses of managers to questions

'about their expectations about future career movement. Although people doL\N...
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;always do w at they expect to do (unforeseen opportunities arise,

attitudes change, ans un Ibrgo sudden shifts), such questions provide a

more direct measure that do satisfaction reports of the directions in which

administrators think they are heading.

Each set of managers were asked to indicate the likelihood that they

would in the future take each of several kinds of jobs. They indicated

this by citling one number on a four-point scale of which '74* equalled

*very likely" and "I" equalled "very unlikely." The alternatives posed Z.

varied for each set of administrators, based on the nature of their work

and experience. The alternatives, abbreviations used in the table .to follow,

and the fields for which the alternatives were posed are described in

Table 7. in the discussion that follows, particular attention will be paid to .

respondents' evaluations of the like 'hood that they will, first, take jobs in

larger or more prestigious organizatio s in their fields and, second, move to

a position Unrelated to the arts. The former expectation is most consistent

with a commitment to one's discipline and to an optimistic view of one's

opportunities in it.. The latter is ran directly related to our concern , kith

retention of managers in the arts..

Table 8 displays the mean response to each expectation question for
r

each field and the :pilrcentage of administrators in each field who

responded that each alternative was either *very likely' or 'somewhat

likely.", Managers in all were remarkably similar in their

expectations about taking jobs similar to th 'r current ones or administering

larger or more prestigious institutions. Just over half of the managers in

each field Vrom 53 percent of the orchestra managers., to 62 percent of

For the purpose of data analyses, the numbeing of categories in the
survey instruments, in which "l "-very likely and "4"-very unlikely, has been
rcverscd
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the art-museum directors) expected to move to a similar organization.

Approximately two thirds oof the managers in e-th field (from 62 percent,

of the CAA directors to 68 percent of the orchestra managers) expected to

command larger or more prestigious organization in their field.

By contrast, fields varied more in the percentages of managers who

expected to take positions outside the arts. More than half of the CAA

directors expected to leave the arts, compartl to approximately one third
of the managers of theatres, orchestras, and art mitscums. There are

several reasons why the local arts agencies are more at risk than -other

fields of losing many of4 their managers to other pursuits. First, CAA

directors were newer to their fields than were their counterparts in other

disciplines. Consequently, they had lad less time to build a web of
commitments to the field. Second, careers in the commulity arts were

even less structured, -and thus more uncertain, than those in the other

fields considered here. Third, CAA directors commanded smaller,
organizatiOns than the managers responding in other fields and earned

relatively low salaries as well. In the long run, the development of a

larger cadre of experienced, managers and, the routinization of careers.

should Moderate the difference between local arts agencies and other lands

of arts organization. In the short run, however, departiire 1of administrative

talent seems likely to be a vexing problem for local arts agencies. .

Managers can lave administrative positions in their fields, without

leaving lie arts altogether. Responses to questions about career possibilities

outside administration in the managers' current fields also reflected the

vulnerable position of community arts agencies, revealed tensions in the

resident stage, and indicated relative stability among the art museums. For

example, '68 percent of the CAA directors who responded and 40 percent
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of the theatre managing directors, but just 23 percent of the art museum

directors and 31 percent of orchestra managers thought it likely that they

would take jobs with public agencies concerned with the arts, Fully one

half of the CAA directors expected to administer other kinds of arts

organizations, compared to fewer than one quarter of the theatre managing

directors. Just, over one tenth of the art-museum directors expected to

direct museums that were' not art museums in the future. Almost two
ti

fifths of the theatre managing directors, but just one sixth of the art-

mreum directors anticipated working for arts service organizations. About

one third of the CAA directors, theatre managing directors and .Orchestra

managers expected to work in commercial media in the future. Over half
'OA

of the theatre administrators reported it likely that they would become

involved in the commercial stage, but fewer than one tenth of the art-

museum directors expected to manage commercial art galleries.
7

Differences in Expectations of Men and Women,

Women in all fields were somewhat *less likely to anticipate moving to

larger or more prestigioui organizations than were their male counterparts.

For example, 39 percent of male theatre managing' directors but only 13

percent of female theatre administrators expected such a career move.
111

Moreover, 52 percent of the women respondents who managed resident

theatres compared to just 25 percent of the male theatre managers reported

that they expected, to take jobs outside of . the performing arts: 'Women

theatre managing directors were also sub tantially more likely than their

male pcers to anticipate working in publ c agencies concerned with the

performing arts, arts service organizations, and the commercial media.

These findings suggest that the resident stage may face the loss of many

women participants through attrition.
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By co ast women are no more likely than men 'to report plans to

leave the other \fields that we studied; in fact, the relatively few women

respondents who lirected art museums .reported it "very unlikely that they

outsidew\7Id ever work outside of museums or the visual arts more often (72 fO

49 percent) than, thee male colleagues.. Similarly, .69 percent of the male

CAA directors but ly 33 percent of tire Women directors anticipated
\

moving to an arts-adm,trative position outside of the community arts.

Recall that the more recent cohorts of managers in all fields

contained more women than did Eno* senior cohorts. If expectations are

good guides to behavior, Ies ains by women should hold up in

orchestras, art museums, and locai a ts agencies; but they may be severely

eroded by attrition of female managing directors in the resident stage.

Variation in Exoectations by Cohortk \

Members of the most junior cohorts in all fields were most likely to

expect to manage larger or more prestigious organizations in- their fields.

The middle cohorts were almost as optimistic among the .orchestras and art

museums but less so among the theatres anrk mmunity arts agencies. The
d.

lower expectations or more experienced admi strators in the latter fields

may be a sign of disillusionment, but in\so1e cases may represent a

1realistic reaction to two. facts: first, the more, for managers have less

time to make any moves and, second, because they are likely already to
0

command larger and More prestigious institutions\ than their more junior

peers, there may be little room for improvement,

o varied in their propensity to leave its agministration.

Art museum directors' commitment appeard to-bt ti with time: Thee longer

directors had served in art museums, the less likfly \ hey were to

contemplate working .outside, museums or the visual arts. By 4ontrast, in

11

66
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the other fields commitment actually seemed to decline with experiencp.

In both the orchestra and community arts fields, the most junior cohorts'

members were least licely to anticipate leaving the field, while

41,-/ administrators in the co art of middle seniority were most likely to

anticipate taking a job u related to ' the arts. Among the orchestra

managers, 36 percent of the ost recent entrants but more than half of

the middle cohorts reported it somewhat or very likely that they would

leave ikrts administration. Aito g the CAA directors, comparable figures

were 40 and 67 percent.

If arts management and museu administration, respectively, were

becoming professions that span discipl nes, we would expect that more ,

ent recruits to theatre and CAA administration would be more likely

t an more senior managers to expect to take jobs in other fields of arts

management; and that more recent entrants to the art-museum fiela would

rtspond more often that they planned to direct museums other than art

museums. The data provide meager support for this view. The newest
,

recruits to theatre management were less likely than their more senior

'colleagues to anticipate managing other kincls of performing-arts

organizations (and fewer than one third of any cohort reported such

expectations). Over half of the CAA directors expected to move into other

k indsiof arts management, but no trend towards thisooview was discernable.8

Among theme art museum directors, not a single member of the most senior

cohort expected to direct a non-art museums, while between 15 to 20

percent of the more recent cohorts did. - Nonetheless, at this point,

8 Due to space limitations this question was omitted from the orchestra
managers' survey.
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different kinds of museums and, to a lesser extent, different kinds of

performing arts disciplines appear to constitute separate labor markets.

Other Sources of Variation in Expectations: Budget Size and Career
Experience

Although there was substantial variation among budget quartiles within each

field in ittatutiers' expectations, much of it was relatively unpatterned.

Directors of the smallest theatres And community arts agencies were more

likely to anticipate working as artists than were administrators of larger

organizations.

Where opportunities are blocked for men and women who attain top
ti

positions in their' fields early in their careers, the disciplines may lose the

services of its top executives. Indeed, almost half of the managers" of the

largest orchestras reported that they were likely to find jobs outside of the

performing arts; and more than half of the directors of the two largest
quartiles. of CAAs (compared to 42 percent of the directors of smaller

agencies) expected to leave arts work altogether. Manager of the largest
quartiles of orchestras and CAAs were least apt of all respondents to

report it likely that they would administer organizations similar to their

own. By contrast, managing directors cif the largest theatres were least

likely to anticipate leaving their field.

Are administrators with management degrees more likely to look

Outside the arts to make their careers?' Surprisingly, they are not Almost

half of the theatre i'managiii directors with adminiitration degrees, but
4

only 16 perOnt- of their colleagues, reported that it was "very unlikely"

that they woOld lake a job related to the performing arts. In the other'

fields, individu$1s with and , without management degrees ve about equally

likely to anticipate departure.

s
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Theatre managing directors' with prior experience as actors at

"tcchies".. appeared highly committed to the performing arts: just 23 percent

compUed to 45 percent of the administrators without such experience

expected to leave the field. Similarly, orchestra managers with

undergraduate or graduate egrees in music,- or with experience in the arts

(as artists or manager filre entering the orchestra field, were less likely
.10

than othcis to anticipate taking positions outside of the performing arts.

Art museum directors with Ph.D.s were ',less cly than others to expect to

actainister museums that were not art museums;. those who had been

curators were less. likely than others 1'124 *percent compared to 39 percent) to

report it somewhat or very likely that they would ikoceept a position outside

of museums or the visual arts.

In sum, these findings suggest that aro administrators with intistic

background's are somewhat more likely to have positive career expectations

and less likely to anticipate leaving the arts than are those ..without suCh

experiences. Nonetheless, there is no evidence that administrators with
4.

manager pent degrees are any less committed to their fields than are

administrators without them, .despite thewfact that their ,opportunities outside

of the arls may bo greater because of their training.

Work in the Mts .

In order to examine the net influence of the factors discussed thus far
4

(and of additional Itspecfs of background and attitudes) on administrators

perceived likelih of leaving the arts, we present the results of multiple

'regressiqo analyses for each of the four fields (Table 9). These analyses,

permit us to examine the effects of various factors on the loss of

pian.agerial talent while contiolling for the influence of other variables.
p

'a

4
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Age and seniority were largely unrelated to expecting to leave the

performing arts. -Career satisfaction, not surprisingly, had a substantial net

effect on expected departures for every group but the orchestra managers.

Satisfaction with contacts with artists bore a notable negative relationship

to expected exit among art museum directors' and a modest relationship for

CAA directors. Controlling for other sources of satisfaction, art museum

directors who 'enjoyed contact with their 4rustees were substantially wane

likely to anticipate leaving the museum and visual-arts worlds than those

who did not.

The most powerful net negative predictor of expected departure for

4rt museum directors was age. Those directors who worked in other fields

before going into the arts and those directors who had been curators were

notably more likely that othes. rs to plan to take jobs outside the arts.

Among CAA directors, years of. experience in the arts before CAA work
4 bore a substantial and robust negative relationship to expected exit.

Among the resident-theatre managers, bu, not among the other

administratOrs, women were substantially more likely, other things equal,

than men to anticipate leaving the performing arts: (Recall that it was in

the resident-theatre field that women were most disadvantaged relative to

men in their earning power.) Controlling for other factors, theatre

managers and orchestra managers with management degrees were less likely

than others to expect to leave the performing arts. Orchestra managers

with highly educated parents, music degrees, and high levels of educational

attainment were somewhat more likely than others to expect to take jobs

outside of the arts. Art-museum directors who attended private schools and

held Ph.D.s in art history were notably less likely to plan to work outside

museums or the visual arts than other directors.
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Among the CAA directors, educational attainment' modestly increased

expected departure, while college quality negatively affected it. Holding

.these and other factors constant, directors with highly, educated parents

were less likely tha other to expect to leave the arts, while those whose

fathers or principal guardians were professionals or owners or top

executives of major businesses were more likely to anticipate departure.

Conclusions

To the extent that managers'. reports r own satisfactions and
..expectatigns are a guide to the extent to whi
,..._- ....._,

kids are likely to retain
.

adniinistrative talent, none ON these fields is ill crisis but, to varying

degrees, each will face challenges in t years ahead. Resident theatres

may find it difficult to retain tal ted young men and, especially, women.

Orchestras may find it difficu to provide satisfactions for young managers

and to offer further care opportunities to successful managers of large

institutions. The art scum field appears to face the fewest difficulties,

but even here a most junior directors expressed less mmitment than did

more senior cohorts. Finally, local arts agencies arc likely to

e counter the most severe problems in attracting and retaining managerial

talent: the most successful LAA directors may lack necessary opportunities

for career growth; and members of the middle cohort appeared, from their

responses, to be undergoing a crisis of confidence, reporting relatively low

levels of satisfaction and high probabilities of leaving the arts.
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Table 1: Salary b' Field

CAAsTHEATRES ORCHESTRAS ART MUSEUMS

$0-$10,000 12.742 2.78 1.63 4.58'

10,001-15,000 18.63 9.26 0.81 18.32

4,001-20,000 14.71 10.19 2.44 29.77

20,001-27,500 22.55 25.93 8.94 525.i5

27,501-35,000- 10.78 19.44 14.63 12.98
35,001-50,000 13.73 14.82 45.53 7.63

,over $50,000 6.87 17.59 26.02 0.76
N 102 108 123 131

+IR
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Table 2: Abbreviations and Explanations of Variables
Used in Tables 30 - 35

Variable Explanation

Background

GEN Gender (dichotomous variable: lfemale).

CLASS Father or principal guardian's' position on three-point sc ; top
group includes top managers or owners of large businesses and
professionals; middle group includes middle managers, owners of
small businesses, civil servants, educators, and engineers;
bottom group includes blue-collar workers, farmers, and the unemployed.

PARED Educational attainment of parent with highest educational livel,"
8-point scale.

Educational Experience

EDUC Educational attainment, 6-point scale.

PRIV Attended private secondary school (dichotomous variable) .

ASTIN Astin scale of college quality (0 if no college attended,.

UNIVX Attended 'University X' (dichotomous variable, art museum directors
only).

BIZ Received undergraduate or graduate business degree (dichotomous
variable, all but art museum directors).

ARTPU Received Ph.D. in art history ( dichotomous variable, art museum
directors only).

MUS Received, undergraduate or graduate music degree (dichotomous vari-
able, orchestra managers only).

Career Experience

AGE Age in glare.

AGE2 Age at first top managerial position in field (all but CAA directors)

YRS1 Years experience in the arts (art museum and CAA directors).

YRS2 Years work experience in field (all but art museum directors).

YRS3 Years worked before.. entry into field.

YRS4 Years work in arts before entry into CAA field JAA directors only).

YRS5 Years with current employer.

PRE Worked in arts before entry into orchestra field (dichotomous vari-,

CUR

able, orchestra managers only).

Experience as curator (dichotomous variable, art museum directors
only).

Other Rewards

OPBUD Operating budget of organization in dollars.

A Salary in dollars (estimated at midpoints of categorical 'male).

AUT Satisfaction derived from autonomy and authority (5-point scale).

3RD Satisfaction derived from contacts with board members (5-point scale).

ART Satisfaction derived from contacts with artists (5-point scale).

CAR Satisfaction derived from opportunities for career development
(5-point scale). -Nt 7 3
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1

1

Table 32: tL111,21JLJEumtipm2VgYJUL21122S1tIEULI.EL
Budgets of Managers Organizations for Four Yields

I.V. Theatres Orchestras Art Museums CAAs

b r b r b r br

GEN -.329

CLASS .024

PARED -.150

EDUC -.016

PRIV .136

ASTIN .-.094

UNIVX NA

AGE .382

AGE2 .210

YRS1 NA

.YRS2 .445

YRS3 .062

YRS5---- .356

R
2

.2758

P .0001

-.2468**

-.0148

.1580

-.279

.023

-.2004*

.041 .1612

.028

.144 .1410

.218 .1709*

-.087 -.119 -.1741

-.060 .025

-.016 -.1488 -.069

.021 -.174 -.1736*

.202 .1708 .223 ..1922 **

.104 -.111

11 NA .301 .2889** NA

.120 .024 .098

-.137 [-.021. NA

NA .123 .0903' 11.042

.3885 * ** .397 .3833***1 NA .223 .1693*

.170 -.129 .178 .1860*

.180 .100 .034
,

.27,23 .1350
. .1648

doik

.0001 .0021 .0001

I.V. stands for 'independent variables.' For definitions of these variables
see Table 2 . r is the simple correlation between the independent And dependent
variable. B is the standardized beta coefficient for the impact of the inde-
pendent variable, controlling for the effects of the other independent variables.
All variables entered into an equation appear in column B; r's for other vari-
ables are included for purposes of comparison. *.p less than or equal to .05;
**p less than or equal to .01; ***imp less than or equal to .001.

4

.
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s

Table 4: Multiple Regression An*lyses of Predictors of ManaulEIL
Salaries for Four Fields*

I.V. Theatres Orchestras Art Museums

r

CAAs

r . b -r b r b b

GEN -.396 -.1580* -.427 -.1631* -.332 -.2013 -.323 -.1619*

CLASS .126 .023 -.122 -.1508 .203 .2080**

PARED -.117 -.273 - .217 * ** -.023 .023
gs

MC -.004 .0076 .136 .308 .2405 .254 .2897***

PRIV .193 .1380* -.020 .079 .140

UNIVX NA NA .344 .1989* NA

AGE .528 .207 -.061 .121

YRS1 NA NA .157 .1686* .210

YRS2 .576 .3089*** .519 .4031*** NA .369 .2932**

YRS5 .398 .129 -.2952***-.117 .225 .0662

OP= .730 .5224*** .672 .5283*** .202 .1889* .327 .2856***

R
2

p

.6486

.0001

.6540 .3111

.0001

.3846

.0001

For explanation of symbols used in this table, please see Table 3 .
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A

Table 5 : Sources of Satisfaction and Dissatisfaction*
With Abbreviations

Salary.

Autonomy and authority

Relations with subordinates'

Relations with colleagues at other institutions

Contacts with artists

Contacts with board members

Contacts with private donors

Contacts with government agencies

Rola in community

Vential for career growth

COnzact with works of art

ta.

SAL

AI1T

SUB

COL

ART

BRD

DON

GOV

ROL

ca
WKS

4
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Table.: Mean Satiisfaction, Rank, and Percentage Satisfied and
Dissatisfied with Wary and Ten Intrinsic Job Factors by Field

-MEASURE THEMES ORCHESTRAS ART MUSEUMS CAAs

mean/rank 3.00(11) 3.46(10) 3.62(10)._ 3.20(10)
% 4 or 5 31.37 50.93 56.20-'- 37.12

% 1 or 2 28.43 11.11 7.44 19.70
N 102 108 121 132

AUT V mean/rank
4 or 5
1 or 2

N

SUB mean/rank
Z4 or 5
% 1 or 2
N

COL

ART

3RD

DON

GOV

ROL

VRK

mean/rank'
4 or 5

21or1
N

mean/rank
'Z 4 or' 5

21or2
N

mean/rank
2 4 or 5
21or2
N

mean/rank
4 or 5

or 2
N

mean/rank
4 qr 5

21or2
N

mean/rank
4 or 5

21or2
N

mean/rank
4 or 5

% 1 or 2
IJ

mean/rank
4 or 5

% 1 or 2
N

4.14 (4)
79.21
8.91
101

4.15 (2N
84.00
6.00
100

;4.07 (5)
75.25
4.95

1.01

4.15 (3)
77.23
2.97
101

3.68 (8)
59.0o,
14.00
100

3.09(10)
32.00
29.00
100

4.14 (4)
85.18
5.56
108

4.08 (6).
72.644
2.83
106

4.22 (2)
80.37
0.00
107

4.12 (5)
77.78
0.93
108

3.85 (8)
68.52
7.41
108

3.55 (9)
49

48

107

4.29 (2)
84.80
6.40
125

4.08 (5)
78.22

5.65
124

4.16 (3)
82.93
2.44
123

3.80_(9)
59.66
8.40
119

3.81 (8)
66.39

9.24
119

3.85 (7)
64.23
4.88

123

3.16
36.63
19.,80

101

(9) 3.11(11)
34.26
28.70
108

3.08(11)
28.10
26.45
121

3.88 (7), . 4.17 (3) 4.09 (4)

78.69 31.31 78.25
7.07 2.80 2.42
99 1107 124

3.96 (6) 4.00 (7) 3.85 (6)

68.63 74.04 66.67
7.84 5. ',7 7-.69

102 104 117

4.29 (1) 4.38 (1) 4.46 (1)

80.00 85.05 83.20
4.00 0.00 7.20
100 107 125

77

4.27 (2)
81.06
6.06
132

4.14 (4)
81.53
7.69
130

4.16 (3)
79.54
4.55
132

e
3.98 (5)

69.47

7.63
131

3.82 (7)
67.69

10.77
130

3.47 (9)
46.09
12.50

128

3.20(10)
40.15
24.24
132

4.38 (1)
84.09
4.55

132

3.58 (8)
57.58
18.18
132

3.92 (6)

60.00
7.69
130
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Table 7': Alternatives, Abbreviations; and Applicable Fields for
expectation Measures

Alternative

Same similar position as now
at similar organization

Same position as now at larger
or more prestigious organization
in same field

Abbrevs. Theatres Orchestras Museums CAA

SAM X

BIG X

Artistic position; ART X

Director or staff of a public PUB X
agency concerned with art form

Director or staff of an arts- ASO X
service organization

Arts administration in 0TH
another field3 X

Administrator or staff in a COM
commercial media cohcern4 X

Producer or administrator BWY X
in commercial stage

Director of a social service SOC
agency

Job unrelated to art fo m
5

NOT X

x

X

X

X

x

x

1. For theatres,"artistic director of a resident theatre'; for ottestra,
'professional musician'; for museums,iurator'; for CAAs, 'visual or
performing artiiitY

4 For theatres and orchestras, 'concerned w&
museums, 'concerned with museums'; for CAAs,
(other than a CAA).'.

the performing art's; for
'concerned with the arts

Nik

3. For theatres, 'orchestra, opera, or dance company'; for museums,
'a museum that is not an art museum'; for CAAs, 'a performing arts
organization or a museum.'

4. For art museuse,'director of a commercial gallery'; for other fields,
as it reads.

c

X

X

X

X

. For thestxes and orchestras, 'unrelated to the performing arts'; for museums,
'unrelated, to museums or the visual arts'; for CAAs, 'unrelated to the arts.'
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Table 8: Mean.Re/ponses, Percent Indicating 'Very' or 'Somewhat Likely',

and N for Each Expectation by Field

'Factor

SAM

BIG

ART*

PUB*

ASO

0TH*

COM*

13t4Y

SOC

NOT*

Measure Theatres Orchestras Art Museums CAAs

Mean 2.64 2.49 2.68 2.53

Z Likely 58.00 52.78 62.09 55.38

N 100 108 124 130

Mean 2.81 2.84 2.85 2.73

Z Likely 67.00 67.59 65.04 61.82

N 100 108 123 131

Mean 2.27 1.25 1.75 1.45

Z Likely 29.41 6.60 22.76 13.85

N 102 106 123 130

Mean 2.23 2.02 1.79 2.73

2 Likely 40.20 131.48 22.76 68.18

N 102 108 123 132

Mean 2.21 1.54

2 Likely 39.22 16.13

N 102 124

Mean 1.94 1.48 2.44

2 Likely 22.55 12.10 50.00

N 102 124 132

Mean 2.19 1.9p, 1.41 2.06

2 Likely 32.00 29.9f 9.68 33.59

N 100 107 ''it' 124 131

Mean ti 2.57

2 Likely 52.94

N 102

Mean 1
1.61

% Likely 16.79

N 131

Mean 2.23 1.97 1.86 2.47

2 Likely 33.33 35.18 29.27 50:38

N 102 108 123 131
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of Predictors of
that they will
Arts*

I.V.
Theatres

r

GEN .227 .2480**
CLASS -.005
PARED .014

EDUC .097 .1601

PRIV -.116
ASTIN .061
MIJS NA
BIZ -.148 -.1588
ARTPE NA

AGE .072 .1128
YRS2 -.010
YRS3 ,.034
YRS4 NA
YRS5 .019
CUR NA

OPBUD -.084
SAL' -.045

BRD .120
ART -.184
CAR- -.240 -.2830

R
2

.1713

.0029

*For explanation of terms

Orchestras

-.078

.155

.080

-.009
.128

-.255
NA

-.233
-.168
-.007
NA

-.068
NA

-.011
-.064

.025

-.127
-.087

.2134

.0014

Art Museums CAA.

r
-.0100 -.101

-.031
.2382 -.111

r'

.016

.000

.158
-.2065*
-.2343**

.1575 .143 .094 :1427
.135 -.1789* .100
.094 -.009 -.1736

.1489 NA NA
-.2402** NA .102

.058 -.1384 NA

-.1679 -.300 -.4249*** -.167
NA .001
.018 .2266* .083
NA -.232 -.2528**

-.242 .007 .0734
.183 .2563** NA

-.090 .014

\002 .095 .0683

.005 .2383**
-4.198 -.1806* -.256 -.1553

-.0627 -.283 -.3158*** -.327 -.3018

. 3214

. 0001

used in this table, please see Table

.2588
.0001



CHAPTER 4: THE TRAINING OF ARTS .etDMINISTRATORS

The need for skilled managers has been a topic of much discussion in the

arts during the past decade, as the number of arts organizations has

increased and the complexity of these organizations has risen. Many

universities have founded arts management programs that train and certify

administrators. 1 Service organizations and public agencies have sponsored

internships. Technical assistance programs, carried out by consulting firms
41

and active arts administrators have been supported by public agencies ana

service organizations, as well. Almost all of the major service organizations

conduct workshops and seminars for in-service 'managers. Advocates of

different approaches to manarnent. training. have at developed fervently

argued and often persuasive rationales in behalf of their favorite

approaches.

This discussion and activity has proceeded in a knowledge vacuum.

Systematic information about the way in which arts administrators learn

their jobs, their evaluations of different training techniques, and their

perceived needs - except for local -level needs-assessments anti evaluations of

specific programs - has been unavailable.

This chapter provides a data base for assessing the needs of arts

administrators and documenting the manner in which they have addressed

0
these eds. In the pages that follow, we shall consider, first, the extent

Center for Arts Administration, University of Wisconsin. Survey of Arts
Administration Training 1985-86. 1984. New York: American Council for the
Arts.
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to which managers believed that they were well or poorly prepared for

several management functions at the time they assumed their first, top

administrative position; second, the extent to which they used several

available training formats for learning about these functions; Third, their

global evaluations of seven kinds of arts management training; and, finally:

assessments of several training formats by administrators who reported

experience with them. This chapter represents the first national study of

the learning experiences and opinions of working arts administrators that

permits comparison among artistic disciplines and that distinguishes explicitly

among several management functions in considering the value of different

training approaches.

The reader is cautioned not to interpret any of the findings

presented here as reflecting definitively on the objective qualit)\ of any

method of training. First, all of these findings are based on subjective

opinions or arts administrators. We cannot tell which approaches to4'

training best enhance the effectiveness of administrators, because we have

no way of knowing how effective these respondents are. Second, different

organizatiotis require that their administrators have different skills:

Financial managcmettt. ability may be more crucial, for example, to an art-

museum director whose museum does not have a full-tinie assistant director

for financial affairs than for one whose musfum offers this kind of

support. Third, the assessments of different learning methods cannot be

generalized to all sources of a );iven kind of training. There' are good

and bad consultants, good and bad administration courses, and good and

bad internships. This report of administrators' reactions to the ones they

have experienced should not be used as a shoppers' guide. Finally, this

study's survey. methodology does not lend itself to an investigation of the

Ns

0

t
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ways in which administrators acquire, or fail to acquire, a critical aspect
3

or arts-administrative comektence: sensitivity to the needs of artists and the

requirements of 'artistic work, and commitment to the core artistic missions
.

of their, organizations. Notwithstanding these caveats, this chapter does
mr

.

provide information that will be of interest to managers, policy makers,

and educators concerned with the preparation of arts administratots.

Loyd of Preparatiot

Respondents were requested to evaluate their own level of preparation in

each of seven management functions at the timer they assumed thejr first

top administrative position, using a three-poict scale (I.."good," 2 "faii-;" and

3."poor"). Four of the functions about which administrators were asked

(financial management, persovel inanagiment, board relations, and labor

rehtions) afe primarily internal. Three function's (planning and

development, marketing and public relations, and, for art museum, and CAA

Directors, government 'relations) concern the management of the

organization's external environment.

Table I displays the percentages by 11 ;cintine of
;

reporting that their preparation for each function was either "good" or

responAnis

"poor." Strikingly few managers felt that they were well prepared to

assume many of these _madagethent functions. For example; hewer than one

third of the administrator in any 'discipline belieVed that their preparation
I. .

in financial management was "good," .while between one and two fifths of
I

the respondents in each field 'reported poor preparation. . Indeed, only

among the CAA directors, and only for planning and development,. and

marketing and public rclalions, did siightry more than half of the
if.

,,

, .
respondents repori-thal they were well prepared for any management

i I .'
ases, plurality' of respondents characterized theirfunction. In

6

O
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preparation as "fair." Only in the field of labor relations (which may

have been less important for the administrators of smaller organizations,f
especially museums and community arts agencies), did more than two fifths

. of the administrators in each field regard their preparation as "poor."

ti

More than one third of the theatre managing directors considered

their prOaration "good's in personnel management, planning and

development, and marketing and public relations. Almost half reported that

they were poorly prepared for labor relations, compared to one fifth who

considered their backgound in this area good. Almost as many managing

directors considered themselves poorly prepared as well prepared for

financial management and board relations. In the latter area, the managing

directors reported levels of grepara\tion inferior to those of administrators

in 'other art forgis.

Art museum directors, by Contrast, reported their best preparation as

being for board relations. In no other area did even one third of the

respondents report that their preparation was "good." Fan more director\
reported' "poor* preparation for labor relations, government relations and

financial planning than reported being well prepared;- and 'about on third

each indicated that they were well 'and poorly prepared,, respectively; in

marketing ana public relations.

Orchestra managers reported relatively strong preparation for board

relations, and for marketing -and public relations, even in these

areas more than one in five' indicated *that, he or she had been poorly

prepared. More than orre third reported being well prepared for personnel

man/gement and for planning and development. Almost half described

their readiness for lab(); relations as poor; and about one quarter each

reproted being poorly prepared or well prepared for financial management.
.

4
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More than half of the CAA directors (the field in which managers

were most likely to report prior nonprofit management experience) indicated

good preparation in planning and development and in 'marketing and public

relations, and approximately two fifths reported good preparation for

personnel management, board relations, and governmenttrelations. Only in

the areas of financial management and labor, relations (where almost five

times as many respondents characterized their preparation as poor than as

good) did fewer than one third of the CAA directors reported that they

were well prepared.

In summary, then, these data suggest that none of the artistic fields

-considered here prepared prospective administrators satisfactorily for their

first executive jobs. A substantial minority in each field charcterized their

preparation for one or more important administrative respontibility as

Inadequate, and only a minority in any field reported that they were well

prvared for their jobs iin many areas of responsibility. in particular,

preR'aration for financial management and labor relations in each of these
) a

fields appears to have been problematic. In addition, readiness for board

relations among theatre Managing directors, and for marketing and public

relations, and government relations aMong art-museum directprs were

reported to be particularly low.

It is possible, of course, that some fields had already begun to

address ,the problems by the time these surveys were conducted. If this

were the case, we would expect administrators in 'the most recent cohorts

to repoit higher levels of preparation than the members of more senior

cqhorts. Although recollections 4re not always trustworthy - it would..te

:Si
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better if someone had undertaken a comparable survey fifteen years before

- they can at least provide some guide to changes over time.2
at

The only discipline in which admini$rators reported becoming better

prepared for the management functions described here during the

professional lifetimes of curtent managers is the resident stage. For all

functions but labor relations, the iteist recent entrants were more likely to

report having been well prepared than were members of either of the two

more senior cohorts.' And for all functions but personnel management, they

were less likely to term their preparation "poor" than were members of

either of the preceding cohorts. In personnel manageitent and in planning

and development, each cohort contained a larger proportion of respondents

who considered themse,Ives well prepared than did the one preceding them.

For financial management, planning and development, and marketing and

public relations, each successive cohort contains a smaller propor.tion of

individuals who reported that they were poorly prepared. The most junior

managing directors were only half as likely to consider themselves well

prepared for labor relations than were the most senior managing directors;

and board relatidns appeared to present a special difficulty for the middle

cohort of managing directors.

-13y contrast, the percentage of art museum directors reporting poor

prcparition was higher for every function but personnel management among

the most junior cohort than among the cohort that preceded them (although

lower in every case than the percentage for the most senior directors).

Taken at
faice

value, these data suggest that preparation of museum

Recall that cohorts were constructed so that each contains approximately
one third of the respondents in each field; and that, consequently, cohorts
in different fields represent quite different spans of years. See Chapter
2, Table 4 for the periods covered by cohorts in each field.

-7
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directors improved markedly between the first and second cohorts, but

deteriorated somewhat among the most recent entrants. When one recalls

that the profcssionalization occurring among art-museum directors in recent

years had much more to do with art-historical credentials than with

administrative onesi this pattern is not surprising.

If theatre managing directors felt better prepared for their first

administrative post, the perceived readiness of orchestra managers for their

first executive positions actually seems to have declined with time. 3 For

every function but planning and development, the most recent e trants into

the orchestra field reported lower levels of preparation than either of the

cohorts before them. By contrast, however, except for ,personnel

management and labor relpit5ns, fewer members of the most recent cohort

reported being poorly prepared than members of the preceding cohorts.

Because most CAA directors were relatively new to their field, there

was less reason to expect inter-cohort change in that field than in others.

Members of the Addle cohort reported better prepion in virtually every

respect than did the more senior directors, many of whom were pioneers in
mr.

agency management. The most junior ,tcohort reported better preparation

than their predecessors in financial management and in planning and

development (for which almost two thirds indicate "good" preparation), were

similar w h respect to personnel management and board relations; and

somewhat less likely to report being well prepared in the areas of

marketing and public relations, labor relations, and government relations

than were members of the middle cohort.

p
3 It is possible that this ,difference could result from the fact that
orchestra administration has become more complex; but the same is true of
art-museum administration, where the apparent deterioration was not evident.

5

r
3
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On the basis of these self-reports, it seems that theatre managing

directors have become better prepared for their first top administrative

posts during the careers of the respondents to these surveys; art museum

directors and community arts agency directors became better prepared

between the times that the most senior and middle cohorts assumed top

managerial posts, but readiness remained stable or declinec-rthereafter; and

the subjective readiness of orchestra managers for their first top positions

seems to have declined.

Neither budget size nor career experience were systematically

associated with managerial preparation in any of the four fields.

Administrato with higher degrees in artistic majors reported lower levels

of preparation for at least some functions in each of the fields, but the

differences were, in most cases, small. The absence of association between

budget size and reported preparation in all fields but theatre (where there

was a nega ive association) was striking, )For it suggests that lack 'of prior

management aining or experience has not been a serious impediment to

administrative` ,career success.

might, on the whole, place greater stock in on-the-job experience than in

This fact suggests that arts administrators

formal training, since i' is the former that has generally been responsiNe

vallif for their own achievements:. In the Sections that follow, this is precisely

'what we shall find.

How _Manastert Learned

We did not ask administrators to assess their own current competence, for
442,

-
responses to such a question would have been influenced at leasr as Much

1°

by personality and expectations al by a Ctilai levels of skill. Nonetheless, it.

seems reasonable' ta,1assumc that almost all, f the respondents have, during

the course of 'their careers, learned something about each of the functional

.44

ct

N
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6

areas. Each respondent was aske , flbr each area of managerial

responsibility, Ito indicate if he or she . had made use of each of five

learning formats to learn that function; and, if she or he had, to assess

the value of his or her experience. (The learning Nrinats were "on-the-

job" training, professional workshops and seminars, university arts-.

it adRinistration courses, university general - management courses, and

consultants.) In this section; we shall consider the k-extent to which top

administrators in each of the four fields had used each of the training

formats to learn each of the management functions.4

Most of the administrators in all fields reported learning most of th

- management functioni at least in part. while ,on the job. (See Table 2.

(The only exception to this generalization - labor relations in CAtAs - is a

function that is not salient to many administrators in this group.) Next in

importance was the professional workshop or seminar, particularly in the

community arts and orchestra fields, and only slightly less so among theatre

managing directors. Managers all fields, but especially art museums and

4 For each/unction, respondelats were asked to indicate in one column
which of the five learning formats they had used; and to provid?`' in
columns located to the .right of this column, their assessments of their
experiences for only those training methods they had used themselves. In
-fact, most respondents failed to use rthe first column to indicate explicitly
the methods they had used; Most of them simply ciicled assessments to
the right of some athe learning formats. In coding these responses, we
assumed that, where only some of the assessments were circle , that these
learning formats had been used and that those formats for- ch no
assessments were offered had not been employed. Where all as ssments
were circled for all functions, we- inferred that the respondent
misunderstood the ins ructions, and treated the responses as missing data.
In the ,few cases in Which a respondent circled some of the nurnbers next
to training methods in the first column; but provided assessments folvach
of the training methods in the columns to the right, only those assessments
of formats for which use was indicated in the first column were coded.
In calculating the percentage of respondeitts who had made use of a given
learning format, the N ,used was the iirgest ntkber of respondents to any
question in the first ;part of this section of the survey; which requested 111

information regarding level of preparation for each function.
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theatres, reported using
rk
Nnsultants for a variety ofd purposes. And

minorities of administr4yefs in each field reported using university arts-

administration and g ral-management courses to learn about several

management func'tions.

Financial Management
110-

Next to on-the-job experience, workshops were the most common source of

information about financial management in all fields but theatre, where

consultants held a slight edge. Between 37 percent (art-museum directors)

and 52 percent (orchestra managers) of respondents in each field reported

attending professional workshops or seminars on these topics. * Between 28

percent (CAA directors) and 57 percent (theatre administrators) reported

using consultants; for support in this area. . Berwreen 22 percent (art-museum

directors) and 33 percent (orchestra managers) took university general-

management courses concerned with financial management, while between 17

percent (art.:museum directors) and . 24 percent (theatre ,managers) took arts-

administration courses in this area.

Personnel, Manz.gsment 4

Again, on-the-job °experience predominated in this area, with workshops in

second place in each field but the resident stage, where .consultants were

more common. Between 28 percent (theatre managing directors) and 40

percent (orchestra onanagers) of respondents reported, attending workshops or

."">.seminars on personnel management, while between 16 percent (CAA

directors) and 36 percent (theatre administrators) reported using consultants.

Between 16 percent (CAA directors) and 23 percent (theatre managing
r.

directors) repOrted taking university general-management courses on this
-4

topic, while from 9 percent (CAA directors) to 18 percent (orchestra
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managers) indicated that they had learned about personnel management in

arts-administration courses.

Board Relation

After on-the-job experience, workshops were the leading source of training

about 'board relations in each field, involving from 24 perant

mussum directors to 46 percent of the theatre managing director

pf the art-

. Use of

consultants on this topic varied markedly among fields, froth ne of the

art-museum directors, about one fifth and one quarter of the CAA and

orchestra managers, respectively, and 44 percent of the theatre

administrators using consultants for this purpose. Board relations was the

only function for which respondents in every field reported usiqg arts-

administration courses more than 7-general-management courses, although

relatively few respondents had learned about board relations in either.

Planning and Dsvelopment

More respondlits participated 'in workshops and seminars on planning and

development than used any other kind of formal training format, except

among the art-museum directors, who were somewhat more likely to engage

consultants for this purpose. From 34 percent (art-museum directors) to just

over half (theatre 'dministrators) reported attending workshops on planning
4i

and development, while from 39 percent (orchestra managers) to 47 percent

(theatre managing directors) reported retaining consultants. Minorities in

each field learned about planning and development in arts-administration

courses (from 16 percent of CAA directors to 20 percent of orchestra

nranageTs) or in university ,general - management courses- (from 17 percent of

art museum directors to 23 percent of orchestra managers).
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Marketing anci Public Relation&

Again, workshops and seminars led the formal training mechanisms in every

field except art museums, where consultants predominated. Just overNialf

the managers reported learning about marketing and public relations in

professional workshops or seminal in every field but the art museums (29

percent). , Consultant were used by about one third of the respondents in

every ficicijbut theatre, where just 5 percent reported using them for this

purpose. Between.< percent (CAA directors) and 20 percent (orchestra

managers) reported learning about thii topic in university arts-administration
Or

courses, while from 15 percent of tht art-museum directors to 25 percent

of the orchestra managers did so in general-management courses.

Labor Relations

Fewer respondents reported on-the-job learning in this area than in any

other, although such experience was reported more commonly than any

other kind of learning. Over one third of the orchestra managers attended

labor-relations workshops, compared to one , seventh to one fifth of

respondents in other fields. Approximately one third of the theatre

managing directors, art-museum directors, and orchestra managers had

retained consultants on

CAA directors.

this topic, compared to just over 10 percent of the

Fewer than one in ten CAA directors reported learning

about labor relations in either(\ arts-administration or jeneral-management

courses. Between 10 and 20 percent of administrators in other fields had

either arts-administration or general-management( courses that treated labor

relations.
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Qqvcinment Relationa

Only the art-museum directors and CAA directors were asked about

<rnment relations and, for both groups, on-the-job experience was by far

the most common way of learning. About a quarter of the directors in

each group had attended workshops on the subject; and a quarter or the

art-museum directors and just under one fifth of the CAA directors had

used consultants. Only about 10 percent in each group reported learning

about government relations in either arts-administration or general-

management courses.

Summary

On-the-job training was far more important ,than any other' kind inc.\

V familiarizing arts administrators with the functions that they performed.

Consultants and professional workshops and seminars were also used by

substantial minorities to educate themselves about aspects of their jobs.

University arts-administration and general-management courses trained a

smaller minority of the administrators in each field, particularly in the

area of financial management. While re orted use of these training
1

formats was remarkably similar from field 'to field, theatre managing

directors and art-museum directors were particularly likely to report the use

of consultants in many areas. Art - museum directors reported making less

use of professional workshops and seminars than managers in other

disciplines. Theatre managing directors reported relatively higit rates of

attendance at university arts-administration courses; o estia managers relied
=1 ',

.

to 'a greater extent than others on university
,c
general-manar.i.gement courses;

and CAA directors reported taking somewhat fewer courses than

administrators in other fields.

9 3
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In all the fields but the art museums, and especially among the

resident-theatre managers, use of university arts-administration and .generai-

management courses for learning a variety of managerial functions

increased markedly among the more junior cohorts. The increase occurred

alongside of an increase in workshL attenddncei as well. University

programs did not train a majority of recent, entrants in any field; and

actual degrees from arts-administration or general-management programs

were still relatively rare. But such programs were more likely to be used

by recent entrants in every field but art museums and, in at least one

field, for every purpose. If the trend were to continue, it would% represent

a significant" change in the way that arts administrators learn their jobs.

I 11

Respondents were asked to indicate their "general assessment of the relative

value" of several forms of "management training" for administra(ors in their
own field by ranking each on a scale drom "1" tck. "10." The forms of

training evaluated were university arts-administration training (prior to first

top administrative post); university general-management training (prior to

fit. top administrative position); internships; in-service training in university

arts-management courses; in-service training in university. general-management

courses; professional workshops or seminars; consultancies by -full-time

management consultants; consultancies by other top administrators in the

respondent's field; and "learning by doing on the job."5 In addition, a

space was left blank for respondents to add alternative approaches. kanks

were converted to a three-category scale, for which "1" indicats a rank of

5 In the instrument sent to theatre managing directors, the fourth
alternative was "in-service training in university theatre-management courses"
rather than "arts-management" courses, as in the other surveys.

[) I
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from I to 3, "2° indicates a rank of from 4 to 6, and "3" 'indicates a rank

of from 7 to 10.

The purpose of this question was not to assess the actual value of

the approaches to management training about which the respondents were

asked, since responses were sought from individes who had not

experienced each approach first-hand., and since meaningful evaluations

require some specificity as to the goal of the training. (For example, a

given format may be superb for learning filancial managiment, but poor

for learning about how to use a board of trustees.) Rather the purpose of

this question was to tap the general reputation of each forM of training
i.

am 'Ng administrators in each field. The findifigs reported below tell . us

more abdut the culture of each field than about the%actual value of the
,

training 'approaches 1escribed. We shall 'see in thenex.t section that reports

of administrators who have used each training method diverge in important

ways from the repuatations of these approaches among administrators as a

gr.oup

The percentage of administrators in each field ranking each learning
C.

format ih the top and bottom of the three collapsed categories is reportA

in Table 3. There was a surprisingly high degree of consistency in the

rankings from discipline to discipline.6 On-the-job experienced was ranked

in .t.h£ top three by more respondents than any form of training ih all

four fields; and ranked in the bottom four by fewer, respondents than any
9

other training format in all fields but orchestras, the managers of whiqh

gave even fewer low ratings to internships. Apparently, these are fields in

6 4For reasons that are not apparent, theatre managing directors, but not
other respondents, exhibited a high degree of selective nonresponse to these
questions. Consequently, data for the theatre administiators must be
interpreted with caution.
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which lack of formal training has been no obstacle to success. Internships

"(another form of on-the-job training) were ranked in the top three by the

next largest proportion of respondents in every field as well.

Arts-administration training prior to assuming the first" top

managership was ialtked igh by the next greatest percentage of theatre

EIS

managing directors and art - museum directors, while workshops and seminars

came in third among the or hestra, managers and CAA 'directors. Orchestra

managers rated arts - administration trai before assuming first top position

fourth; CAA and art - museum directors ra d in-service arts-administration

training fourth, while theatre managing di ctors chose consultancies by

peers.

By contrast, respondents in all fields were unanimous in 'ranking

consultancies by management consultants in the bottom categories more
40.

frequently than any other form of, training. University general-management

training - both prior to taking on a top post and in-service - was ranked

low' by Telatively large percentages in each field, as well.
,:e Most striking about these findings was the relative consensus among,

managers in these fields about the general value of theSe 'approaches. On-

the -job training internships were valued very highly as, to a lesser

extent, were workslyops. Peer consultants and artsdministration courses had

*oth proponents and detractors. General-management training met with

mu'th skepticism and consultancies by management consultants were accorded

,,, little statute as a management-training tool.

There were few differences by cohort among the art-museum

directors, orchestra managers, or CAA directors. But among theatre

managing directors, /there appeared to be some trend towards more positive

cv luations of arts-administration training programs ani, in particular, pre-

9 L.
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service, general-management training. While the most senior cohort. of

theatre administrators ranked pre-service general-management training .below

even management consultants, 40 percent of the most J r cohort rankedI

ch training in the top three. By contrast, there appears to have been a

concommitant decline in the reputation of workshops as it means of

training, with more than a third of. the most recent entrants to. the field,

compared to just 14' percent of the more senior managing directors, rating

workshops and seminar in the bottom categories. Moreover the most recent

entrants 3.1so held a relatively lower estimation. of peer consultancies than, .

did members of the most senior cohort. Consistent with the increased use

of academic administration training among theatre managing directors is an

improved reputation for such' training programs and a devaluation of peer

sinstruct' through workshops and consultancies.

Evaluation of Learning Methods by Manaurs Who Had [Lied Them
0

The last section reported global- evaluations of training formats by manager&

who had and had not used thein. This section reports on the utility. of

specific training formats. for learning about specific selected management.

functions, as 'evaluated by administrators who had themselves employed them

for these purposes.

Even with this added specificity, the evaluations reported here must

be intS:preted with caution. First of all, the characterizations of training

methods are broad and include many diverse programs. If one set of

administrators reports finding, e.g., a consultant more useful in learning

about labor relations than does,ainoth'er set of managers, it may be that the

more positive respondents used superior consultants. Second, many $/of these

findings are based on assessments by very small sets of experienced tip
(

managers.
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Respondents were asked, foie each' of seven management functions to

rate Any of five training formats that they. had actually employed as "very

useful," "somewhat useful," or "not useful." The training formats were "on-

the -job" training; workshops and seminars; ,consultants; university arts:.

administration courses; and university general-management courses.

Financial 'Management

On-the-job experience was evaluated as most useful for financial-
.,

management training by administrators in all disciplines.7 Among

respondents in all put' the community arts agencies, consultants wert ranked

second for this purpose, folioed' closely by workshops and, at some

distance, univetsity arts:management and general-managtment programs. Art

museum dirpctors were more likely to consider university arts-management

financial training "not useful" (38 percent of those who had tried it) than

"very useftfl" (24 percent), while theatre managing directors were evenly

split. By> contrast, CAA directors rated both university general-management

and arts-management . courses very highly, above any other source of
cie

training but on-the-job epxerience, as preparation for financial - management

responsibilities. CAA directers also rate, consultants positively, with more

than half of those who had used them calling the experience "very useful."

Personnel Manastemenj

Respondents in all fields also considered on-the-job experience the best

form of preparation for personnel 'management. Theatre mama i g directors

rated consultants and university general-management courses ext in value

(although one fifth of them considered the latter "not useful"). Art

7 All findings in this section reflect only the responses of administrators
who had actually employe the training format for the purpose at hand.
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mus,cum directors rated workshops and consultants .positively,' with more than

two fifths of those who had \used each indicatiqg that they were "very

useful.' Orchestra managers were also particularly . favorable towards

workshops intl, consultants for Personnsl-management training (although one

fifth evaluated the latter negatively). The percentage of users responding

that arts-adininistfation courses 'were nt useful for learning personnel

management exceeded the percentage calling them "very useful" among all

but CAA directorS, and especially among' art-museum directors. CAA

directors, by contrast, . rated arts-adOiinistration courses (and, to a lesser

extent, all other forms of training) very positively for thi} function.

Board Relations .
2

Once again, on-thF-job training was most positively evaluated for board

relations. onsultants received particularly high ratings as sources of
trailjng in this area in all fields but art museums"- (where 'they were not

used for this pitirpose). Workshops were also regarded very favorably by

all but the art-museum directors, a sizable minority of whom rated them as

"not useful." University arts-administration courses were deemed "not)

useful" by far more respondents, than thought them '-vs..ery useful" among all

groupi except the CAA 'directors, who rated them very highly as a source

of information about board relations. Universit general-management

courses were considered "not useful" by majorities in every field but the

community arts, and rated "very useful' by. none of the respondents.

Planning and Development

Respondents again rated on-the-job training most useful as preparation far

planning-and-development responsibilities. Consultants were also highly

valued for this function: More than half of those who had used them ilk.
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every field considered consultanties "very useful." Work hops were alsoa
rated 'very useful" by majorities of every group but art= museum directors.

Theatre and ,orchestra administrators rated general-management courses more

highly than arts-administration courses; while art-museum directors preferred

arts-administration courses and CAA directors rated both highly.

MarVtina and' Public Relations

For marketing and public relations preparition, on-the-job experience was

again rated as "very. useful" by the largest percentage of respondents in

each field and rated "not useful" by the smallest percentage. Workshops

were rated highly by almost two thirds of those whbt had used them in

every field but art museums; whose directors were more likely to report

that they were *somewhat useful" for learning about marketing and public

relations. CAA directors expressed great enthusiasm for -every training

approach they had employed, partiLilarly arts-administration courses, which

four. out of five found "very useful." Performing-arts adminItrators also

regarded arts-aeninistration courses' favorably for this purpo (over two

fifths found them "very useful"), while half of the art-museum directors

`rated such curses "not usiul," and fewer than one fifth were very

positive. Orchestra managels gave general-management courses high marks

'for this purposac theatre administratprs tended to rape them as "somewhat

useful," and slightly more art-museum directors .reported that they had been

"not useful" than called them "very useful" for learning about marketing

and public relations.

LabQr &elation

Fewer administrators reported that on-the-job experience was very useful

for learning about ,labor relations than about any other Junction, although
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all but art-museum directors (who rated consultants higher) were more

likely to call such experience. "very useful" than any Asher training

whnique. More than half of every group but the CAA, directors

considered their experiences with labor-relations consultants "very used,"

and few gave them low marks.' By contrast, more than 30 percent of

every set of managers but the CAA directors considered boih arts-

administration and general-management courses ,"not useful," although a

plurality of theatre administrators considered- the latter "very useful."

orkshops Were highly valued by orchestra managers, and considered "very

useful" by more respondents than considered them "not useful" in every

field.

Gayer 41 I Relations
7---

Only art-museum end CAA directors were asked to evaluate training.

approaches to government yelations. Eqch preferred on-the-job experience to

any other form of learning, and both (Nei especially the CAA directors)

were very positively inclined towards consultants and workshops. More than
.. S

half of the art-museum direclort' rdered artsJadministration training "not

,.useful" for learning goy nmcnt relations, and none, of them reported that

it was "very useful." By contrast, CAA' directors were more 'positive in

their evaluations of arts-administration courses for this purpose.
1 .

Csnclusions

In geheral, then, administrators ranked on-the-job training particularly highly

as preparation for financial management, personnel management, and board

relations, and relatively low as background for labor relations. Workshops

were reported to be relatively useful ways of learning about financial

management, planning and development, and marketing and public relations,

t1

I
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but less useful for learning about board relations and labor relations.

Consultants were seen as very useful Tor training in planning and

development and in marketing and public relations; and less useful for

learning about labor relations and, especially, personnel management. Arts-

administration and general-management courses were both given

comparatively high marks on marketing and public relations and considered

not very useful for training in, labor relations or board relations. Many

administrators found arts-administration courses helpful in learning about

plp:nning And development; and general-management courses useful for

learlling financial managenienEt. In general, respondents had few positive

evaluations about most Methods of learning about labor relations and board

trelatio.ns; and reported positive evaluations of a range of ,ources of

information about marketing and public relations,. financial management, and

planning and dlelopment.

Administra toris front different fields varied in their assessments of

different learning methods. Art-museum directors tended, on the whole, ..to

be less likely to rate experiences as very useful ,than members of other

groups, while CAA 'directors were some:W.4; more likely, other things equal,

to express positivt sentiments. "Orc atm managers were pa rticulahy

positive, as a group, in their evaluation of workshops, while CAA directors

were unusually positive in their assessment of general-management and,

particularly, arts-administration programs.

These specific evaluations by administrators who had experience with
9

dif fered/ forms of training differed from the global evaluations by all

administrators in two notable respects. Although the global reputation of

consultants among all administrators is quite low, those managers who

actually used consultants for various purposes reported high levels of

N-

O
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were rated
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By contrast, despite the fact that arts - administration programs
(

relatively highly' by the administrators on the whole, those

respondents who reported using arts-administration courses found them

relatively unhelpful for most purposes. (Piaradoxically, the one eiccption to

this, the CAA directors, are members of Jthe population that, as a whole,

gave arts-administratitin courses the lowest global evaluations.) These
A

findings suggest that generalj4ed reputations of training programs may be

poor guides to decisions, either by policy makers planning programs or' by

aspiring administrators seeking instruction. 8

4.

tif

8 antra -field differences by cohort, budget size, and experience are not
reported here because dividing the administrators with experience in each
area into these subgroups generatei subgroups too small to be interpreted
meaningfully.

ask
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4

Table 1: Managers' Evaluation of Their Own Levels of Preparation
in Each of Seven Management, Functions at the Time They Assumed
'Their First Top Managerships in Their Fields (1" od%preparation;
.0.5"poor"ipreparation)*

FM PM BR PD M LR

Theatres 1 27.45 42.57 30.69 37.62 39.60 20.00
3 25.49 13.86 29.70 23.76 16.83 45.26
N 102 101 101. 101 10 95

Art , 1 25.60 30.40 45.83 32.52 29.)27 15.25
Museums 3- 40.80 24.00 14.17 23.58 30.89 55.00

N 125 125 120 123 123 118

Orchestras '1
3

26.42

23.58
36.89_
15.53

43.14
2.3.53

33.33

19.61
47.06
20.59

N' 106 103 102 102 102

CAAs 1 29.46 39.84 42.64 52.71 53.13
3 20.16 13.28 17.83 14.73 11.72
N 129 128 1,29 129 128

NA

21.95
43.09
123

X2.00 NA
49.00
100

11.02 37.01
50.85 25.20
118 127

-*FM =Fiscal management; PM-Personnel management; BR -Board relations; PD-Planning
and development; MP -marketing and public relations; LR=Labor relations; GR=
Government relations.

4

4
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Table 2 :
Percentage of Top Administrators in Four Fields Reporting

Use of Five Learning Methods by Function*

Discipline . FM* PM PD MP LR GR
,

fe.

Th a'ires OJ* 96.08% 97.06 99.02 96.08 * 95.10 91.18 NA

WS 49.02 28.43 46.08 53.92 55.88 17.65

N -102 . AA 23.53 15.69 14.71 17.65 18.63, 14.71

GM 28.43 22.55 12.75 17.65 17.65 11.76

CN 56.86 36.27 44.12 47.06 4.90 33.33

Art Museums OJ 92.80 92.80 90.40 92.80 92.80 83.20 91.20

-WS 36.80-. 39.20 24.00 34.40 28.80 21.60 27.20
N=125 AA 16.80 15.20 15.20 18.40 12.80 14.40 12.80

GM 22.40
i

21.60 12.80 16.80 15.go- 17.60 12.80
CN 36.80 32.80 0.00 39.20 38.40 32.00 24.80

Orchestras OJ 99.06 99.06 ,95.28 96.23 95.28 89.62 NA
WS 51.89 39.62 -144.34 49.06 55.67 34.91

N=106 .AA 22.64 17.92 16.04 19.81 19.81 18.87
al 33.02 17.92 14.15 22.64 24.53 19.81
CN 36.79 23.58 26.42 38.68 36.79 33.02

,

CAAs OJ 89J15 92.25 93.02 89.15 88.37 , 65.12 86.82
WS 45.74 31.78 44,46 58.91 57.36 14.73 24.03

N-129 AA 18.60 9.30' 10.85 15.50 12.40 6.20 10,85
GM 25.5a 116.28 7:75 21.71 18.60 8.53 8.53
CN 27.91f 0'16.28 22%48 42.64 31.01 10.85 17.05

*KEY TO FUNCTIONS (horizontal): _FM=fiscal management; PM=personnel management;
SR -board relations; PD- planning and development; MP=marketing and public relations;.
LR -labor r lations; GR=government relations ...

KEY TO LEARNING METHODS (vertical): 0..1;.on the Job; WS=professional workshops and
seminars; AA- university arts-administration courses; GM=university geheral-management
courses; CN=consultants.



Discipline

-- Theatres

r'

Art Museums

Orches-tras

CAAs

*KEY; Al=university arts-administration training before becOming top administrator; Gl=university general-
management training before. becoming top i'dministrator; IN,internships; A2=university arts-administration
training in-service; G2win-service university general-managemht training; WS=professional workshops and
seminars; NC=full-time management consultants; PC=peer consultations; 0.1*learning by doing on the job. For

theatres, A2 --in- service university theatre-mandgement training.

DiMaggio, ehapter 4: Table' 1

Tattle 3: Percentge of. Top Administrators in Fobr Fieldst Ranking Value of Each of Nine
---.._/LearninOethods 1 through 3 (1) or 7-10 (3) in List of Ten'

1

3

N

1,

3

N

A1* Cl IN A2
-

G2 WS MC PC 0,1*

79.31
9.20
87

80.65
8.06
124,

41.11%
28.89

' 90

41.05
29.06
117

i
.

25.33
30.67
75

29.91

31.62
117

54.43
12.92
79

4
58.68

16.53

1'121

34.413

22.41
58

40.00
20.00
110

12.20

3659
41

,

27.43

33.04
115

33.67
21.43
98

38,14

27.12
118

20.43
47.31

t
93

19.13

46.96
115

41.11,

25.56
90

32.48

33.33
117

,

1 35.58 27.18 60.78 31.07 21.57 40.78 14.85 26.4 7 78.64

3 30.77 .37.86 18.82 22,33 41.18 18.45 61.39 43.14 10.68
N 104 103 102 103 102 '103 101 102 103

. ,

1

3,

28.80
39.20

26.40
37.60

46.77 .

22.58
39.84
49.51

23.201
- 34.40

45.31
20.31

15.87
'50.00.

37.01

31.50.

'

.

65.89
12.40

N 125, ,125 124 , 12.3 125 128 126 127 129

I

S

f
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CHAPTER 5: PROFESSIONAL PARTICIPATION AND ATTITUDES
TOWARDS PROFESSIONALISM

'Oft

In this chapter, we examine evidence regardir the extent and nature of

"professionalism" among the arts administrators who responded to our
t4.

!-
surveys. The definition of "praesiionalism" adopted here refers to a set

of attitude's and behaviors associated with a distinctive form of
I

occupational 'organization. This definition has little .it4 common. with the

conventional usage of "profeisionalism," in every-day speech,, as a synonym

for "competence" or "qualification." The reader should note that whether

prokssiopal participation and attitudes * are associated, positively 911'"..?

negatively, with competence or effectiveness, is an empirical question that

is quite beyond the scope of this study. When some adminIstratorrre

described as having a "professional orientation" to a greater degree than

others, or c; "parti4ati"ng to a greater extent _in professional actiities,"

these descriptions are factual accounts of -their self-reported attitudes and

behaviors. These attitudes and behaviors should not be taken to reflect in .

any way the effectiveness with which they administer their organilations.

Sociologisti define professionalism as a form of self-organization by

practitioners of an occupation that enables them to defend the importance

off' their contribution and the legitimacy of their decisions. What Magpli

Sarfatti Larsen has called "the professional project" involycs the

development by practitioners of a cognitive basis for specialisni that is seen

as unique and not easily learned; the development of university programs,

run by professionals, that control the certification of practitioners; the

emergence of professional associations and the consignfrient to peers of the

right to admit individuals ro the practice of an occupation anck"to,set and

1
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enforce ethical standards; and the establishment' of at least some autonomy

of professicYfials from the organizatiops in which they are employed.'

In this view, professionalism has two sides, one ideological and
41

cognitive, the other behavioral and orginational. The function of the

former is tq establish the legit,i.acy of professional claims to authority,

autonomy, and expertise: The role of the latter ris to provide a framework

in which professionals can interact with their peers, learn about new

developments in their fields, develop reputations that can aid them in

seeking professional advancement, and contribute to The public acceptance

of their professional-claims to expertise and authority.

With restiect to the first, the set of attitudes associated, with

professionalism usually Includes the following:

1. Claims to authority on the basis of knowledge and, expertise,

2. Belief that the expertise- required r professional practice cannot
be obtained. solely through formal means;

3. A commitment to the importance of university training programs
that provide credentials requisite for entry into the field;

4. The belief that professional standards can best be set aid
enforced by other professionals;

5. A commitment to these professional standards, extending to a
%yillingness to place the common good of the profession above
the specific good of the employing organization when these.
interests conflict; and

6. A concurrent commitment to the community of professionals,
involviipg orientations that are "cosmopolitan" rather than
"local".

With regard to the second, behavioral components of professionalism

1 Magali 'Sarfatti Larsen. The Rise of ProfessionaMM. 1977. Berkeley:
University of California Press.
2 Alvin W. Gouldner, "Cosmopolitans and loicals: Toward an analysis of
latent social roles - I. 1957. Administrative Soience Quarterly 2,2:281 -306.
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.1. Participation in professional activities and organizations,
particularly regional and national professional associations?

2. Reading periodicalt and other materials about the profession and
professional practice;'

3. Acquisition of university training for professional practice;

4. Attendance at professional conferences and similar giliering; and

S. Maintenance of stron ties and friendships with professionals
employed in other organizations than one's own.

Several sets of questions to which the administrators responded bear

on the issue of professionalism, as so defined.

behavioral side of professionalism, Rondents

With respect to the

ere asked whether or not

mg: membershipthey participated in a range of professional activities, inclu

in service and professional associations; service .officersi -board members,

or .committee members in such associations; service on federal, state, and

local.. government arts-related panels and commissions; attendance at

professional and service-organization coni'erences; reading of periodicals

related to their work; and friendship with other, professionals. With regard

to the cognitive aspects of professionalism, respondents were asked to rare

the importance of various qualities of top administrators in their fitjds; to

evaluate the importance of several goals for service or professional

Organizations; and to choose among a set of alternative statements reflecting

attitudes towards the manager's role in his or her organization and field.

Questions differed from field to, field, were based on reports in

professional periodiclils and discussions with managers, and were reviewed

by administrators, policy makers, and service organization staff. In several

'cases, opinion questions were modelled on standard items that had been
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,
used in other research, on professionalism.' The first part of this chapter

is deVoted to behavioral, the second to attitudinal, professionalism.

Parnelpathn Ln Ptofuslomal Aclivitiet

Administrators in each field were asked whether or not they hid

\15anticipated - in, a wide range of professional activities.4 Patterns of
a

participation in the four fields are described in Table 2.

Administrators in#11 fields reported engaging in a wide range of

professional activities. / As a group; art-museum directors reported a

somewhat broader-Nfld. orchestra 'tanagers a somewhat narrower range of

activities than administrators in "other fields../e, In addition to their principal
4

service ,organizations, almost half of the e theatre managing directors were

members of the League of Resident Theatres (LORT). Almost three

quarters of the art- museum directors belonged to the Association of Art

Museum Directors (AAMD) and almost one half belonged to the College Art

Association (CAA). Two thirds of the community arts agency (CAA)

directors reported 11.. membership in 'the American Council for the Arts (ACA)

. and one third were members of the Association of College, University, and

Community arts Administrators (ACUCAA).

Relatively few administrators in any field reported servi, as

Aeofficers, board, or committee members of such organizations, Just ()ler 10

percent of the thea administrators had served during the previous five

years, on the LORT Board and one in six had served on a LORT

3 kichard H. Hall, "Professionalization and kreaucratization." 1968.
American Sociological Review 33,1:92-104; William E. Snizek, "Hall's
professionalism scale: An empirical reassessment. 1972. American Sociological
Review 37,1:109-14; Harold L. Wilensky, The Professionalization of
Everyone?" 1964. American Journal of Sociglogy 70,5:137-58.
4 These questions are reproduced, in Table 1.
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Committee: One 'in six of the art-museum directors had been an officer

of the AAMD and more than half reported serving on an AAMD

committee. Almost 14 percent of the orchestra managers had .served on the

American Symphony Orchestra League (ASOL) board and more than 20

percent oh an ASOL committee during the previous five years. One in ten

CAA directors reported serving on the NACAA board and almost one in

five on a NACAA committee: Stime managers in all fields also liported

serving in state or regional service or professional organizations,
a

All but the CAA directors were asked about 'their participation on
14

federal grant-review pinels.5 Many apt museum directors', but relatively

few performing-arts managers,i, reported t,involyement in the panel process.
, .

Almost two in five art-Museum directors reported serving o panels of the. .,

,National Endowment for the Arts (NEA) Museum Program' (during ther,
erevious five years, compared, fewer than 10 percent of the orchestra r

theatre administratho had served their respective discipline panels.

M /$ore than a qiiiirter..of the art-rnusrm lirectors had served on other NEA
NA

%

/ k /panels, compared to fewer ,than one tenth of the perfor arts managtIrs.
4

What is more, a third Cif\ the /art-puseum directors repo e41 serving as

reviewers or panelists f67 the National Endowment for the Humanities and

almost a qiiarter reported reviewing for or,a-dviting \the Inritute for

Museum Services. The reason for the differences between museum and

performing -arts administrators would seem to be that art-museum directors
Awe

are the central actors in their institutions, commanding (with only a few

exceptions) primary responsibility for both the art-historical and

administrative functions. By contrast, although many theatre and orchestra

5 At the time of the survey, no federal program explicitly aimed at
supporting CAAs was in place.
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managers are experienced in drama or music, -artistic directors play the

prime aesthetic roles in their organizations.

Nonetheless, at the , state level, performing-arts managers do

frequently serve on peer-review panels. Almost one third of the theatre

managing directors and over one fifth of the orchestra managers reported

s vial', on state arts agency (SAA) discipline panels; and two fifths of the
..,1 .1. 4 i,-museum directors reported having served on SAA museum panels. CAA

>4 directors were most involved in SAA panels of all, with almost one , half

reporting that thir had served on SAA panel during the past five

years. CAA directors "were also more .likely than administrators in the

other fields to report having served on some other state government panel,

commission, or committee concerned with the arts.

In summary, the administrators whq responded to the surveys worked

in a wide variety of capities that took them beyond the bounds of their

own institutions. Many of their activities were regional, national, or state-

level in focus. Some involved association with -tither professional arts

administrators. others involved contact with government agencies; still others

brought them into contact with uni rsities, 'community organizations, and

'the broader public. National-level p nel participation, was most common for

the art-museum directors, most of whom were' art historians. Art-museum

directors were more likely than others to report advising businesses and/ 2. .1

foundations about their giving to the arts, lecturing at universities, and

serving on professional association committees. Managers from all fields

were active on state arts agency panels and in state and regional
./

professional associations, and were substantially involved in university and

workshop lecturing, as well as other activities. CAA* directors reported
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being especially involved at the locat and state levels in both public-sector

and private-sector arts activities.

In this section, we shall examine the extent to which respondents reported

attending conic rences of managers and others in their afield; reading

professional and related publications; and choosing their friends from among

professional colleagUes.

Conference Attendance.

Patterns of conference attendance ;cried from field to field, in part

depending upon the number and frequency of events. (See Table 3.) Most

top administrators in all fields had attended, during the previous five

years, at least one meeting of their field's primary service organitation,

from abtut two thirds of the art museum directors who had attended

meetings of the American Aisociation of Museums (AAM) and an equal

proportion of theatre managing directors reporting attendance at national

meetings of the Theatre Communications Group (TCG); to over three

quarters of the CAA respondents who had been to at least one NACAA

national convocation; to fully 89 percent .of the orchestra managers ho

had attended one or more ASOL national conferences. The latter were

most likely by far to report attending national conferences regularly, with

over half having been to four or five national ASOL conferences between

1976 and 1980.

In all these fields, other meetings also attracted respondents during

the previous five vars. More than half of the theatre managing directors

had attended conferences of the Foundation for the Extension and

Development of the Ameridan Professional Theatre (FEDAPT), almost half
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had attended an annual meeting of LORT, and nearlyone half had

attended a state or regional theatre conference. Almost two thirds of the

art-museum directors reported having attended one or more AAMD annual

meetings, just over half had attended a national conference of the College

Art Association,, and almost hnifteported attending a co ation of a state

or regional museum association. More' than half of the AA directors had

attended a conference of the Atherican Council for the Arts and a similar.

percentage had been to at least one ACUCAA conference. , Nearly three

quarters of the orchestra managers reported having attended one or more

)16
of OL's regional workshops. In sum, although the fields varied in the

extent to which conference attendance was focussed on a single national

service' association, arts administrators were active attenders of conferences

that enabled them to develop their professional skills and extend their

professional networks.

Periodical Reading /
A more passive form of engagement in a professional community, is the

reading of periodicals that treat issues important to one's field.

Respondents were asked whether they read selected lists ot periodicals

"never," 'occasionally," or "regularly." Table 4 displays the percentage of

respondents from each field who reported reading 'regularly" they periodicals

about which they were asked. These periodicals included some, like the

newsletters and magazines of the service organizations, that carried articles

about management, artistic accomplishments, and personnel movements within

each' field. Others (for example, Theatre or Art Journal) emphasized

artistic developments. Still others (Cultural Post or Arts Reporting Service) ,

focussed on the relationship bctw en government and the arts. And a few

f
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provided general coverage of the arts (e.g., Sunday New York Times Arts

and Leisure Section).

Most administrators in every field reported reading regularly the

publications of their primary service organization, from -between just over

half, of the, art-museum directors who reported ziregular reading of the

AAM's Museum News to nearly all of the orchestra managers who reported

reading ASOL's Symphony on a regular basis. Managers varied in the

extent to which they read periodicals of largely aesthetic interest, from

just 10 peicent of the theatre managing directors reading Theatre regularly

to ovey one quarter of the art-museum directors reporting regular

readership of Art Bulletin.

Respondents also varied in the 'extent to which they read other

materials relevant to their fields or to the arts in general. For example,

more than a third of the theatre managing directors reported reading

weekly Variety on a regular basis, compared to just a handful of the

orchestra managers (who were 'even less likely to report reading Billboard,

which covers recording industry news). About half of the CAA directors

reported reading American Arts regularly, compared to just about one in

eight of the administrators in the other fields. Orchestra managers and

CAA directors were most likely, and art-museum directors least likely, to

read Cultural Post and the Arts Reporting Service, while performing-arts

administrators were the most devoted reported readers of the American Arts

Alliance's Legislative Reports.

ar-

friendships

Professions are commonly lieved to absorb more of the individual's time

and commitment than other occupations. Consequently, respondents were

asked "Of your five closes friends, how many work in your own field?"
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,
Administrators of the resident theatres were striking more likely to recruit

their closest friends from among their colleagues than were managers in

other fields. Over 40 percent of the managing directors, compared to

about one sixth to one quarter of other respondents reported that three to

five of their closest friends worked in their field. Only about 10 percent

of the theatre administrators found none pf their five closest friends

involved in their field, compared to 30 to 40 percent of the managers of

orchestra, art museums, and community artt agencies. 'Given the high

average levels of professional experience among the art-museum directors,

their responses were somewhat surprising. The high degree of intra-field

friendship among the theatre managing directors may be related to the

greater geographical concentration of theatre activity than of resources in

the others fields where Managers were surveyed.

Variation in Itthayloral Pro fessloailis_m by Cohort and Organkaton Size)

In all four fields, seniority and professional participation were found

to be strongly linked in some respects and unrelated in others. In general,

the link between experience and participation was strongest among the
(

orchestra managers and weakest among the art-museum directors. In all the

disciplines, the more senior managers were far more likely than others tck,_,

report participation as officers, board members, or committee members in

national service organizations or on national panels. In all fields, as well:

differences in participation in state and regional activities by cohort were

far smaller than at the national level (although, among the orchestra

managers, such differences' remained notable). By contrast, local-level

activities were sometimes favored by members of the more recent cohorts.

More senior managers were more likely to attend national conferences

among the theatre managing directors, museum directors, and CAA directors,

117
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but '-not among the orchestra managers. The most

) f orchestra managers and AA directors, but not theatre
, 4

were somewhat less likely to read many periodicals than were their more
.. ,,

"1 . 61

senior colleagues.

a

fr

junior cohoets of

managing directors,

, gbu The ast-museuna field varied markedly in that the range of

cr---/participation in the junior cols was far greater than that of junior i
c

cohorts in other fields, particularly with regard to invited or appointive

positions. Indeed, the relative newcomers were more likely than others to

have served as reviewers or advisors for the National Institute of Museum

Services. Nonetheless, the more junior directors were less likely than-
&

others to attend AAA conferences and to read Museum Ne7. There may

be three reasons for these differences. First, members of the junior cohort

of art-museum directo'rs had been top executives longer than had

administrators in the most junior cohort in any other field. to the extent

that time (rather than position in a queue) is related to participation, they

would be likely to participate more. Second, cohort was less closely related

to organization size in the art museum field than in any others; to the

extent that individuals in larger organizations participate more than

managers of smaller ones, we would expect junior-cohort art-museum

directors to be lest affected. Finally, the most recent entrants to art-
,

museum directorships were more likely than their predecessort to hold

Ph.D.s and to have taught in universities: their professional commitments.

may have been directed more to the worlds of art history and arr muscums

than to the museum world more generally.

Findings about the relationship between organization budget size and

professional participation were similar to those on differences related to

tenure in the field. In general, for all fields, the wider the geographic
7
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scope of an activity 4.nd the greater the extent to which participation 'as

invited rather than v ary, the greater the tendency for managers of

larger organizations to p ticipate more than smaller. This tendency was
I 1

1

exceptionally strong is the orc;i estra and, to a lesse extent, community-arts

fields, and weakest, althotigb till notable, among the museum directors.
1

For example, managin4 erectors of small thca r were no less likely

to \.parOcipate in state,- 14 and regional activities, to -attend local or

regional conferences, or to read widely in professional periodicals than

were directors of larger theatres. Art- museum size was unrelated to

director participation in NEA 1 panels other than those of the Museum
4 f.

"Program, e?r to reviewing for the Humanities Endowment or the Museum

Services Institu;e; and to attendance at AAM meetings. Indeed, directors of

snialfer museums were more likely than those of larger museas to be

involved in many state and lOcal activities (including membership in SAA

panels). Somewhat sir risingl hectors of the larger museums were less

likely to report readin widely In their field's periodical literature and

recruiting many of their fiiendsl
r

from the ,museum field than were e

directolts of smalIV useuns)\ It is possible that directors of large

museums ar\e

read to keep up w t,1?[ events; but it 's possible that participation in

the university- centered wo d of art' .iiiitory Ilis created/ stronger professional
,

networks am pg directors of small m 4ms (many of which are university
,

museums) than among direct of largCr institutions.
, 4

By contrast, pro`f'essional participation was strongly related to
\

organization size among the dAA
\

'direc\'stV and the orchestra managers,7. In
.

' the case of the former, it may be 'that, hi, the absence of major variation
,

i

Iin experisince in the field, o;argarlizati,lonal bt4lgets are the principal .axis of ,1 \

-,\ ."1

4

so well ertted into the field that they do not need --to

4
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differentiation: Thus directors of large CAAs were mote active not just at

the national level but also in most state and local activities; and more

active not just in invited activities but with respect to voluntary

conference attendance as well/ In the orchestra fiel managers of the
4

smallest orchestras were less integrated into the field with respect to every

measure of participation but membership in SAA panels other than

orchestra panels and certain local activities- Managers of the smallest

orchestras were less likely to attend national ASOL meetings (but not ASOL

regional workshops), to read regularly most of the publications, about which

they were asked, and to report that many of their closest friendships were

with other participants in the orchestra field.

In summary, then, more expeirienced managers and administrators

participated 'more actively in professional activities in all fields, especially

when thoe activities were national in scope or invited (or elective) rather

than voluntary. In most fields, younger managers and those of smaller

organizations appeared active in state and local affairs, suggesting an

informal apprenticeship system with informal inter-organizational professional

careers. This system appeared strongest in the art-museum field, where

differences in participation between directors of different-size organizations

and different levels of experience were weakest, and weakest in the

orchestra field; where such differences were strongest and where managers

of the smallest organizations were also less integrated than others in terms

of several informal and voluntary forms of prof14sional participation.6

6 Indices of participation were summed to create a composite 'professional
activism" scale and subjected to regression analysis td assess the relative
impacts of several determinants of participation net of one another. These
analyses, which are reported in full in the preliminary report of this study,
revealed that three factors - operating budget, years of experience, and
salary -- accounted for most of the explained variation in participation in
ever; field.

1 2 0
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Attitudinal PQfessiq_n :lism
.

In this section, we investigate the extent to which the responses "of

managers to questions about theierattitudes towards specific .,pdlicy and

mansament questions reflect beliefs or dispositions conventionally associated

with profevionalism in the social- science literature. The reader should

recall that no judgments are intended about the value , of they attitudes

described or about the likely effectiveness of administrators espousing or°

not espousing e such' attitudes. The purpose here is simply to assess the

extent to which respondents expressed allegiance to wiews of thei jobs

consistent with cognitive orientations in other occupations that have ,come eto
t

be regarded as "professions."

Professional attitudes are chaiacterized by claims about both

4individual practitioners and about the occupatiohal community as a whole.

With respect to the individual praZtitioner, professionalism includes 1) an

emphasis on expertise as the basis of authority; 2) claims of altruism,

disinterestedness, or public spiritedness; and 3) view of career

advancement through' professional practide in several organizations rather

than through promotion in a single organization.? With respect to the

occupational community, professionalism is characterized by 1) loyalty to

professional community and standards above 14alty to one's employer; 2)

empahsis on collective action of professionals , to enforce professional ethical

standards; and 3) commitment to use professional associations to increase the

legitimacy of professionals with the general public and with specific

constituencies, including sovtrnment.

^

7 Fred H. Goldner and Richard R. Ritti, "Professionalism as career
immobility." 1967. American Journal of Sociology 72, 5: 489 -502.
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Tables S through 7 describe the questions that tapped these

individual ana collective - cmponents of professional attitudes. The first

queStiop (Table 5) requested" managers' assessments of the relittive

importance of several criteria that, could be used to lect the _chief
-

'administrator of an organization like their own. The second question

(Table 6) asked administ4tors to rate the relative important of a number

of functions that service organizations might perform in their fiat. The

third set of questio able 7) contained several paired statements between

which respondents ad, to choose.
1 At the individual level, respondents' attitudes towards the importance

of managerial expertlliee were tapped by their stings of management
.

experience, (formal training, in administiatill, ability td prepare a budget,

marketing eperience, gransmanship ability, and private fund-raising ability

as managerial qualifications. They were reflected as well in rest:Kende-4i,

ratings .(for service organizations) of the Importance of keeping managers

informed about new administrative techniques and proC,iding training

opportunities. Two forced-choice pairs also addressed the issue of

managerial expertise: one asking respondents to assess the relative

importance of artistic and administrative experience as background for jobs

like their own; and one (asked only to orchestra and CAA, administrators)

about t4e relative utility of volunteers and trained paid employees.g The

emphasis in professionalism on disinteresteddess and altruism was tapped by

8 In such fields as social work, exponents of professionalism have opposed
the use of volunteers on the ,grounds that they lack appropriate training
and exzertise. It should be noted that all of these questions tapped only
attitudes towards managerial professionalism, and not artistic or scholarly
forms of professionalism, as might be espoused by theatre artisVc directors
or academically oriented museum, directors. This is yet another reason to4.

avoid confusing professionalism, as defined here, with either effectiveness
or virtue.
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a forced-choice question asking th respondent to assess the extent to which
biF

professional administrators in his or her field are motivated by extrinsic, as

opposed to financial, rewards. Finally, the focus on soiprorganizational

careers was addressed in the question about service organizations, -which

asks'respondents to assess the importance of enhancing career opportunities

as a zervice-citganization function.

Several other questions focus upon the extent to which respondents

felt a, strong coiilnitihent to Neir professional community. Respondents

were asked to rate the importance of "standing in the_ 4rield" as a criterion

Iai. :selecting top managers of an organization like their own. And theyf . t
k

4-were asked, in the forced-choice format, to decide whether an administrator

themselves owes a responsibility to the field as a whole even when it

s-runs againsi. the short-range interests of his or her own institution.

Willingness to vest social control over the activities o) individual managers

in the professional community°, was tapped by questions asking respondents

to assess the import Ice, as functions of se a organizations, of

establishing standards of ethics for managers and of preve ting unqualified

arsons from serving as arts administrators. In addition; museum directbrs

were asked, in forced - choice format, ,about their attitudes towards museum

accreditation; and, in a separate question, about the proper agency to

enforce museum ethical standards. Finally, administrators' opinions about

the use of service organizations to represent their prOfession to those

outside their field were tapped by items in die service-organization

question asking them to rate the importance of enhancing the public status

of their organizations or profession, representing the field to public

agencies, and advocating legislation in the interests of the arts.

Criteria for Selecting Administrators
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Respondents in each field were requested to rate criteria for selectinizg_a

chief administrator for an organization like their own as "unimportant,"

"somewhat important," or "very important." Patterns of response were quite

similar from field/ to field (Table 8). Management experience was rated

"very important" by a large majority of respondents in each field. By'

contrast, fewer than one fifth of the respondents in any field considered

formal training in administration to be 'very important." Over four fifths

of theatre, orchestra, and CAA administrators but just over half of the art-
.

museum directors rated "ability to prepare a budget" as "very important."

Just over half of the performing-arts administrators described Marketing*

experience as ver portant.9 Majorities of the theatre and CAA

administrators reported that gransmanship ability was 'very important,"

compared to just under half of the orchestra managers and just over one

in four of the art-museum directors. (The latter were more likely to rate

"private fund-raising ability" highly.) Fewer than one in ten of the

theatre managing directors reported that "standing" in the field was a very

important criterion, compared to almost one in five orchestra managers, one

in four CAA directors, and more than one third of the art-museum

directors.

Attitudes towards the importance of knowledge about or appreciation

for artistic work varied from field to field. Over 80 percent of the
I

theatre managing directors called "appreciation of the dramatic Nair "very

important," but only one in four said the same about "knowledge of the

dramatic literature." Similarly, over four fifths of the orchestra manageks

thought it very important that a manager appreciate syniphonic music, but

9 This item was riot included in the questionnaires for art-museum or
CAA directors.

110
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fewer than one half felt it equaly important that he or she have

"knowledge of the symphonic repertoire." More than two thirds of the

CAA directors thought "appreciation of. the arts" a very important

qualification for a job like their own. Just under two thirds of the art-

museum directors called "connoisseurship" very important, compared to just

under half rating "scholarship" that highly.

Given the diversity of missions and organizational structures among

the four fields, the degree of consensus on the question of what sakes a

good manager was high. Administrators in all groups would choose

replacements for themselves who had management experience; tact,

refinement, and style; and the ability to prepare a budget; and who

appreciated the work of the artists or artistic experts whom they manamd.
VP

In none of these fields were respondenss veryconcerned about the standing

of candidates in the field as a whole, their experience in educational

work, or whether they had received formal training in administration.

Respondents demonstrated similar consensus in their assessments of t )1 t

importance of ten potential functions of service organizations in their

fields (Table 9). On the whole, managers agreed strongly that service

organizations should take stands on legislation relevant to their fields (from

72 percent of CAA directors to 87 percent of art-museum directors) and

represent the field to public agencies concerned with the arts (from 72

percent of theatre managing directors to 83 percent of orchestra managers).

Over two thirds of the performing-arts administrators also considered status-

enhancement a "very important" function, compared to about 60 percent of

the CAA directors and fewer than one half of the art-museum directors. .
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Next to representing their organizationi collectively to government

and the public, respondent reported that the training and education role of

service organizations was most important. Two thirds of the orchestra

managers and CAA directors and over one half of the theatre managing*4
directors responded that providing training opportunities for managers was a

"very important" function; and more than two thirds of the orchestra

managers, three fifths of the theatre managing directors, and over half of

the CAA directors thought it very important that service organizations keep

members abreast of current management techniques.

muchuch

organizations.

Art-museum directors

favor the management-education role for service

RelatiVely few. respondents in any field called preventing unqualified'

persons from holding jobs (an important function in the classic professions

of medicine and law) 'very ',important" (from 14 percent of the theatre

manging directors to 24 percent of the CAA directors); but a larger

percentage in each group - just' under half of the performing-arts

administrators, just under, two fifths of the CAA directors, and fully 96

percent of the art-museum directors - believed that service organizations

were "very important" vehicles for setting standards of professional ethics.

If many of the art-museum directors looked towards their service

organizations to set ethical standards, fewer were willing to let such

associations enforce them. Almost half of the art-museum direct rs

reported that ethical standards should be enforced by each museum's board

of trustees. Slightly fewer would have them enforced by either the

American Association of Museums (22 percent) or the Association of Art

Museum Directors (20 percent), while almost one in Yisht suggested some'

41
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recommended that such standards be enforced by government agencies that

support museums.

Forced-Choice Responses

For each of the forced-choice questions, respondents were asked to choose

one of two conflicting statements and, further, to indicate whether making

the choke was "very difficult," "somewhat difficult," or "easy? Combining

the choice and the estimate of'difficulty yielded, for each question, a

scale ranging from "1" (easy choice of first altdrnative) to "6" (easy choice

of second alternative). Resp buses are described in Table 10.

Responder)s were asked to choose between two Statements, one of

which asserted that "while business sense is useful, it is essential that"

administrators in the respondent's discipline "_Dave strong artistic

backgrounds, "' while the other stressed the importance' of "a strong

background in management." Responses from 70 to 80 percent of all
C

groups but the art-museuffi directors strongly favored the second

(management) alternative. By contrast, three quarters of the art-museum

directors chose the first (artistic-background) option. This striking

difference reflected the art-historical hiickgrounds of most art-museum

directors and indicated that the , professional allegiance of most art-museum

directors.

Asked to choose between one statement asserting that "nonmonetary

rewards make up for the low salaries" of managers in their fields and

another stating that "salaries are so low . . . that many dedicated managers

are leaving the field for more remunerative work," more than half of the

(better paid) art-museum and orchestra administrators, compared to about 40

percent of the 1eatre managing directors and just over one in five CAA

directors, chose the first option. Respondents were also asked to choose

1 `I 7
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between One statement asserting that administrators of several kinds of arts

organizations were members of the same profession and a second that "I

find that I have little in common" with members of these other groups.

The reference group for theatre and orchestra administrators was managers

in all of the performing arts; for art-museum directors, it was people in

all kinds of museums; and for the CAA directors, it included administrators

of all kinds of arts organizations. CAA directors and orchestra managers

were most inclusive, with more than 90 percent of each choosing the first

alternative, as (lid/ nearly as many theatre administrators. By contrast,

almost half of the art-museum directors reported having little in commons'

with directors of other kinds of museums.

Respondents were asked to choose between a statement that an

administrator should always act in the best interest of his or her

organization, even when the action is not in the best interest of the fi ld

as a whole; and a second statement asserting the reverse. Only among the
3

CAA directors did a majority of respondents choose the second, more

classically professional, alternative. Majorities of the other respondents

(from 58 percent of the art - museum directors to over three quarters of the

orchestra managers) opted for the well-being of their organizations. (Fewer

respondents in any discipline reported making this choice "easily" than any

other forced-choice item described in this section.)

Orchestra managers and CAA directors were asked to choose between

one statement asserting that volunteers are intrinsically valuable and another

suggesting that they are a necessary evil that should eventually be replaced
. A"by paid staff; respondents in both fields~ the first (pro-volunteer)

choice almost unanimously. Similarly, more than 90 percent of the art-

ti

40
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museum directors chose a statement favoring museum accreditation over one

opposingjit.

Variation by Cohort

Newcomers to the resident stage differed fr'om more senior managers in

several respects. They were less likely than more senior managing directors

to consider knowledge of the dramatic literature a very important

qualification for their jab: only 10 percent compared to more than one

third. By contrast, one in five of the most junior cohort, but no

respondents among the most senior, considered formal training in

administration to be very important. The moreN4pior managing directdrs

also accorded somewhat greater importance to the Service-organization

4 functions of keeping managers abreast of recent management techniques

and providing training opportunities. The percentage of respondents who

selected the artistic-background versus the management-background forced-

choice response also declined steadily with cohort: Almost one third of the

most senior managing directors held artistic experience to be more

important than management background, compared to less than a qtfarter of

the middle cohort and just 13 percent of the most recent entrants. In

short, these patterns appear to represent a growing managerial -orientation

on the part of more recent. entrants to the field of theatre administration,

consistent with the changes in training and background described in earlier

chapters.

The responses of cthe junior cohort of art-museum directors"- reflected

'similar changes in that field. The most recent entrants were less likely

(just over 50 percent, compared to about two thirds each in the earlier

cohorts) to call connoisseurship a "very important* criterion for selecting a

director; and almost one quarter (compared to none of the most senior
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directors) rated formal training in administration as "very important." The
,0

importance accorded fund-raising and Mdgeting as qualifications also rose

monotonically with cohort.1° The most junior directors were also twice as

likely (one half compared to one quarter) to stress the importance for

service organizations of 'keeping museum professionals ,abreast of current

management techniques." g What is more, just two thirds of the two more

recent cohorts' members, compared to more than 90 percent of the most

senior directors, regarded olarly and curatorial backgrounds as more

important for directors than anagetial backgrounds (the forced-choice

item).

Although the orientation of the less senior directors was more -to

managerial than that of their more senior colleagues, it was not more

professional, in the classical sense. The more junibr directors were less

supportive of the social-contiol and representation functions of service

organizations, for example. Fewer would have service organizations keep

unqualified persons out of museum jobs or represent the field to public

arts agencies. Moreover, they were substantially more likely to vest
t

responsibility for enforcement of ethical standards in each museum's board

of trustees, while the most senior directors were more likely (31 percent

compared to less than 20 percent) io vest responsibility in the American

Association of Museums. The most junior directors were also somewtat

more likely than the most senior (two thirds compared to onsk half) to

report that they would act in the interests of their institution when those

interests conflicted with the interests of the museum field.

10 More than fifty percent of the junior cohort, rated "com itment to
outreach" a "very important" criteria: twice as many as in t most senior
cohort and five times the percentage in the middle cohort.

IJO
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Is managerial professionalism increasing in the art-museum field?

The answer is mixed. A' notable minority of more recent entrants to the

field displayed a stronger orientation towards the managerial aspect of

their work; yet they were somewhat less likely than more senior directors

to provide traditionally professional responses to questions about collective

control and responsibility. At least a minority of the less senior directors;

but virtually none of the most senior, apparently embraced a conception of

their job that was as similar to that of performing-arts administrators as it

was to traditional notions of museum professionalism.

The attitudes of orchestra managers varied less dramatically by

cohort than those of art-museum and resident=theatre administrators, but

displayed, in more modest form, the same tendency towards an increase in

managerial orientation. Little systematic variation was revealed among the

CAA directors (for whom each cohort covered far fewer yEars than those

in the other fields).

Summary

Did the arts administrators display a "professional orientation" (in the sense

described earlier) towards their work as managers? The responses elude

easy labels. In no field did respondents as a group endorse all of the

traditional components of the professional belief system. For example, most
4

respondents (except for art-museum directors) considered management

training and education an important role of service organizations; yet they

rejected formal management training (and the credentials that go with it)

as an important criterion for selecting administrators for jobs like their

own. Except for the art-museum 'directors, respondents expressed little

interest in the collective social-control potential of service or professional

organizations. And, except for the CAA directors, most chose, in principal,
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to act in the *best interests of their ganizations when those interests

conflicted with those of their fields. On the other hand, the respondents

appeared to be appreciative of the value of collective mobilization to

pursue broadly political ends: supporting legislation, negotiating with

government agencies, and enhancing public images. In short, in some

respects the responses of these administrators conformed to the professional

model and in other respects they diverged sharply.

This combination of convergence and divergence was most striking

among the art-museum directors, whose responses were least like those of

the other respondents. Art-museum directors placed less stock in formal

management training than any other group, both as a criterion for hiring

directors and as a function of service organizations. Yet they were most

supportive of the role of service organizations in establishing i(and, for a

large minority, enforcing) professional ethical standards.

In the art-museum, theatre,, and, to a lesser extent, the orchestra

fields, a trend towards increasing managerialism could be noted in the

responses of members of different cohorts, although, in the former at least,

administrative orientations were reflected in the responses of only a

minority of respondents. Among the art-museum directors, the increased

managerialism was accompanied by a modest decline in support for

traditional tenets of professionalism.

011111,
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Table 1: Participation Questions

Theatres

iMa ggio , chapter 5: Tables -1-

tach Discipline

ARE YOU OR\YOUR INSTITUTION CURRENTLY MEMB R OF ANY' OF THE FOLLOWING
ORGANIZATIONS?

Theatre Communications Group (TCG) *

League of Resident Theatres (1)

A state or regional theatre association (2)

The bilard of trustees of a resident theatre otherthan your o 7 **,(B)

The board of trustees of any other arts organization likides a resident
theatre (3)

DURING THE LAST FIVE YEARS, HAVE YOU DONE ANY OF rHE FOLLOWING?

Lectured on arts administration at a university progiam (4)

Lectured on arts administration at a, conference or wo4shop progr m (5)
ti

Lectured on artistic asppcts of drama or the stage at a university ***(C)

Lectured on artistic aspects of drama or the stage at a theatre other
than your own ***(D)

""*"1,aq....0

Served as a consultant to any business, association about heir giing to
the arts ***(E)

Served as a foundation consultant or member of a foundation panel invo ved
in giving to the arts or to artists.***(F)

I
A

DURING THE LAST FIVE YEARS, HAVE YOU SERVED IN ANY OF THE FOLLOWING CPCITIES?

As an officer of the Theatre Communications Group (TCG)? **(G)

As' a member of the TCG Board (6)

On any TCG committees **(4)

A's an officer of the League of Resident Theatres (7)

On the LORT Board (8)

On any LORT committees (9)

As an officer of the Foundation for the Extension and Development of the
American Professional Theatre (FEDAPT) **(I)

As a member of the FEDAPT Board **(J)
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Table I (con.)

On any FEDAP Committees (10)

As an officer of the Theatre Development Fund (TDF) **(K)

As a member of the TDF Board **(L)

On any TDF committees **CM?

DURING THE LAST FIVE YEARS, HAVE YOU SERVED IN ANY OF THE FOLLOWING CAPACITIES?

As a member of a' National Endowment for the Arts (NEA) TheatrOanel (11)

As a member. of any other NEA panel (12)

On a National Endowment for the Humanities (NEB) panel *(N)

On any other federal-government, arts-related panel, commission, or committee **(0)

As a member of a state arta agency theatire panel (13)

As a member of any other panel of a state arts agency (14)

As a member of any other state- government, arts-related panel, committee,

or,commission.***(P)

.As an officer or council member of a state or regional theatre association (15)

As a member or active participant on a community arts council (16)

On any other community-level (public or private) arts- related committee,
commission, or panel ***(Q)

As a member of the board Of directors or executive council of a community-
level united fund drive for the arts or similar organization *0,(R)

As a paid consultant to another nonprofit theatre (17)

Art useums

ARE YO CURRENTLY A MEMBER OF ANY OF THE FOLLOWING ORGANIZATIONS?
4

America Association of Museums *(A)'

Association of Art Museum Directors (1)

College Art Association (2)

A state museum association (3)

A regional museum-association (4)

The board of trustees or advisory board of an art museum other than
your own (5)

The board of trustees or advisory board of any other arts organizations,
besides an art museum (6)

1 3 4
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Table 1 (con.)

DURING THE LAST FIVE YEARS, HAVE YOU DONE ANY OF THE FOLLOWING?

Lectured on museums or arts adt'inistration at a university program (7)

Lectured on museums or arts administration at a workshop program (8)

Lectured about'art history at a university ***(B)
4

Lectured about art history at a museum other than your own ***(C)

Served as a consultant to.any business or business association about
their giving to the arts ***(D)

Served as a foundation consultant or member of a foundation involved
in giving to the arts or'to artists ***(E)

Served as a paid consultant to a museum other than your own (9)

Served as

c
an officer of the American Association of Museums (AAM) **(F)

Served as a member oP.the AAM Council **(G)

Served on any AAM Committees (10)

Served as an officer of the Association of Art Museum Directors (AAA) (11)

Served on any AAMD Committees (12)

. Served as an officer of the College Art Association (CAA) **(H)

Served as a member of the CAA board *'Q(I)

Served on any CAA Committees **(J)

Served as a member of the National Endowment for the Arts (NEA) Museum
Panel (either policy or grants) (13)

Served as a member of any other NEA panel (14)

Served as a reviewer or panel member for the National Endowment for the
Humanities (NEH) (15)

DURING THE LAST FIVE YEARS, HAVE YOU SERVED IN ANY OF THE FOLLOWING
CAPACITIES?

As a reviewer or member of an advisory committee of the National Institute
of Museum Services (16)

On any other federal-government, artsrelated panel, commission, or committee? ***(K)

As a member of a state arts agency panel (17)
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As a Rember of any other panel of a state arts agency (18)

As a member of any other state-government, arts-related panel, committee,
Or commission ***(L)

As an officer or council member of a state museum association (19)

As an officer or council member of a regional museum association (20)

As a member or active participant on a community arts council (21)

On any other community-level (public or private) arts-related committee,
commission or panel ***(M)

As a member of the board of directors or executive council of a communit4T
level united fund drive for the arts or similar organization (22)

Orchestras

ARE YOU OR YOUR ORGANIZATION CURRENTLY A MEMBER OF ANY OF THE P9OLLOWING
ORGANIZATIONS?

American Symphony Orchestra League_(ASOL) *(A)

A state or regional orchestra association (1)
4

An association of orchestra mana ers (2)

The board of trustees of an orch stra other than your own "(B)

The board of trustees of any oth r arts organization, besides an orchestta (3)

DURING THE LAST FIVE YEARS, HAVE YOU DONE ANY OF THE FOLLOWING?

Lectured on arts administration at a university program (4)

Lectured on arts administration at a workshop program (5)

Lectured on music at a university ***(C)

Served as a consultant to any busineAs dr business association about giving
to the arts ***(D)

DURING THE LAST FIVE YEARS, HAVE YOU SERVED IN ANY OF THE FOLLOWING CAPACITIES?
6

As an officer of the Board of the American Symphony Orchestra League (ASOL) **(E)

As a member of the ASOL Board of Directors (6)

As a member of a National Endowment for the Arts (NEA) Music Panel (7)

As a member of any other NEA panel **(F)I

I a 6
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Table 1 (can.) ir

Oa National Endo4On/ ment for the Humanities (NEH) panel **(G)

f

.0n any, Other federal-government, arts-related panel, commission, or
committee **(H)

As a foundation consultant or member .of a foundation panel involved in
giying to the arts or to artists ***(I)

As a member of a state arts agency music panel (8)
*

As a. member of any other state-government arts-related panel, committee
or commission (J)

As a member of any other panel of's state arts agency (9)

As a member or active, participant on a community, arts council (10)

On,any other coMmtinity-level (publi or private) arts related committee,
or panel ***(K).

As a member of the board of directors or exficutive council or a community
level united fund drive for the arts or similar. organization **(L)

Community arts agencies

ARE YOU CURRENTLY A MEMBER OF ANY,OF THE FOLLOWING OR(ANIZATIONS?

National Assembly of CoMmunity Aits Agencies (NACAA) *(A)

Association of College, Unryersity, and Ommunity, Arts Administrators
(ACUCAA) (1)

'AMerican Council fpr the Arts (ACA) (2).

Neighborhood Arts Programs National Organizing Committee (NAPNOC) (3)

A state or regional association of community arts agencies or administrators (4)

the board of a community arts agency (CAA) other than your own (5)

Thi bord of any other arts organizations, besides a-CAA (6)

DURING THE LAST FIVE YEARS, HAVE YOU DONE ANY OF THE FOLLOWING?

Lectured on arts administration at a university program (7)

Lectured on arts administration at-a worksnop
%qr.

program (8)

Lectured on the community arts at a university ***(8).

Lectured on the community arts at a workshop program ***(C)
4
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Table I (con.)

DURING THE LAST FIVE YES, RAVE YOU SERVED IN ANY OF THE FOLLOWING
CAPACITIES?

As anpfficer of NACAA (9)

As a member of the *CAA Board (10)

On- any NACAA Comftittees (11)

As an officer of ACA **(D)

As a member of the ACA Board **(E)

On any ACAdc3;61'ttees (12)

As an officer of ACUCAA **(F)

As a member of the ACUCAA Board,**(6)

On any ACUCAA Committees **(H)

On any federal-government, arts-related panel, commission, or committee,
other than an NSA panel ***(I)

As a member of a state arts agency panel (13)

As a member of any other state- government arts-related panel, committee,
or commission * * *(J)

On any community-level (public or private) arts-related committee, commission,
or panel ***(K)

As.a consultant to any business or business association about their
giving to the arts ***(L)

As a foundation consultant or member of a foundation panel involved in
giving to the arts or to artists ***(M)

As a member of the board of directors or executive council for a community-
level united fund drive for the arts or similar organization (14)

As a paid consultant to another community arts agency (15)

Note: Numbers and letters in parentheses after questions refer to codes used
in subsequent tables for that discipline. Where there is a lettr, frequency
breakdowns by the control variables were not performed for one of the
following reasons:

*Nearly all respondents indicated participating;
* *Nearly all respondents indicated that they did not participate;
***Responses to questions included too many non-comparable activities,

for response pattern to be meaningful.
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Table 2: Managers' Participation by Discipline
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CAAsCode Theatres Art Museums Orchestras

A* P** A* P** A* P** A* P**

SERI A 98.04(102) A 92.86 (126) A 97.22(108) A 93.94 (132)
SER2 1 43.16(95) 1, 71.54 (123) 1 30.23 '1129)

2 45.97 (124) 2 65.12 (129)

3 6.30 (127)
STR 2 62.63(99) 3 56.80 (125) 1 53.77(106) 4 69.23 (130)

4 63.71 (124) 2 80.19(106)

OFF1 G 1.96(102) F 4.80 (125) 6 2.78(108) 9 4.58 (131)
BRD1 6 5.88 (96) G 6.35 (126) 5 13.89(108) 10 10.61 (132)
COM1 H 3.96 (97) 10 20.64 (126) 7 22.02(108) 11 18.32 (131)
OFF2 7 8.82(102) 11 16.80 (125) D 0.76 (132)
BRD2 8 11.88(101) E 2.29 (131)
COM2 9 16.67(102) 12 57.14 (125) 12 9.16 (131)
OFF3 I 0.00(101) F 0.00 (131)
BRD3 J 0.00(101) I 2.38 (126) G 1.53 (131)
COM3 10 8.91 J 7.94 (126) H 2.27 (132)
SOFF 15 20.79(101) 19 17.46 (126)

20 15.70 (121)

AAU 4 53.92(102) 7 78.57 (126) 4 46.30(108) 7 40.15 (132)
AAWS 5 73.53(102) 8 68.29 (123) 5 54.63(108) 8 75.76 (132)
ARTU q 45.10(102) B 64.00 (125) C 13.89(108) B 38,93 (131)
ARTW D 30.69(101) C 72.80 (125) C 78.79 (132)

TRU1 B 6.00(100) 5 30.65 (124) B 1.85(108) 5 21.71 (129)
TRU 2 3 45.10(100) 6 72.00 (124) 3 47.66(107) 6 55.12 (127)

FOUN F 10.20 (98) E 30.08 (123) I 3.74(107) M 12.98 (131)
BUSN D 59.35 (123) D 22.22(108) L 40.31 (129)
CAA 16 41.18(102) 21 43.09 (123) 11 53.70(108)7
UART R 10.68(103) 22 15.87 (126) J 8.41(107) 14 25.76 (132)
OTHC Q 46.544101) M 68.00 (125) K 42.45(106) K 88.55 (131)
PCON 17 39.227102) 9 28.80 (125) 15 48.46 (130)

NEAD 11 7.84(102) 13 38.10 (126) 8 9.26(108)
NEAO 12 9.80(102) 14 25.81 (124) F 5.56(108)
NEH N 0.00(101) 15 33.33 (126) G 0.00(108)
NIMS 16 23.81 (126)

OTHF 0 9.00(100) K 25.00 (124) H 4.63(108) I 17.4 (132)
SAAD 13 31.00(100) 17 38.71 (124) 9 22.22(108)
SAAO 14 14.71(102) 18 25.41 (122) 10 10.38(106) 13 49.24 (132)
OTHS P 18.63(102) L 24.00 (125) J 16.19(105) .3 49.62 (131)

a

*A=Detailed activity code, from Table 1.
**PPercentage reporting activity in column A, to left.
"Code" is a generic code included to enable the reader to understand more
easily the table, with reference to the key below. Each code provides

1X)
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Table 2 (con.)

a general description of the activity for its respective row., Nonetheless,
the reader is warned that 4uestion phrasing varies among disciplines for
most of these questions; and she or he is encouraged to consult Table 1
for precise wordings. SER1- member, major service organization; SER2imember,
second and subsequent service organizations; STRimmember, state and/or
regional service organizations; OFT1=officer of the first service organization;
BRD1board member, first service organization; MK...committee member, first
service organization; OFF2=officer, second service organization; BRD2=board
member, second service organization; COM2=committee member, second service
organization; OFF3=officer, third service organization; BRD3=board member,
third service organization: COM3=committest member, third service organization;
SOPF=officer or board, state and/or regional service organization; AAU=arts
administration lecture at university; AAWS=arts administration lecture at
workshop; ARTU=lecture on art form at university; ARTW=lecture on art form .

elsewhere; TRU1=trustee, similar arts organization; TRU2=trustee, other arts
organization; FOUNmfoundation arts consultant; BUSN=business arts consultant;
CAA=active in community arts agency; UART=board of united arts fund; OTHC=other
community arts committee; PCON=paid consultant to similar arts organization;
NEAD=NEA panel, owd discipline; NEA0=other NEA Panel; NEH=NEE.panel; NIMSigNIMS
reviewer; OTHF=other federal committee; SAAD=SAA panel, own discipline;
SAA0=other SAA panel; OTHS=other state committee or commission.

1.10
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Table 3: Managers' Conference Participation by Discipline* ,

CAAs

Conference and Frequency

Theatres

Percent Participating

Orchestras

TCC - 1 or more
TCG - 3 or 4

Art Museums

67.65

15.69
(102)

(102)

FEDAPT - 1 or more 51.96 (102)

LORT - 1 or more 44.66 (103)
LORT - 5 23.30 (103)

State/regional - 1 or more 43.43 (99)

AAM - 1 or more 64.80 (125)
AAM - 4 to 5 15.20 (125)

AAMD - 1 or more 62.70 (126)
AAMD - 4 to 5 42.06 (126)

CAA - 1 or more 53.97 (126)

State/regional - 1 or more 48.41 (126)

ASOL national - 1 or more 88.79 (107)
ASOL national - 4 to 5 52.34 (107),

.ASOL regional - 1 or more 71.96 (107)
ASOL regional - 4 to 5 10.28 (107)

NACAA - 1 or more 77.88 (113)
NACAA - 3 to 5 17.70 (113)

ACA 1 or more 1
59.29 (113)

ACA - 3 to 5 26.55 (113)

ACUCAA 1 or more 24.78 (113)

*For theatre and orchestra conferences, questions specified "between 1976
and 1980," for museum conferences, question specified "during.the last
five years."
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Table 4: Percentage of Managers Who Report Reading 'Regularly by Discipline

Periodical

AMERICAN ARTS .

AAA LEGISLATIVE
REPORTS

ART BULLETIN

ART JOURNAL

ART NEWS

ARTS REPORTING
SERVICE

AVISO

BILLBOARD

CULTURAL POST

INTERNATIONAL
MUSICIAN

MUSEUM NEWS NA

MUSIC JOURNAL' NA

NACAA NEWSLETTER NA

NAPNOC NOTES NA

NASAA NEWSLETTER NA

SENZA SORDINO

SYMPHONY

THEATRE

THEATRE COMMUN-
ICATIONS

TIMES SUNDAY ARTS
AND LEISURE

VARIETY (weekly)

Theatres Art Museums Orchestras CAAs

12.12 (99) 14.52 (124) 13.08 (107) 55.73 (131)

50.00 (100) 30.40 (125) 62.04 (108) 17.42 (132)

NA 26:98 (126) NA NA

NA 31.45 (124) NA NA

NA 50.00 (126) NA NA

14.00 (100) 14.40 (125) 27.10 (107) 34.09 (132)

NA

NA

29.00 (100)

NA

NA

NA

10.20

79.00

54.00

68.00 (125) NA NA

NA 3.74 (107) NA

10.40 (125) 37.04 (108) 46.97 (132)

NA 39.81 (108) NA

57.14 (126)

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

.NA

(98) NA

(100) NA

NA

15.8 (107)

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

83.33 (132)

9.92 (131)

26.52 (132)

56.60 (106) NA

93.52 (108) NA

'NA

NA

NA

NA

100) 61.60 (125) 51.85 (108) 29.23 (130)

36.00 (100) NA

1 1 2

6.48 (108) NA
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fir et4:

CAM. Short EaLZ2

1. Knowledge of
the dramatic
literature

Scholarship Knowledge of
the symphonic
repertoire

Familiarity
with tne
community
arts scene
nationally

ARTS

2. Management
experience

SAME SAME SAME EXP

3.' .Appreciation Connoisseur- Appreciation Appreciation EXe
of the dra-
matic art

ship of classical
music

of the arts

4. Formal train-
ing in admin-
istration

SAME SAME SAME ADMIN

5. Tact, refine-
ment, style

SAME SAME SAME TACT

6. Grantmanship
ability

SAME SAME SAME GRANT

7. Private fund
raising ability

SAME SAME NA PRIV

8. Training or ,

experience
Training or
experience

Training or
experience

Training or
experience

EDUC

in tneatre in museum in music in arts eau-
education education education cation

9. Ability to pte-6=- 'SAME
pare a bud4et

SAME SAME BUDG

10. Commitment
to outreach

SAME SAME SAME OUT

11. Standing with- Standing Standing Standing STAND
in the resi- within within the within the
dent tneatre museum pro- orchestra community-
field fession field arts field

12. Marketing
expeKience

NA Marketing NA MARK

1. Questidn: If you were serving on a committee to select a neW (title name)
for a (orAanization type) like your own, how strongly would you weigh
the following characteristics in evaluating candidates?
Short form will be used in subsequent titles.
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Table ¢ Wording pel Itema for Service-Organization function Oueatianl

HURL= Theatres

1. Keeping members a-
breast or current
management tech-
niques

2. Providing training
opportunities for
theatre admini-
strators

3. Enhancing tne sta-
tus of resident
theatres in the
eyes of the public

4. Initiating or tak-
ing stands on
legislation in
areas of interest
to resident tneatres

5. Setting standards
of protessional or
managerial ethics

6. Preventing unqual-
ified persons from
serving as resi-
dent theatre
administrators

7. Bringing together
administrators from
all the performing
arts into one pro-
fession

111

Museums Orchestras

Keeping museum pro- Same as theatres
fessionals abreast
of current manage-
ment techniques

Providing training
opportunities for
museum administra-
tors

Enhancing tnq sta-
tue of the museum
profession in tne
eyes of the public

Initiating or tak-
ing stands on
legislation in
areas of interest
to museums

Setting standards
of professional
ethics

Preventing unqual-
ified persons from
serving in museum
jobs

Bringing together
people from art,
history, and sci-
ence museums into
one protessional
community

Providing training
opportunities for
orchestra acimini-
strators

Ennancing tne sta-
tus of orche tr
in tne eyes or tne
public

Initiating or tak-
ing stands on
legislation in
areas of interest
to orchestras

Setting standards
of professional or
managerial ethics

Preventing unqual-
ified persons from
serving as orches-
tra managers

Same as Theatres

CMS

Same as theatres

atm" rara2

MGMT

Providing training TRAIN
opportunities for
CAA administrators

Enhancing tne sta- STATUS
tus of CAAs in the
eyes or tne public

Initiating or tak- LEGIs
Alking stands on

legislation in
areas of interest
to CAAs

Setting standards ETHIC
of managerial
ethics

Preventing uhquai- PEO7
ified persons from
serving as CAA
directors

Bringing together BRING
adminit{trators from
private and public
CAAS
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Table 6 (cont'd)

Numizel Theater

8. Exercising leader-
ship to make
theatres more rele-
vant and accessible
to disadvantaged
groups

9. Facilitating career
development through
fostering contacts
with other theatre
administrators

10. Representing the
resident-theatre
field to state and

\,,...federal agencies
ncerned with the

arts

Akt Museums

Exercising leader-
ship to make muse-
ums,more accessible
and relevant to
disadvantaged
groups

Facilitating career
development tnrough
fostering contacts
with other museum
professionals

Representing the
museum field to
state and federal
agencies concerned
with the arts

Or_chelitaite

Exercising leader-
ship to make or-
chestras more
relevant and acces-
sible to disadvan-
taged groups

Facilitating career
development through
fostering contacts
with other orchestra
administrators

Representing the
orchestra field to
state and federal
agencies concerned
with the arts

DiMaggio, chapter 5: Tables -13-

Clam

Exercising leader-
ship to make CAA
programming more
relevant and acces-
sible to disadvan-
taged groups

Facilitating career
development tnrough
fostering contacts
with other CAA dir-
ectors

Representing the
community arts
field to state and
federal agencies
concerned with the
arts

1. Question: "The following is a list of functions that (your field's service organization) might serve
for (managers in your position). How important shoglsj each of the following objectives be to service
organizations in the (respondent's field).

Short Form

ACCS

FACIL

REPRE

2. Short form will be used in subsequent tables.

116
117
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Table _a wgnaing gi tolced choice questions

Niamtgx Wording Short or

THO'MES

1. 1 .While business sense is useful, it is essential that ARTS/MGMT
a theatre's managing director have a strong artistic
background.

2 While a managing director must be sensitive to artis-
tic questions, it is crucial that he or she have a
strong background in management.

2. 1 Nonmonetary rewards make up for the low salaries of
performing-arts administrators.

2 Salaries are so low in the performing arts today that REWARDS/PC
many dedicated managers leave the field for more re-
munerative work.

3. 1 Performing-arts administrators should realize that we SAME/PC
are all part of the same profession, regardless of
whether we work in theatres, orchestras, or dance.

2 I find that I have little in common with people who
work in symphony orchestras or dance companies.

4. 1 When the interests of a managing director's own,
theatre and thos f the field as a whole diverge, it
is the directe r s epligation to act in the interests
of his or her awn institution.

2 Managing direc ors are theatre professionals: They
owe a respons b y to the resident-theatre commun-
ity even when i runs against the short-term interest
of their own institution.

INST/FIELD

ART MUSEUMS
'f

While busi ess sense is-usefulk-it is esssential that ARTS/MGMT
a museum irector have a strong scholarly and cura-
torial background.

\ 2 While a museum director must be sensitive to artistic
questions, it is crucial that he or she have a strong
background in management.

2. Nonmonetary rewards make up for the lowtaries in REWARDS/PC
the art-museum field

s



Table LCont'd)

=b.= Wording

3.

4.

1.

2:

3.

DiMaggio,.'chapter 5: Tables -15-

4
sbort Bun

2' Salaries are so low in art museums today that many
dedicated people leave tne field for more remunera-
tive work.

1 Museum workers should realize tnat we are ail part
of the same profession, regardless 'of whetheliwe
work at an art, history, or science museum '

SAME/Pc

2 I find that I have little in common with people who
work in history of science museums.

1 When the interests of a director's own museum and
tnoee of the field as a wnole diverge, it is tne
director's obligation to act in the interests of
his or neNown institution.

INST/FIELD

2 Directors are museum professionals: They owe .a re-
sponsibility 'to tne museum field even wnen J.L. runs
against the short-term interest of their own insti-
tution.

1 Agcreditation of Museums in neither necessary or
beneficial: such efforts endanger the autonomy of
museums and tne ,(diversity of tne field.

AcCRtD/CP

2 By instituting accreditation procedures, museums have
taken a large step towards developing a professional
identity.

DRCHEUBAS

1 While business sense is useful, it is essential that
orchestra managers have strong artistic bacKgroubds.

ARTS/MGMT

2 While a manager must be sensitive to artistic clyes-
tions, it is crucial tnat he or sae have a strong
background in management.

1 Nonmonetary rewards make up for tne low salaries or
performing-arts administrators.

'REWARDS/Pc

2 Salaries are so low in tne performing arts today tnat
many dedicated managers leave the field for more re-
numerative work.

1 Performing-arts aaministrators snould realize tnat we SAME/PC
are all part of the same profession, regardless of
whether we work in orchestras, theatres, or opera.

1 1 9
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`1\

TAILLe 4Csurt'd1

=his NaLding

2 I find that I have little in common with people who
work in tteatre or dance companies.

ti

short 1=

4. 1 When the interests of a manager's own orchestra and INST/FIELD
those or the orchestra field as a wnole diverge, it
is the tanager's obligation to act in the best in-
terest o; his or her institution.

2 Managers are orchestra professionals: They owe a
responsibility to tne orchestra field even wnen it
runs against the short-term interest of their own
institutio

1 Volunteers re an important part or any orchestra,
both for the work they accomplish and for the
bridges tney build between tne orchestra and its -
community.

2 Volunteers are usuaiiy a necessary evil: Orchestras
should work toward replacing them with professional
managers and paid staff...

CQEJADMITX ARTS AGENSIgS

VOLS/PC

1. 1 While managerial experience is useful, it is essen-, ARTS/MGMT
tial that CAA directors have strong artistic bdtx-
grounds.

2 While a CAA director must be sensitive to artistic
questions, it is crucial that he or she have a strong
bacxground in management.

2. 1 Nonmonetary rewards !lore tnan make up for tne low REWARDS/PC
salaries of community-arts adminsitrators.

2 Salaries are so low in tne community arts today tnat
many dedicated managers leave the field for more re-
numerative work.

3. 1 Arts administrators snould realize tnat we are all SAME/PC
part of the same profession, whether we work in CAAs,
theatres, or art museum,

2' I fina tnat I have little in common coltn people wno
work in theatres or art museums.

J

1 0
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er Wording
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a

Ar Short Mk=

When the interests of an adminstrator's CAA and those INST /FIELD

of the communiw firts field as a wnole diverge, it is
the manager' Obligation to act in the interest of
his or ner own agency.

2 CAA administritors are community-arts professionals:
They owe a responsibility to the community arts field

% even wnen it runs against tne snort term interest or
their own agency.

Volunteers are an important part or any CAA, both for
the work they accomplish and for the bridges they
.build between tne CAA and tne community.

2 Volunteers are usually a necesssary evil: CPAs should
rely soley on tuli-time professional management and

staff. -1

A

rt

VOLS/PC

a
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Takla Percentage Rawl 11299 sling flat Cr ter Ica Chacating
A Nev 12 luta= ALA ID= ia1212LtAlltAL lag DiACiaing

1. ARTS 24.27%,(1u3) 4b.16 (124)

2. EXP 74.19 (103) 85.61 (124)

3. APP 83.50 (1U3) 64.23 1(123)

4. ADMIN 14.71 (102) 8.87 (124)

5. TACT 81.55 (103) 88.71 (124)

6. GRANT 61.17 (103) 28.46 (123)
*

7. PRIV 58.25 (1u3) 49.59 (123)

8. EDUC 3.88 (103) 12.20,(123)

9., BUDG 85.44 (1u3) 56.45 (124)

18. OUTR 36.89 (103) 26..83 (123)

11. STAND 9.71 (103) 34.68 (124)

12. MARK 51.46 (103) NA

f

9

44.86

85.85

82.24

15.89

9U.57

46.73

42.99

8.49

86.92

46.73

11.76

60.75

(1u7) 32.06 (1.31)

(107) 92.23 (132)

(1u7) 6/.42 (1i2)

(107) 18.94 (132)

(106) 75.76 (1.12)

(107) 56.06 (132)

(1u7) NA

(106) 9.85 (132)

(1u7) 81.06 (132)

(107) 58.78 (131)

(1u7) 24.24 (132).

(107) NA
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I

2Abla Jil IftLagalAga 21 Unmade= Rea2xling Service QLSALailati212_
Futatima Me.E.YL:aixt=m14.1 kY DiaciRlial

Zunatiana

1. Wm;

2. TRAIN

3. STATUS

4. LEGIS

5. ETEic

6. PREV

7. BRimi

8. ACCS

9. FALIL

10. REPRE

11.

Theatres &a Mara=

43.59 (117)

30.77 (117)

47.11 (121)

87.20 (125)

86.29 (124)

21.01 (119)

17.60 (125)

18.40 (125)

34.40 (125)

75.20 (125)

ficchaarian

71.03 (107)

65.74 (108)

66.67 (1u8)

85.19 (108)

411;374(108)

20.37 (108)

7.41 (1u8)

23.15(108)

40.74 (1u8)

83.18 (107)

LAU

54.20 (131)

67.42 (132)

56.46 .(130)

71.54 (130)

3u.93 (131)

23.66 (131)

44.27 (131)

38.17 (131)

36.46 (130)

78.29 (129)

61.39%

53.47

67.33

79.00

45.54

14.29

14.84

18.81

38.61

72.78

0101)

(101)

(41)

(100)

(101)

( 98)

(101)

(101)

(1u1)

(101)

/
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Table ;2:i

Blip

BAAMAAA

Thaatml

12 forced Choice Queitignil

CMa_Att Eaatuma Orchestras

1. ARTS/MGMT 1-3 22.33% 75.00 30.84 20.61
1 12.62 52.4 18.69 .1u.69
6 51.46 10.48 46.73 56.49
N 103 124 107 1.31

iko REWARDS P/C 1-3 40.20 59.20 56.74 23.62
1 14.71 24.8u 16.35 1.5/
6 35.29 24.00 20.19. 48.82
NAd 102 125 104 b 127

3. SAME P/C 1-3 74.76 56.00 91.59 96.90
1 51.46 31.2U 65.44 79.0/
6 7.77 25.60 5.61 1.55
N 103 / . 125 107 129

4. INST/FIELD 1-3 68.68 57.50 75.73 44.52
1 26.26 50 33.9d 14.84
6 12.12 16..7 6.80 19.53
N 99

.

120 103 128

VOLS/P/C 1-3 NA NA 94.39 95.38
1 76.64 75.38
6 2.80 0.77

107 Ii0

6. ACCRED/P/C 1-3
1

6

NA 8.95
3.25

69.92
123

NA

*1-3 = chose first of two options; 1 = easy choice of first option;
6 = easy choice or second option.

NA



CHAPTER & ADMJNISTRATOKS' ATTITUDES TOWAKPS THE MISSIONS
OF THLIR ORGANIZATIONS

.

In this chapter, we shall examine the attitudes of administrators of resident

theatres, art museums, orchestras and community arts agencies towards the

missions of their organizations and the role of management in

accomplishing those missions. The vehicle for doing this will be the

analysis of two sets of questions: one set eliciting managers' evaluations of

the relative importance of ten characteristics of board members; and one

set requiring respondents to choose between pairs of statements reflecting,

different attitudes towards organizational mission and strategy.

The question about board attributes is discussed in this chapter

ause boards are responsible for policy formation and decisions about

goals in nonprofit organizations, and in many public art museums and

community arts agencies. The forced-choi questions analyzed in this

chapter are those that pose alternative views of the missions of arts

organizations, that address, in different ways, the question, "What business

are we in'?" Development of questions was guided by ongoing debates

within the fields surveyed, and items were reviewed by arts managers,

service-organization staff, and public arts-agency staff.

Most of the forced-choice questions addressed debates or concerns

about the extent to which traditional aesthetic aims of arts organizations

should be supplemented by partial reorientations, first, to the market and

earned income, and, second, towards education and outreach objectives. The

principal purpose of this chapter is to document the attitudes of the

administrators surveyed on these 'issues. A second is to see if such

attitudes represent relatively coherent ideological positions, that is, to see if

respondents' choices clustered empirically in a way that could be easily
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characterized. A third is to assess the relative impact of managers'

organizations, background, and career experience on these attitudes towards

mission. Note that it is not the purpose of this report, nor could these

data be used, to assess the validity of any of the attitudes described.

Respondents were asked, "In your opinion, how important is the

presence of persons with each of the following characteristics to the

effectiveness of [your kind of arts organization)'s board of trustees?" The

ten items that they were asked to rank order appear on Table* 1. - Some, of

these have to do with the ability to give or get resources: ability , and

willingness to donate money and connections with the wealthy, business

corporations, and government. Others have to do with the board's internal

function: willingness to interact with cstaff, willingness to respect formal

hierarchy, and legal or management skills. Two items reflect concern with

pluralism and social goals:' commitment to education and outreach and

representativeness of the community's racial and ethnic groups. And one,

personal interest' in the arts, is related to the aesthetic mission.

The forced-choice items requested respondents to choose between two

statements, each of which reflectelNa different position on a management

or policy issue.' These items are listed in Table. 2.
A

1 Responses need not necessarily et dicate agreement with the statement
chosen. In many cases, respondents may have agreed or disagreed partially
with both options. And in many cases, the respondents' personal views
were undoubtedly more complex or sophisticated than either of the
available options. The value of these questions is not so much in
permitting generalization about what arts managers believed as it is in
enabling us to compare the positions of different managers on several
dimensions. An effort was made, in designing the forced-choice options, to
present each statement in a contentious tone, as might an advocate of the
position embodied in the statement. In some cases, the tone was softened
in an effort (not always successful) to phrase alternatives in a manner that
would elicit variation in response.

t 5c
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Most items attempted to countergese two of three attitudinal

orientations that were hypothesized to represent somewhat coherent

ideological positions: traditional aesthetic mission; managerialism (emphasis on

efficiency and earned income, and orientation to the ,private sector); and

sociaY orientation (emphasis on education and outreach and orientation

towards the eiublic sector). Items 8, 13., 14, 15, 16, and 17 present a choice

between aesthetic orientation and managerialism. Items 10, 11, and 12

counterpose aesthetic and social orientations. Items 7 and 19 counterpose

the managerial and the social.2 In order to avoid response bias,' for those

questions in which one statement favored and another opposed a position,

"pro" and "con" responses were alternated in the first and second positions

from question to question.

Differences in wording from instrument to instrument mean that, for

most of the items, responses are not completely comparable across

disciplines. The principal value of these data are, first, descriptive of

respondents in each discipline and, second, for comparison of attitudes

across groups within each field.

Board Member ClmravterOtIca.

Table 3 displays the percentage of respondents in each field rating each of

ten characteristics of board members among the top three in importance.

Interest in the artistic substance of the organization's work was rated high

in all fields byetlinost two thirds of the respondents. Also prized highly

were the ability and willingness to give Money and contacts with business

corporations. Almost two thirds of the theatre managing directors,

approximately 70 percent of the art-museum directors, and 80 percent of

2 Items I through 6 are the professionalism items described in Chapter 5;
kerbs 9 and 18 do not fall neatly into this classification.

I )7
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the orchestra managers ranked the latter among the top three (compared to

just over one third of the CAA directors). Contacts with b i. ess were

rated among the top three by from 53 percent of the ar museum directors

to almost 70 percent of the orchestra managers. Morc than half of the

performing-arts administrators (but nearer to one third of the art-musem

and CAA directors) rated connections with the wealthy highly. And more

than half of the art-museum directors ranked willingness to respect the

museum's formal hierarchy of authority among the top three board-member

attributes in importance.

Managers in all of the fields were much Ihs likely to include

among the top three attributes willingness to interact with staff and

representativeness of the community's racial and ethnic groups. From one

tenth of the art-museum directors to 28 percent of the CAA directors

ranked the former highly;, while from one in seven orchestra managers to

29 percent of the CAA directors gave high rankings to the latter, Only

about one fifth of the performing-arts administrators placed commitment to

education and outreach among the top three (compared to almost one third

of the art-museum directors and two fifths of the CAA directors).

Attitudes towards legal and management skills varied widely by disciplines:

Only about one in eight orchestra 'managers rated this attribute highly,

compared to almost one half of the CAA directors.

Thus orchestra managers appeared to seek "donor" boards that will

give money and serve as bridges to wealthy individuals and companies.

Theatre managing directors also emphasized private-sector resource

acquisition, albeit with less unanimity than the orchestra managers. Art -

museum difectors valued ability to donate and contacts with corporations

highly; but were also very concerned with willingness to respect the formal
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terarchy. By ontrast, CAA directors. were diverse in their appraisals,

stre4ing contacts with business, but also skills, commitment to education and

outreach, and contacts with gov'ernment. All groups of managers valued

board members with personal interests in their organizations' artistic

missions.

itesoonses to Forced-Chnire Quetlogs

ResponseiSto forced-choice questions are presented in Table 4.3 For each

question, the table displays the percentage of respondents Choosing the first

of two options, and the percentage of all respondents calling their choice

of each option an "easy" one.4

Resident-Theatre Managing Directors

The vast majority of theatre managing directors (88 percent) chose

the statement ravoring efforts increase earned income over, one

suggesting that such efforts clash with artistic goals. More than half (61

percent) also selected a statement favoring institutionalization over one

alleging that institutionalization discourages creativity or innovativeness.

Nearly all the respondent managing directors (92 percent) favored more

businesslike management techniques over a warning that such techniques arc

inappropriate for arts organizations.
V

Almost three fifths agreed with the statement that resident theatres

have a responsibility to educate their audience and potential audience

rather than with the assertion that educational programs. distract attention

3 As in the previous chapter, responses to forced choices were merged with
responses to related questions about the difficulty of each choice to yield
a six-point scale, ranging from "1" (easy choice of first option) to "6" (easy
choice of second option).
4 The percentage choosing the second option always equals I minus the
percentage choosing the first option.

15 9
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from the theatre's central irtistic task. More

respondents chose

4

three quarters of the

`excellence over "access" as a guide to public subsidy.
alb

And almost 75 percent of the managing directors selected a statement

indicating that resident theatres could expand their audiences to include

many more poor, minority, and working people over an assertion that the

theatre's audience will always be limited to/ individuals who can really

understand and appreciate the dramatic art. By a otrong majority (88

percent), theatre administrators chose a statement indicating that resident

theatres 'should look towards business (rather than .towards government) for

an increasing share of revenues in .the coming years.5 Almost half (45

percent) of the respondents ravored coordination in planning and

programming among arts organizations over a statement stressing- the danger

to an organization's autonomy of involvement in coordinative efforts.

Arl-Moeum Directors

Just over one half of the art-museum directors (56 percent) selected

the statement that "art museums have become too concerned with

maximizing earned income by mounting popular exhibits of dubious

oscholarly or artistic value" over one praising art museum for ning to

boost earned income by designing appealing exhibits. Just about 40 percent

chose a statement that museums should use cost-benefit measures in order

to be taken seriously by potential patrons, while 60 percent chose the

alternative questioning efforts to measure museums' efficiency. Two fifth

of the musem directors chose a warti,ing that efforts to use auxiliary

activities to increase earned income risk subordinating the museum's artistic

5 Shortly before the survey was fielded, the national administration
proposed dramatic cuts in the federal arts budget. The salience of c,this
news undoubtedly affected the pattern of response to this uestion.

1 G
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goals to commercial ones, while three fifths agreed that museums have a

responsibility to exploit commercial opportunities to increase earned income.

Almost two thirds of the respondents selected the assertion that art

museums should provide thorough interpretation of exhibited works over a

statement warning that extensive interpretation interferes with the

relationship between the viewer and the work of art. 'Seventy percent of

the museum 'directors opted for "excellence' over "access" in the choice

between thole criteria for public subsidy. And just over half selected the

statement that art museums can attract many more poor, minority, mid

working People over the assertion that museum visitors will always ,be the

minority of individuals who can really understand and appreciate art."

Fully 86 percent of the directors chose the statement that art museums

should. lodk to business to provide an increasing share of their revenues in

coming years, over an alternative saying the same of government. More

than 60 percent of the art-museum directors chose a statement favoring

coordination of planning and programming of Museums over one worrying

that such coordination threatened museum autonomy.

Orchcst[a Managers

Five sixths of the orches'tra managers chose a statement praising

orchestras for using marketing and programming to boost earned income in

contrast to the assertion that orchestras worry too much about earned

income and too little about challenging and innovative programming. Fully

83 percent of the orchestra managers selected a statement favoring use of

commercial administrative practices over one asserting that the efficiency of

performing-arts organizations cannot be measured.

The vast majority of orchestra managers (90 percent) rejected the

assertion that educational programs divert attention from artistic goals in
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favor, of the statement that the orchestra must go beyond its regular

programthing to educate its audience and potential audience." Two thirds

ofs' the orchestra managers chose "excellence" over "access" as a basis for

public support for the, arts. Just over one half (57 percent) chose the
..

assertion that orchestras as can increase markedly the number of poor,
minority, and working :eople in their audiencei, compared to 43 percent

r \

who chose the statement\ that the orchestra's audience will always be

limited to the few indivi s who an really understand and appreciate

music. Almost all (95 percen) of c orchestra managers chose to look to
business rather than government . increased revenues in the future.

Over

with other arts organizations represf As a threat to autonomy, rather than

that such coordination is increasin y necessary in the current fiscal

environment.

60 percent agreed that coordination of planning and programming

Community Arts Jaencv Directors

Almost two thirds of the CAA dire tors (63 percent) chose a

statement indicating that CAAs should develop ore efficient administrative

techniques like those of the better run socials service agencies over an

alternative statement indicating that this was impoisible and warning against

bureaucratization. The CAA directors chose business over government as a

future source of increased re' nues with almost as great unanimity as the

orchestra managers (92 percent). Over 70 percent\ of the CAA directors

selected, e ass on that CAAs worry too much about getting grants and
too little abo 'taming income over the statement thkt (CA' As should

provide services for individuals and organizations that are top poor to pay
for them. Over 70 percent supported rather than opposed regional

coordination of the planning and programming of community', arks agencies.

ti
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Andes more than 85 percent preferred the statement that CAAs should

provide artistic programming that is otherwise unavailable, to the assertion

that the CAA's major task is providing support services to other arts

410-bi organizations.

Almost four 'Fifths the respotndents selected the statement that

CAAs shoUld go beyond th traditional arts to support and encourage

minority and neighborhood art groups over the assertion that CAAs should

concentrate on the most importa t and highest quality organizations within

their communities. Almost thrCt 4arters of the CAA directors chose
\

"access" over "excellence as a criterion for public support. And almost 90

percent chose the assertion that traditional arts organizations could expand

th it audiences to include far more poor, minority, and working people if

t ey tried to the statement that the audiences for art museums and

symphony orchestras will always be limited to the minority who can

appreciate great art and music.

Summary

Although responses to molt items are not comparable across disciplines

,because of variation in item wording, we can make some rough

generalizations. Respondents in all disciplines tended to voice support for

statements supporting improved administrative techniques; and majorities

(albei sometimes small ones) in each field voiced sOnpathy with the goals

of education and outreach. Art-museum directors were more likely to

choose statements expressing skepticism about or distaste for earned-income-

producing schemes; while CAA directors were most supportive of statements

endorsing educational goals and the principal of access. Enough variation

in response appears that no group can be characterized as wholly

aesthetically oriented, socially oriented. or managerial in perspective.

I t) 3
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Variation by Cohort

There were no major variations associated with cohort differences in

responses 'to the question about the desirable 'qualities of board members.

More differences oenierged in response to the forced-choice items.

The most senior cohort of theatre administrators expressed somewhat

weaker support for social values* than did other groups. They were

somewhat more likely than the most junior managing directors (86 to 67

percent) to emphasize "excellence" over "access"; and only about half as

likely as the latter to report choosing easily the statement (item 12) that

resident theatres could greatly expand the number of 'poor, working, and

minority people in their audiences. They were also substantially less likely

than other groups (one Quarter, compared to almost 40 percent in the

middle cohort and two thirds of the most junior managing directors) to

select the response favorable to coordination in item 9., As a group, then,

the more senior managing directors expressed somewhat greater commitment

to aesthetic values,. particularly in contrast to social values, than did the

other managing directors.' But the differences were relatively small.

Moreover, it is unclear whether the differences represent a cohort effect

or, instead, an aging effect, perhaps associated with the movement of

managers to larger and more prestigious theatres as their careers progress.

More junior art-museum directors were approximately twice as likely

as their colleagues to choose the statement (item 13) endorsing the use of

broadly appealing exhibits to raise earned income over the sentence

deploring income-earning exhibitions. Over Ilia of the most senior

directors compad to just one in three of the most junior, chose the

statement (item 16) questioning the use of museum shops 1,nd similar means

of generating earned income. Support for *excellence" over taccess" w..\s

Imo

A
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monotonically related to seniority, with more than 80, percent of the most

experienced .directors, compared to almost half of the least ,experienced,

choosing the statement favoring the former. Seniority was also

monotonically related. to attitudes towards coordination, with from 28
4

percent of the most junior directors compared to 56 percent -of the most

experienced choosing anti-coordinition option in item 9. In general,

then, among ar't-museum' directors seniority was associated with the choice

of aesthetic over social and, to a lesser extent, _managerial ,pertpectives.

For orchestra managers, seniorit was associated with rejection of
fro

managerial in favor of aesthetic oconcerns in the forced-choice items.

Nearly we quarter of the most senior manager6(compared with just 9

percent of the most junior)%agreed (item 8) that orchestras are often too

concerned with maximizing earned income at the expense of the quality of

their musical, programming. Nearly one third of the most senior managers

(compared to 15 percent of the middle cohort angl just- one of thirty-one

less experience managers) .agreed (item 13) that the efficiency of symphony

orchestras cannot be measured. .
.4/1-

Seniority was also associated negatively with support for social over

aesthetic values among the orchestra managers. More than one fifth of the

most senior managers (compared- to just three of sixty-five other

respondents) eQdorsed a statement (item 10) that educational programs can

deflitt energy from orchestras' central artistic goals. Fewer than 60

percent of the members of the two more junior cohorts chose- "excellence"

over "access" (ite I I) compared to. 85 percent of the mIsst senior.' The

, 111 0 orchestra managers, like the most senior managers in other

fields, were also less likely, to choose the pro-coordination alternative (three

fifths of the most junior managers compared to just one in four of the
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most senior). Thus in the orchestra field, as elsewhere, seniority was

associated with support for traditional aesthetic values. rn each case, it is

unclear whether variation by cohort represented a decline in traditional

aesthetic concerns over time, a filtering process that screens out

administrators with less aesthetic orientations over the course of their

careers, or attitude changes associated with movement to larger or mote

11.prestigious organizations.

Because of the briefer cohort spans among the community-arts
A

respondents, cohort variation was far less" marked than in the other fields.

Like their peers in the other disciplines, the more senior CAA directors

were more likely to choose "excellence" over "access" (more than one third)

than were less *.*perienced CAI directors (just over one quarter of the

middle cohort and fewer than one fifth of the most junior).

Administrative Orientations anti Their Delermlnants

The previous sections described the responses of administrators to individual

items and examined how these responses varied among managers of

differing lvels of seniority. . They did not, however, enable us to assess

the extent to which the respondents' chates cohered into the dimensions of

administrative ideology (managerial, aesthetic, and social) posited to exist

eaVier in this chapter. Nor did they describe the determinints of

variation in administrative orientations by examining the net effects of

such factors as seniority, organizational budget, experience, and professional

participation, controlling for all simultaneously. The questions that this

section address are: first, do responses to attitude questions cluster in a

manner that permits us to identify managerial, aesthetic, or social

orientations within the fields surveyed; and, second, if so, what determines

the extent to which administratprs hold such orientations.
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Patterns of Mministrative Orientation

In order to pursue the first of these questions, factor analyses were

undertaken for each field of responses to questions about director

attributes, board-member characteristics, the 'increase accessibility" function

of service organizations, the forced choices, and a series of questions about

the desirability of different, forms of revenues. The latter asked

respondents to, rank order, on the basis of desirability, ten sources of

income: endowment, admissions, membership, o r earne "ncome, private

philanthropy, corporate philanthropy, found grants, federal, te, and

municipal. support. These were included because it was hypothesized that a

managerial orientation would "be associated ithla disposition in favor of

earned income and corporatg aid, ile social orientations would be

associated with support for public .sidy.

As expected, factor an= ses yielded meaningful "managerialism" and

"social-orientation" clusters or every field.6 The managerialism factor, in

each case, included port for management rather than art backgrounds

for administra rs; and for three of the four fields included positive

f managerial experience, grantsmanship ability, and ability to

coat-0 a' budget as criteria for selecting top administrators, and choice of

the forced- choice alternative (item 13) favoring businesslike and efficient

administrative techniques (Table 5).7 In the performing arts, specific

administrative skills of directors loaded heavily .onto the managerial factor.

Among the theatre managing directors, desirability of admission revenue

6 In part because of forced-choice question wording, aesthetic orientations
were represented by negative scores on the managerial and social
dimensions rather than emerging as a third factor.
7 A negative sign before the coefficient of the forced-choice item
indicates support for the first of the two statements, while a positive sign
indicates support for the second.

1...1

c)
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loaded positively and desirability of municipal revenkie loaded negatively

onto managerialism. Among the art-museum ..directors and orchestra

managers, forced-choice preference for business support in the long term

(item 7) loaded on managerialism, as did, for the art-museum directors,

forced-choice support for income-earning exhibitions and ancillary activities

(items 8 and 13). Federal support bore a negative relationship to

managerialism among the art-museum directors.

Among the orchestra managers, three director attributes loaded

negatively on the managerial factor" knowledge of classical music,

commitment to education and outreach, and standing in the field. ," This

factor thus represents not just support for efficiency but 'also some

opposition to aesthetic or social goals. By contrast, for the CAA directors,
c.-

the managerial factor was associated with a rejection of earned income,

particularly endowment and other earned income, as revenue sources.

Eigenvalues indicate that "managerialism" accounts for more of the variation

of response among the theatre managing directors than among the other

groups, and least among the CAA directors.

For each field, the social-orientation factor included high rankings of

educational experience and of commitment to outreach as criteria for

selecting top administrators; of commitment to education. and outreach as a

desirable attribute of board members; and of increasing accessibility as a

function of service organizations (Table 6). For three of the four fields,

grantsmanship as a criterion for selecting a top manager and support for

access over excellence (forced-choice item 11) loaded on this factor as well.

The social-orientation factor was most similar for the theatre managing

directors and the art-museum directors: for each group, it includecl. (in

addition to the variables shared with other fields) agreement that the
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minority, poor, and bloc- collar audience could be greatly expanded (item 12)

and a preference for federal, state, and municipal support. For the art-

museum dirCctors, it was associated with relatively low ratings for

endowment income; and for the theatre administrators with a preference

for foundation assistance.

Among the orchestra managers, social orientation was associated with

high ratings for fund-raising ability and standing in the field as director-

selection criteria, in addition to the common variables mentioned above.

Among CAA directors, it was associated positively with appreciation of the

arts as a criterion for choosing executives, support for ,grants to

neighborhood and minority arts organizations, and support for artistic

programming by CAAs.8 The social-orientation factor explained more

variation in responses for the art-museum directors and theatre managing

directors than for the orchestra managefs aad CAA directors.9

Predictors of Administrative Orientations

In order to examine the net effects of background, career experience, and

other factors on the extent to 'which administrators' expressed managerial or

social orientations in their responses, as 'opposed to more conventionally

aesthetic orientations, regression analysis was employed. Scales were

developed for manageiial and social orientations, respectively, by

standardizing and summing respondents' scores on each variable loading on

8 The two latter measures are from forced-choice ,items asked only of CAA
directors.

9 Among the art-museum directors and CAA directors, two other
intrepretable factors emerged. For the art-museum directors, the third
dimension represented a kind of private-sector market orientation opposed to
conventional aesthetic values. For the CAA directors, the third factor
represented :In extreme public-sector orientation, involving a strong rejection
of the market and of earned income.

r 9
itt
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the relevant factor at .30 or above. The models reported here include

those independent variables that had a notable impact on orientations, or

the omission of which altered the coefficients of other factors. In

addition, budget size and a measure of seniority were included in all

regression equations as independent variables.

Table 7 reports regression analyses of the predictors of scores on on

the managerialism dimension in each of the four fields.10 The models //
were quite successful (given the subjective nature of the measures upon

which the dependent kariable was based) in all but the community arts

cast, explaining between 34 and 44 percent of the variation in

managerialism among theatre, art-museum, and orchestra.
to

administrators.

Among th the art-museum directors, and .the orchestra managers,

managerialism was strongly and negatively related to seniority, controlling

for other predictors. Among the art-museum directors there was also a

notable negative effect on ntanagerialisin of museum bud4et size. Female

orchestra managers were,. other things equal, more managerial in orientation

than their peers.

Managerialisrri was negatively related to measures of family

background and educational experience among the art-museum directors and

orchestra managers, and positively related among the CAA directors.

Parents' educational attainment was a strong negative predictor r of

managerialism for the art-museum directors, while the quality (Astin score)

of the college from which one received his or her B.A. had a similar

impict among orchestra managers. By contrast", having attended a private

school was the strongest predictor of managerialism among the CAA

directors.

10 On the interpretation of Tables 7 and 8, sec Chapter 3, note 3.

7)
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Theatre administrators' degree of managerial orientation was predicted

by three variables: Managing directors ranked higher on the managerial

scale if they held a degree in business or management; if they had ever

worked in' resident-theatre marketing, development, or public-relations staff;

and if they had never worked as artistic directors, actors, or theatre

technical staff.

Career-experience variables also strong (negative) predictors of

managerialism among art-museum directors. Other things equal, directors

Were far less likely to score' high on managerialism if they had earned a

Ph.D. in art history or had ever held a professorial' appointment. By

contrast, career-experience measures had no important effects on the scores

of orchestra managers or CAA directors.

Controlling for other faCtors, professional participation (a ,measure

based on a count of the number of professional activities in which a

respondent reported taking part) had a strikingly positive impac( on

managerialism in every fielcbut the com unity arts. This was true even

among art-museum directors and orchestra managers, for whom the simple

correlations between managerialism and participation were close to zero.

What this means is that the factors that predicted participation were

different from and to some extent opposite to those that predicted

managerialism; but that if one controls for these factors, directors who are

more active in their professional field are more likely to express

managerial views than would be less active managers with similar

backgrounds and experiences.

Table 8 reports results of the regression analyses predicting degree

of social orientation in each of the four fields. Among the theatre

managing directors, social orientation was 'very negatively related to
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organization budget, positively related to jetority in the resident-theatre

field, and negatively with having attended a private school and with

parents' social class.

By contrast, the social-orientation scores of art-museum directors were

unrelated to muKtim budget size, and negatively related to seniority. As

in the case of tlie theatre managing directors, having attended a private

school was a negative predictor of social orientations as were, to a lesser

extent, parental social class and educational attainment. The most important

negative predictors of social orientation were having a Ph.D. in art h* ry

and e,xperience as a professor, ;wo factors that also exerted strong
negative effect on managerialism and would seem to be associated with a

strongly aesthetic conkption of the museum's role. The strongest and most

significant positive predictor of social orientation among the art-museum

directors was participation in professional activities.

The social-orientation scores of orchestra managers were predicted
1

largely by just three variables. Holding other factors constant, social

orientation was stronger among women managers than among men and lower

for managers with arts experience before entering the orchestra field than

among those without it. Years of experience in the orchestra field also

had a modest positive, effect.

The social orientation of CAA directors was unrelated to their

organizations' budgets and to their seniority. Indeed, the only important

predictor was their college's "quality* score: Directors who had attended

selective colleges were less likely, other things equal, to score high on this

scale than others. Women directors had higher social-orientation scores,

other things equal, than men.

"1 9
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Note that variation in administrators' scores on the managerialism

dimension were explained largely by their adult educational and career
\

experiences; by contrast their scores an the social dimension were largely

influenced by family background or gender in every field.

Can; Igsjoa

We have seen that administrators' responses to attitude questions clustered

together in groups that reflected managerial and social orientations,

respectively, towards the mlnagement and priorities of arts organizations.

The former emphasized efficiency and market standards in the governance

of arts organizations. The latter emphasized education, outreach, and

public-sector responsibility. Each of these orientations opposes, to some

degree, more traditional aesthetic views of the mission of marts organizations.

Such aesthetic conceptions stress the role of arts organizations in supporting

scholarship, preservation, and opportunities for . innovation; and the

importance of maintaining the autonomy of the arts from the demands, on

the .one side, of the market for efficiency and, on the other, of the

public for relevance or service.

le all fields but the comm pity arts, the analyses in this chapter

indicate that this aesthetic perspective is more closely held by senior

administrators, while younger managers are more likely to express social or

managerialist views. If this finding reflects stable differences among

cohorts (as opposed to 1ft effects of aging on attitudes), then

managerialism is likely to increase in the performing arts and museums in

the coming years. For the theatre managing directors, for example,

managerialism was positively associated with holding a degree in business

and prior experience in marketirig, public relations, or development, both of

which appeared to be becoming more common. Managerialism was

173
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negatively associated with having production experience, which fewer

managing directors now possess. And managerialism was positively

associated with professional participation, suggesting that, other things equal,

administrators. with managerial perspectives are likely to play influential

roles in their fields as a whole. I

Similarly, among the art-museum directors, managerialism was

negatively associated with years of experience but positively associated with

participation. To the extent that young directors with managerialist

perspectives play more active roles in the art-museum comliunity, their

orientations are likely to spread., Nonetheless, the increased percentage of

directors with Ph.D.s and professorial experience (both powerful negative

predictors of managerial perspectives) may represent a strong countervailing

force in this field.

By contrast, the regression analyses provided little reason to expect

change in the social orientation of performing-arts administrators. Among

art-museum directors, on the other 'land, professional participation exerted

such a strong positive effect on social orientation that we might expect

orientation to the museum's educational mission to increase over time.
411Again, however, the strongly negative effects , of having a Ph.D. in art

46
history and professorial experience could excercise a countervailing fqce.

Indeed, if the museum's historical alternation between education and

connoisseurship is any guide, we can expect aesthetiNeec and social orientations

to Nontinue to co-exist in American art museums for many years.
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Table 1: Wording of Board Member Its
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Question: In your opinion, how important is the presence of persons with each
of the following characteristics to the effectiveness of a resident
theatre's' board of trustees?

It Wording *Short Form
3

1.

2.

Willingness and ability to climate money

Personal interest in the arts

DONATE

INTEREST

3. Willingness to interact with theatre
2

staff at the
departmental level

INTERACT

4. Connections with wealthy individuals WIALTHCON

5'. Commitment to education and outreach EDUCATION

6. Connections with businesS corporations BUSCON

7. Legal or management skills SKILLS

8. Representativeness of communitys racial and
ethnic groups

ETHNIC

a Influence in government circles COVCON.

10. Willingness to respect orchestra's formal heirarchy
of communications

HIERARCH

1. Orchestra, art museum, community art's agency, in respective instruments.
2. Orchestra, museum, and agency, in respective instruments.
3. Short form used in subsequent tables.

ti

C,
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Table 2: Forced-Choice Alternatives by Discipline

It Theatre Managing Directors Short Formal

7. 1 Resident theatres should look to business corporations ISUS/COV

c

to pro ideide an increased proportion of their support in
years come.

2 Resident theatres should look towards government to
provide fin increased proportion of their support in
years tolteme.

8. 1 Resident theatres are often too-.concerned with saximiz- EARNED /CF
ing earned income.

Resident theatres have come a long way in recognizing
the importance of boosting earned income.

9. 1 In the current fiscal environment it is increasingly COORD/PC
important that performing-arts organizations coordin-
ate their planning and programming with one another.

2 While some forms of cooperation are'useful, theatres
that become too involved in coordinating their acti-
vities with other arts organizations risk losing their
autonomy and flexibility.

10. 1 In order to fulfill its responsibility to its commun- jEDUC/PC
ity, the resident theatre must go beyond its regular
programming to educate its audience and potential
audience.

2. Resident theatres should concentrate on presenting
innovative drama of the highest quality:, Educational
programs-can deflect energy from t is central task.

11. 1 Publid subsidy to the arts should be irected to those EX/ACC
institutions which, by virtue of a re rd of profes-
sional excellence, have proven that they can use it
best.

2 Public subsidy to the arts should be directed to pro-
viding artistic experience to as many Americans as
possible.

12. 1 If resident theatres made a serious effort, they could OUTRCH/PC
eventually expand their audience to include far greater
numbers of the poor, minorities, and working people.

2 No matter what resident theatres do to attract the pub -
lic;'-their audience will always be .limited to those
individuals who can really understand and appreciate
the dramatic art.

13., In order to be taken seriously by potential patrons, ADMIN/PC
theatres must develop efficient administrative methods

leilar to those used in business enterprises.

2 Efforts to institute business practices in performing
arts institutions reflect a profound misunderstanding
of the nature of such organizations and the theatre's
goals.

1 i 6
(continued)

2
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Item Theatre Managing Directors Short Forml

14. 1 While some degree of f uncial stability is desirable, INST/CP
institutionalized resioent theatres are likely to lose
the commitment to innovation and the creative .flare
that make them distinctive.

15.

2 Institutionalization is essential if the resident
theatre is to achieve the level of professional ex-
cellence that is its goal.

1 New developments like video-disks and cable televis- TECH/PC
ion represent a potentially important new source of
earned income that theatres should pursue aggressively.

2 The resident theatre's first commitment is to pre-
senting professional quality live drami: video and
film can never capture the excitement of a live per-
formance.

16.. NA

17. 1 Resident theatres should avoid entanglements with the. COM/CP
commercial stage: the purposes of the two sectors
are so distinct that they are really in quite different
businesses.

,

2 Closer ties to the commercial stage can only help resi-
dent theatres, and resident-theatre administrators.
should have previous experience in the commercial stage.

18.

19.

NA

NA

It Art Museum Directors Short Form

7. 1 Art Museums should look to business corporations to
provide an increased proportion of their support in
years to come.

BUS/GOV

2 Art museums should look towards government to provide
an increased proportion of their support in years to
come.

8. 1 Art museums have become too concerned with maximizing
earned income by mounting popular exhibits of dubious
scholarly 4or artistic value.

EARNED/CP

2 Art museums have come a long way in recognizing the
impo;tance of boosting earned income by designing eihib-
its that appeal to large segments of the public.

9. 1 In the current fiscal environment, it is increasingly
important that museums coordinate their planning and
programming with one another.

COORD/PC

2 While some forms of cooperation are useful, museums
that become too involved in coordinating their activi-
ties with other museums risk losing their autonomy.

(continued)
177
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Table 2 continued)

Itesi Art Museuts Directors Short Form

10. 1 In order to fulfill its responsibility to visitors, DIJCsiPC
the art museum should make available thorough inter-
pretation of exhibited works.

2 Works of art should be appreciated on their own terms:
extensive interpretation often interferes with the re-
lationship between the viewer and the wink of art.

11. I Public subsidy to the arts should be directed to those II( /ACC
institutions which, by virtue of a record of profession-
al excellence, have proven that they can use it best.

2 Public subsidy to the arts should be directed to provid-
ing artistic experience to as any Americans as possible.

12. 1 If .art museums made a serious effort, they could expand OUTRH/PC
their public to include far greater numfers of the poor,
minorities, and working people.

2 No matter what art museums do to attract the public,
their visitors will always be limited to the minority
of individuals who can really understand and appreciate
art.

13. 1 In order to be taken seriously by potential patrons,
museums must develop cost-benefit measures of effi-
ciency similar to those used in hospitals or schools.

2 Efforts to the efficiency of Museums reflects
a profound misunderstanding of the nature of museum
work and the museum's goals.

NA

NA

1 Museums that rely on auxiliary activities like museum SHOPS/CP
stores or restaurants- to increase earned income risk
subordinating their artistic functions to commercial
ends.

2 Museums have a responsibility to exploit a wide range of
commercial opportunities to increase thei{ earned income.

17. NA

18. NA

19. NA

Item

7. 1 Orchestras should look to business corporations to BUS/GOV
provide an increased proportion of their support in
years to come.

2 Orchestras should look towards government to provide an
increased prortion of their support in years to come.

r

Orchestra Managers Short Form

(continued)
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Item

8. 1

2

9. 1

2

10. 1

11. /1

i 2

0

12. 1

2
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Orchestra Managero Short Form

Orchestras are often too concerned with maximizing EARNE1')/CP
income Ana too little concerned with performing
challenging and innovative programs.
OrcheStras have come long way in ...recognizing the
importance of bilosting earned income through pro-

'..graiming and marketing.
In the current fiscal environment, it is increasingly *COORD/PC
'important that performing arts organizations coordin-
ate their planning and programming with one another.
While some forms' of cooperation are useful, orchestras
that become too involved.in coordinating their activi-
ties, with other arts organizations risk losing their
autanorny sod flexibility. . 4

In order to fulfill its responsibility to its community, EDLIG/PC's
fthe'orchestra must go beyond its regular programming to

educate its audience and potential audience.
.Orchestras should concentrate on presenting musical'
performances of the highest-quality: eddcational pro-
grams can deflect enerty from this central task.
Public subsidy to the arts should be directed to'those, EX/ACC .

institutions which, by virtue of a record of profes-
sional excellence have proven that they can use it
best.
Public t.tbsirly to the arts should be directed to pros.
viding artistic experience to as many Americans as
possible.
If orchestras made a serious effort, they could expand
their, audiences to include fax greater numbers of "the'
poor, ;minorities, and working people.
No matter 'what orchestras dp to attract the

, their audience will always be limited to the minority
of individuals who can really 'understand and appreciate
music.

13. 1 In order to be taken sieriouily by potential patrons,
) -orchestras must develop efficient administrative

methods similar to those used In commercial enterprises.
2 Efforts io measure he efficiency of perf..fi g-arts

institutions refl t, a profound misundersta rig -of
such organizatibns and their goals.

,d1 14. NA
. - /

15. 4 New developmenta- like video-disks and cable television TECH/PC
represent a-poientially important new source of earned
income that orchestras shourd pursue aggressively.

6

OtT14/k

ADMIN/.PC

K
I (c ont inued)r).s

0

4 ",
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,

Table 2 (continued)

Item Orchestra Managers

2 The orchestra's first commitment is to prestnting pro-
fessional quality live musical performances: video and
film can never capture the excitement of a live perfor-
mance.

16.

17.

18.

19.

ahem

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

NA

NA

NA

NA

Short Form

Community Arts Agency Directors Short Form

1 CAAs Should look to business' corporations to provide an EUS/GOV
increased proportion of their income in years to come.

2 CAAs should look towards state and federal governmeint to
provide an increased proportion of their support in
years to come.

NA

CAAs are paint of an arts service delivery system: in COORD/PC
the current fiscal environment, it is increasingly 'im-
portant that CAAs coordinatg their planning and pro-
gramming on a regional hasA,

2 While some forms of cooperat n are useful, CAAs that
coordinate too' closely on egional basis risk losing
their autonomy and flexib ity.
CAAs should go beyond the traditional nits to support
and encourage minority, neighborhood, and other non-,
traditional arts groups.

2 CAAs should concentrate on providing services for the .

most important and highest quality organizations in
their community: these organizations are the critical .

cultural resources that the community must preserve.
1 Public Subsidy to the arts should be directed. to those EX/ACC

institutions which, by virtue of a record' of, prof*:
sional excellence; have proven they can use it be

2 Public subsidy to. the arts should be directed to pro-
viding artirkic experience to as many Americans as
possible.

I 'If most traditional. arts organizations made a serious OUTRCH /PC
,effort,. they could expand their audiences to include
far greater numberi of the poor, minorities- and working
people.

2 No matter what art'museums or symphony, orchestras do to
attract the public their audiencestwill always be
limited to the minoritrof 'inctividals who can really
understand and appreciatei`great art and music.

4

Nr.

EDUC /PC

) (cont inued )
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Short FormItem Community Arts Agency Directors

13. 1 In order to be taken seriously, CAAs must develop
efficient administrative methods similar to those
used in the better-run social services agencies.

Al:MIN/PC

2 An arts agency can never be run like a social-service
agency. CAAs must be careful to maintain their spon-
taneity and to avoid becoming bureaucratized.

14. NA

15. NA

16. NA

17: NA

18. 1 CAAs' major task is to provide support services to
local presenting and exhibiting organizations.

SUP/PROG

2 CAAs should become involved in artistic programming
,that provides access to events otherwise unavailable,
as well as in providing support service* to other art s
organizations.

19. 1 CAAs are often too concerned' With garnering grants or EINC/PC
public subsidy, and too little concerned with opportun-
ities for increasing their earned ,income through selling
services.

2 CAAs should seek to provide services to organizations
and constituencies that are too poor to pay for them:c, attempting to support CAAs by charging is inappropriAte.

1. Short,form used in subsequent tables.
2. CP..Con)and Pp (in that order); PC-Pro and Con (in that orjer).

I
0

-
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Percentage Ranking .Characteristics of Board Members Among the Top

(of Ten) in Importance, by Discipline

1
Item Theatres

DONATE 63.73 (102).

.INTEREST 65.35 (101)

INTERACT 18.18 (98)

WEALTHCON 53 -.06 1(98)

EDUCATION 20.43 (93)

BUSCON 58.82 (102)

SKILLS 30.69 (101)

ETHNIC 17.20 (93)

GOVCON 32.56 (86)

HIERARCH 44.44 (63)

1. For code, see Table 1.

Art Museums

70.83 (120)

65.00 (120)

10.17
(W)

39.17 (120)

32.50 (120)

53.33 (120)

37.50 (120)

19.17 (120)

33.33 (12.0)

56.30 (119)

Orchestras CAAs

80.19 (106) 34.35 (131)

65.09 (106) 59.54 (131)

16.04 (106) 28.46 (130)

53.77 (106) 33.00 (130)

19.05 (105) 40.31 (129)

69.81 (106) 58.02 (131)

12.26 (100) 46.56 (131)

14.29 (105) 29.01 (131)

20.00 (105) 39.69 (131)

25.71 (105) 27.91 (129)



Table 4: Responses to Forced-Choice Its by Discipline

Iteml RES2

7. SUS/GOV 1-3

1

- 6

f

N

8. EARNED/CP 1-3

..,

1

6

N

9. COORD /PC 1-3
1

6

N

10. EDUC/PC 1-3

1

6

N

11. EX /ACC 1-3

1

6

N

12. OUTRCH/PC 1-3

1

6

N

13. ADMIN/PC 1-3

1

6

N

#
14. MST/CP 1-3

1

6

N

15. TECH /PC 1-3

DiMaggio, Chapter 6: Tables -9-

Theatres Art Museums
.

Orchestras CAAs

88.352
68.93

1.94
103

85.60
56.80
4.80
125

95.33
76.64
0.93
107

9627-.:49

1.54
130

-

12.00 56.00 16.82, NA
3.00 35.20 4 6.54

4,

58.00 20.80 \3.27
100

44.66
21.36
27.18
103

71.29
42.57
9.90

125 107

61.60 39.62 71.32
38.40 13.21 46.51
16.80 25.47 ::0
125 , 106 129

65.04 89.72 79.23
30.89 60.75 43.08
15.45 1.87 3.08

41 123 107 130

76.47

48.04
9.80

70.40 66.04 28.46
37.60 31.13 9.23
13.60 12.25 40.77

102

71.00
42.00
15.00
100

125

52.89
20.66
14.05
121

106

16.04.W
15.09
106

130

87.40
51.18

1.57,

127

92.23 4b.83 83.02 63.28
64.08 12.5p 60.38 35.16
1.94 27.50 7.55 . 20.31
103 120 106 128

38.61 \ NA NA NA
7.92

29.70'

101

49.51 . NA 38.89 NA .

1 23.30 ' 14.81
6 27.18 q 32.41

N 103 108

(continued)

1 :3
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Table 4 (cont inued)

Item
1

16. SHOPS/CP

17. COM/CP

) 18. SUP /PROG

DiMaggio, Chapter'6: Tables -10-
)

RES
2

Theatres Art Museums Orchestras CAAs

1-3 NA 41.60 NA NA

1 15.20
6 30.40

N 125

1-3 41.41 NA NA NA
1 6.06
6 18.18

99

1-3 NA NA NA 14.73
1 6.98

6 48.94

N 129

19. HNC/PC VOR3 NA NA NA 71.09
1

l 27.34

6 5 7.03
128N

1. For item code, see Table 2.
2. RES=response,category. 1-3=chose first of twooptions;.1="easy" choice of

first option; 6=" asv" choice of second option_
Ir

49'

4
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Table 5": Items in Managerialism Factors (Loadings .30 or Above)

1Item

Director Attributes

1, Aesthetic Knowledge

2. Managerial Experience

4. Formal Training in
Administration

S. Tact, Refinement

6. Grantsmanship

7. Fundraising

8. Education Experience

9. Budgetary Ability

11. Standing in Field

12. Marketing Experience

"Forced-Choices

1. Art v. Management
Background

7. Bus/Gov

8. Earned/CP

13. Admin/FC

16. Shops/CP

xfo

Revenue Desirability

1.- Endowment

2. Admissions

3. Membership
. ,

4. Other Eerned

8. federal

.2-

Theatre Art seum Orchestra

-.461

.686 .442

.369

.331

a.-

.446 .435

.542 .416

-.342

.710 .559

.352 -.308

.409 .336
t

.421 . .550 .430

-.345 -.332

.358

-.415

.427

41

.433

aa. Muriicipal , -.125 \

41,

EigenvaluA ', t
2.99 2 2:39 2.21

, 0-
.- ,.

.340

:1

1 FOT:kily to,irste see qupter 5, Tahle'5,,, ,4 Chapter 6, Table 2.
1

.541

.411

)309

.454

-.376

4

-.324

-.423

1.97

: .
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Table 6 : Items in Soc =Orientation Factors (Loadings .30 or Above)

Iteml ware Art Museum Orchestra

Director Attributes

.352

.396

.495'

.415

.331

.367

.587

-.352

.347

.525

,606

.532

2.99

Tables 5

.458

.474

.545

.511

.417

.392

.332

-.321

-.372

.494

'.638

.554

3.04

and 6 ,

3. Arts Appreciation

6. Grantsmanship
es.

7. Fund-Raising

8. Education eExperie)

10. Outreach

11. Standing in Field

Board Attributes

Education/Outreach
*ea.

7, Skills

8. Ethnic

Service Organization Function

8. Accessibility

Forced Choices

10. Educ/PC

11. Ex/Acc

12. Outrch/PC

18. Sup/Prog
4

Revenue Desirability

1. Endowment

7. Foundatiohs

,8. Federal

9. State

10. MUnicipal

EigenValue

1. For key tot.ttems, see Chapter
A

7

- . ;
lb'

r
--4

.390

.389

. 404

.417 .406

.707 .500

. 507

.vo .499

.328

.502 .453.

2.07

-.362

.365

.448

2.38

and Chapter 6, Tables 1 and 2.
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Table 7 : Regression Analyses of Determinants of Menagerialiam by Discipline

I.V.s Theatre
r b

3

BUDGET .133

GENDER
(FEMALE) -.149

..135

YEARS IN
FIELD .(316 -.081

YEARS IN
ARTS 'NA

PARED -.102

PRIVATE .071

CLASS .104

EDATT .182
f-

ASTIN le013

BUIDEG .310

ARTPH NA

MUSDEG
2

NA

THEADEG
2

-.138

ARTDEC
2

, NA

EVERMGR
2

-.372

EVERART
2

.233

EVERPROF2

PREARTS
2

NA

ARTMGR
2

NA

PARTIC .183

R2

P

. 225*

-.436***

481*

. 258**

. 338\

. 0001

Art Museum Orchestra

-.236 -.221** -.260 -.169

.194 .358 .203*

-.281 -.273**

-.416 -.493*** MA

-.264 -.190** .190

-.159 .006

-.123 .171

-.183 .029 -.276 -.171

-.107 -.273 -.234**

NA -.018
2

.231 .335*** NA

NA .180 .117

NA NA

NA NA

NA NA

NA NA

.182 .279**, NA

NA .218' .148

NA NA'

.029 .159* -.002 ,.237*

.435 .359

.0001 .0001

.CAA

-4032 -.045

.178 .150'

-.103 -.037

-.068

. 169*

. 221 .288***

-.036

-.037

. 051

,.085

MA

NA

-.1

NA

NA

NA

NA

. 226 .232**

-.193

.148

.0011

1. I01.51 are independent variables. PARED'.ysars of education of More educated parent;
PRIVATE - attended private secondary school; CLASS=guardian's occupation (3 categories:
professional, owner or manager.of large business; owner or manager of small business,
middlemanager, bureaucrat; blue-collar worker or farmer),. EDATTeducational attainment
in years; ASTIWAstin quality (selectivity), score of college from which respondent.
graduated; BUSDEDearned any,postsecondary, business degree; ARTPHDmearned Ph.D. in art
history; MUSDEGearned any postsecondary music degree; TREADEGearned any postsecondary
degree in theatre or related subject; ARTDEGmeitined postsecondary degree in. any of th6

arts; EVERNGR-has experience as resident- theatre public relations,' marketing,' or

development staff member; EVERARTwihas expericAce airactor, artistic director, or:_theatre
technician; EVERPROphas professorial experience; PREARTSworked,in arts before
orchestra employment; ARTMGR* arts management experiegce before -CAA employment;
PARTIOwscore on professional participation scale. .

1`'7
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Table 7 (continued)

2. Variable scaled inversely: i.e., a positive sign indicates a negative relation-

ship, and a negative sign indicates a positive relationship.

3. "b" is the standardized beta coefficient, ranging fro -1.00 to +1.00.
*...p equal or less than .05.
*Awl) eqtial or less than .01.

***Nip equal or less than .001.
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Table 8 : Regression Analyses of Determinants of Social Orientation by Discipline

Theatre

I. V. V b2

BUDGET -.348 -.408***
0

GENDER .154

(FEMALE)

SALARY -.296

YEARS IN .012 .211*

FIELD
1

YEARS IN NA

ARTS

PRIVATE , -.313 -.224*

CLASS -.165 -.143
V

ASTIN .118

EDATT' .069

ARTPHD
3

NA

EVERPROF3 NA

PREARTS
3

NA

PARTIC -.124

R2 .238

.0001

Art Museum Orchestra CAA

-.064

.173

-.139

NA

-.037 -.123

.290

-.136

.066

-.093

.322***

.165

-.048

.210

-.186

-.010

-.012

.124

-.148

-.057

-.117 -.262** NA .028

-.248.. -.227** -.010 -.022 *

ft

-.246 -.129 -.108- -.073

-.121 -.015 -.286 -.240 **

'-.275 .-.102 -.213 '-.140

.255' .238** NA NA

.296 .308 * * *. NA
.:

NA

NA -.196 -.227* NA

.284 .352*** \-006 -.1t2
-..,

:401 .160 .119

.0091 .0011 .0067

1. I.V.s are independent variables, PRIVATE=attended private secondary school;
CLASS=guardian's occupation (3 categories: professiOnal, owner or manager of
large business; owner or manager of small'business, middle manager, bureaucrat;
blue-collar worker or farmer); ASTIN=Astin quality (selects ty) score of

college from which respondent graduated; EDATTeducation a ainment in years:

ARTPHDrnearned Ph.D. in' art histofy; EVERPRQF=has proles Trial experience;
PREARTS=worked in arts before first orchestra fnploOent; PAR C=score on

professional participation scale.

2. 'b' is the standardized' beta coefficient, ranging from -1.00 to +1.00. *=p

less than or equal to .05; **=p less than or equal to .01; ***=p less than
or equal to .001.

3. Variable scaled inversely: i.e., a positive sign indicates a negative relation-
ship and a negative sign indicates a positive relationship.
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CHAPTER 7: SUMMARY AND CON.CLVSIONS
1

In the previous chapters we have examined the backgrounds and careers of

senior adminisirators of resident theltres, art museums, orchestrat, and

community arts agencies; the rewards they receive from their work and

their expectations about future employment; the training they have had and

their evaluations of it; and their professional participation and attitudes on

a range of management and policy issues. This section will summarize the

highlights of the study's findings under three headings, each a ,topic of

importance to arts administrators and policy makers: recruitment and reward;

training; and professionalism.

Recruitment and Reward

The 1960s and 1970s were a time of expansion for the arts in/two senses.

First, many arts organizations grew significantly in size during thad period.

Second, the 'number of organizations in many fields grew substantially as

well. Growth of both kinds increased employment opportunities, drew

'?people into the labor market for managers, and provided ,rapid advancement

for many of the people thus drawn in. To the extent that growth slows

down in the years to come, arts organizations may have a more difficult
time recruiting manager; and managers, once recruited, may find fewer

opportunities for career growth than did their predecessors.

Indeed, the years of entry of men and women who are , now

managers into their fields tend to cluster in all the disciplines but the

orchestras. Thus more than a third of the theatre managing directors who

responded to the survey entered theatre work between 1971 and 1975; more

than a third of the art-museum respondents entered museum work between

1966 and .1970; and almost three quarters of the CAA directors entered the

0
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commmunity arts between 1975 and 1979. These periods of influx occurred

either during or immediately after expansionary eras.

Most administrators came from relatively, but not extremely,

privileged social backgrounds. Their parents had more years of schooling

and better jobs than most Americans of their age; buteexcept perhaps for

those of- the art-museum directors, were not predominantly college educated,

professional, or upper managerial. Cohort cbmparisoni indicated that in the

museum field and, to a lesser extent, smiting the theatre administrators,

family backgrounds have become less high status over time.

By contrast, the administrators are notable for the extent of their
owrk formal educations. In every field, all . but a few top managers

possessed, college degrees and more than one _half Rurstied their formal

education beyond di:allege. Increases in educationUl attainment over time

were most striking among the theatre managing directors and the art

museum directors, the latter of whom increasingly had earned Ph.D.s in art

history. About half of the theatre managing directors and three fifths of

the art-museum directors with college degrees earned them at very selective

collages and .universities, compared to about oae third of the orchestra

managers and fewer than one quarter of the community arts agency (CAA)

directors.

All fields but the art museums had incrasing percentages of 'women

in more recent cohorts of administrators. In all fields, women managers

administered smaller organizations and tended to have received, fewer yearis

of education. Because it is possible that the attrition of women managers

will be greater than that of their male counterparts, we cannot as ume that,

their greater representation in more recent cohorts indicates a long-term

expansion of opportunity for women administrators. For example, among

H
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0

theatres listed in Theatre Profiles 2 (1973-4), 30 percent of die manager

were women, compared to 37 percent of top administrators listed in Theatre

Profiles 5 (1970-80). Of the women managing directors in Profiles 2, only

35 percent reappeared,.. as managing directors in Profiles 5, compared to 53

percent of the males.

Administrators were itially recruited into their fields from a

variety of. soUrces. Abou 40 percent of the art-museum directors and

Orchestra' managers entered their disiciplin immediately after completing

their formal educations, compared to 30 per nt of the theatre managing

directors and only about 10 percent of the CA directors. in none of the

-disciplines but orchestras* about 20 percent) were administrators frequently

recruited from business enterprises.

The first jobs of many respondents in their fields (from one quarter
A.

of the art-museum directors to 'more than 80 percent of the CAA directors

'were top administratorships. Minorities in , each field entered' into aesthetic

positions, from 10 percent of the theatre managing directors and 'orobettra.

managers who began, respe fively,, ,as actors or Musicians, to two fifths of

the art - museum di ectors, entering into curatorial, egistration, or exhibition

positions.

Nonetheless, many administrators have first-hand fantiliarity with rth

arts that they manage. Approximately 20 percent of the orchestr

respondents had been employed at some time as musicians; a similar

percentage of the CAA directors reported working as visual or performing

artists; two fifths of the theatre. managing directors had worked as actors

or artistic directors knot necessarily on a full-time ,basis); and more than

two fifths of the art - museum directors h'ad 'been curators. What is more,

1,) 2
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t
substantial percentages of top managers in each field reported majoring in

the relevant artistic discipline in college.
,

In the performing arts, however,, the per niage of administrators

with artistic experience appears to have decline' over time: the most, recent

entrants into the orchestra and theatre fields were more likely to /have

administrative experience and/or management degrees, and less likely lb

'report artistic experience than were more senior administrators. Similarly,

the` percentage of' art-museum directors who had been curators declined

with time as the per`dentage moving from academic teaching jobs increased.

Arts-administration careers lack the formal structure that traditional

professions receive from educational and internship requirements, and that

minagers of the largest corporations receive from internal labor markets.

Thcrc arc no, formal ranks A or systematic evalu'ations as there are in

government service to provide individuals with guides to their own progress.

Indeed, only in the art . museums, where one career pattern (frorecurator to

director) may be in the process of pTemption by another t from art-history

professor to director) arc there one or two model career progressions. In

the other field, and particularly iris the community arts, careers were

neither routinized nor predictable.

StIch unpredictable career structures are often experienced as

stressful. Where careers are sufficiently chaotic, retention of personnel

may be difficult. To some extent, expansion may have softened the

effects of lack of routinization during the past twenty years.

Administrators in all of the fields rose' quickly to commanding positions.

Median years to first top- managership ranged from "none" among the

community-arts respondents (where most directors were hired into to ,p

positions from outside the field) to about six in the art-museum field.

93
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Most administrators attained their first chief executive position while they

were still in their thirties. Contrary to popular belief, arts administrators

who remain in their fields do not appear to be job-hoppers: more than half

of the managers surveyed had worked for not more than two organizations

in their fields, and only about one in ten had held jobs. at mofc than

four.
-1

To the extent that the rate of growth (and with it opportunities for .

career advancement) have declintd during the 1980s, arts organizations may

have trouble recruiting an , particularly, keeping talented administrators.

Just as many-colleges hav faced difficulty in presidential vacancies during

recent years of retrenchment in higher education, so trustees of arts

organizations may find it hard, in the coming decade, to find the kop

administrators that they want.
i.

It is thus all the more important to ,understand the rewards that

keep administrators at 'their jobs. Organizational budgets and salaries were

highest for the. art museums and orchestras; lowest for the resident theatres

and community arts agencies. Art-museum directors and orchestra managers

also reported somewhat higher levils of satisfaction than administrators of

theatres or community arts agencies. Directors of the latter were mbre

likely to report it likely that they would accept a job outside the arts

(over half compared to about one third., of the other respondents); that they

would work for public arts agencies (over two thirds compared to from one

fifth of the art-museum directors to two fifths of the theatre managing

directors); or that they would manage some other kind of arts organization.

(half of the CAA directors, compared to one fifth of ate theatre

administrators). These findings suggest that the lack of both resburccs .and
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other more subjective rewards may lead to attrition in the ranks of CAA

directors and, perhaps, in other fields as well.

Holding other factors constant, seniority was related to organizational

budget in all fields but the art museums. Also controlling for other

factors, women managed smaller organizations ,thin men. Attending

private school or a prestigious college was associated with organizational

budget as well. Among the art-museum directors, the best predictor of the

resources a director commands was whether or not he or she held a degree

from a single prestigious American university. Seniority influences salaries

in every field, as .does operping budget all fields but art museums.

Women received lower pay than comparable male administrators in every

field as well.

Different factors were associated with expecting to leave the arts in

different fields. Women theatre managing directors, for example: were

more likely to expect to take jobs outside of rie arts -than were their male

counterparts. Orchestra managers with business degrees were less likely,

other -things equal, to anticipate working outside of the arts than were

those without them. Art-museum directors were more likely to anticipate

leaving the arts, controlling for other factors, if they had a lot of museum

experience for their age*Aand if they had worked as curators. For CAA

directors, intention to work outside the arts was negatively associated with

college selectivity and yearsi of experience, and positively associated with

parental education.

Among al\ groups but the art museum directors, administrators in the

middle cohort were most likely to report it likely that they would take a

job outside the arts, perhaps indicating frustration over career blockage

among mid-career managers. It is among these mid-career managers and,
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for the theatres, among female administrators that the dangers of

significant attrition are greatest.

These findings suggest the importance of both rewards and relatively

stable career 'paths in recruiting and keeping talented administrators. The

danger of attrition appears greatest in local arts agencies, where careers

are most chaotic and salaries lowest; and least pressing among the art-

museum directors, t hose . salaries are' highest and whose career patterns arc

cost predictable.

Some administrators will always be attracted to the arts: Those

!K'y-TO- cd reported deriving satisfaction from miny aspects of their work.

Yet it is likely to remain difficult - and,. to the extent expansion slows, to

become more difficult - to attract and retain committed and talented

administrators in all of the fields discussed in this report, except possibly

art museums. The data reported here suggest, that a program aimed at
16.

attracting and keeping managers would have to accompli three things:

I. Raising salaries in fieldi in which administrators are least well
paid;

2. Establishing somewhat more predictable career paths that offer the
promise of fur her opportuiiities to administrators who reach
the top of lar6 or medium-sized organizations relatively early
in life; and

3. Offering more equal opportunities to womery managers who pursue
careers in thew fields.

Tralnial

Strikingly few of the administrators surveyed reported that they were well

prepared to assume many administrative duties at the time they were

appointed to their first top managership. CAA directors (who, on average,

were older upon assuming their first directorship than were administrators

in other fields) were somewhat more likely to report good preparation, and
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art-museum directors were somewhat less likely to report having been well

prepared for their administrative duties. For each function, for each field,

between 10 to 55 percent of respondents reported being poorly prepared,

while from 10 to 55 percent reported being well prepared. In *short, then,

administrators in all four fields believed that their preparation for their

positions could have been much better than it was. In particular,

preparation for financial management and labo1 relations was problematic in

each field, as were readiness for board relations among. theatre managing

directors and for marketing and public relations and goVernment relations

among art-museum directors.

According to these self-reports, only the theatre managing directors

had become more well prepared for their positions during the professional

lifetimes of the managers surveyed. The more junior managing directors

were more likely than any others to consider themselves well prepared for

all functions but labor relations, and less likely to consider themselves

poorly prepared for every functioakkbut personnel management. By contrast,

the least senior art-mulurn directors and orchestra managers were more

likely to report themsel . Poorly prepared for everything but personnel
.0

management that were directors in the middle cohorts of their fields.
, I

Administrators in ltll fields reported on-the-job training as the

principal means by which they had attempted to master each of the

management functions about which they were asked. Professional workshops

and sethinars were also used by many, as were consultants, especially by

the art-museum and theatre administrators. A smaller. minority of

administrators in each field had taken university arts-administration and

general - management courses, particularly in the area of financial

management. Theatre managing directo ?s reported relatively high rates of

ti
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attendance at arts-administration courses, 'while orchestra managers relied

more than others on general-management courses. CAA directors took

fewer courses, while art-museum directors made less use of /professional

workshops and seminars.

Attendance at arts - administration and general-management courses

appears to be rising among the theatre managing directors. The least

senior orchestra managers were also much more likely than ihiir

predecessors to report attending arts-administration and general-management

courses for a varOty . of purposes. Attendance at university arts

administration courses rose sharply among CAA director's as well.

Global reputations of different training formats were suribrisi'mgly

consistent from field to field. Respondents in all fields ranked on-the-job

training above all other farms, and internships were highly valued as well.

Aanagernent consultants were ranked very low in every field. Respondents

were most polarized around university arts-administration and general-

management courses: many ranked these formats high, while many others

ranked them low. Change in .reputation by cohort appeared only among

the theatre managing directoti ,where relative newcomers were more

favorable towards university courses and less favorable towards workshops

and seminars than were their .colleagues.

Yet when the question specified , the management function for which

each training format was used an the respondents were limited to those

who had actually employed the respective formats, the responses were quite

different. Although the reputation of consultants among all administrators

was quite low, those managers who reported using consultants reported high

levels of satisfaction. By contrast, those respondents who reported using

9s
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arts-administration programs found them relatively unhelpful for most

pin:poses, even tough their generalized reputation was rather high.

These findings reflect Ns4ebjective appraisals; they do not represent

objective measures of the quality of either the preparation of 'arts

administrators nor of different kinds of training formats. They do,

however, suggest several points that policy makers should bear in mind:

I. Administrators in all of these fields perceive that their
preparation for executive positions was inadequate;

2. On-the-job training is still the most common kind of training in
every field; Aili

S. TV the extent that evaluations of training fortnats are sounder
. when they come from plople who have experience with the.

activities they are evaluating, 'program decisions based on
global reputations of :training alternatives: are likely to be
misguided. Agencies and .foundations., that have supported the
development of specific kinds of management training should
consider rigorously evaluating the effectiveness, of the programs
that they have aided before expending more -funds for this
purpose.

The Paradox of Professtpnallsm

The term "professiorralism" is ofteri used to connote "competence": in this

usage, a professional manager is one who is knowledgeable and capable.

We have not used the term "professionalism" in this way in this report,

because it does not tell us how occupations regarded as profession's differ

from those that are, not seen as professional. (There arc, for example,

well and poorly trained, competent and incompetent, bricklayers, train

conductors, and autornotik mechanics; yet few people talk about

"professionalism" in those- fields, and those who do are not taken very

seriously.)

Instead, we have adhered to a definition of professionalism that is

based on a tradition of studies of professionals and professionalizing

occupations. In this tradition, professions are described as occupations with

1 9 )
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some or all of the following characteristics: a monopoly of at least
p.

somewhat esoteric knowledge; a body of professional ethics or standards;

professional associations that enforce these, standards, accredit training

institutions, and license practitioners; extensive collegial interaction among

practitioners employed in different organizations; . a commitment to

professional _standards even when these onflict with organizational goals;
_

and a claim to altruiim and disinteres dness in professional practice.
.-\dministrators in all four fields studied participated in an extensive

web of local, state-wide and national professional activities, ranging from

explicitly professional societies like the Association of. Art Museum Directors

to service organizations that function, in soe ways, like professional

associations, to peer review panels in state and federal arts and cultural

agencies. And speeches at association meetings and articles in t c elds'

publications make frequent reference to professionalism as a goal or a

reality.

Yat in none . of -these fields are managers professionals' in iche sense

that the term is used hee. In no case, for example, are practitioners

,required to hold degrees lin a particular , management curriculum; nor,- in

any field, are they licensed by profAsional panels. What is more,

allegiance to values associated with professionalism (mastery of a formal

body , of expertise, support for professional over organizational standards,

licensing for practitioners) was far from universal among the "espondents.

It is possible that these findings reflect processes of

professionafization that are still incomplete. Indeed, professionalism seems

least advanced among community-arts administrators, the newest managerial

group; and most advanced (although in its art-historical rather than in its

administrative sense). among the art-musedm directors, members of the arts',
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oldest administrative profession. There was some evidence in the surveys

of managerial professionalization' in the resident stage. Younger managing

directors were more likely to have formal training beyond college, to have

management degrees and management experience before taking otn their

first top administrative position, and to report in-service training

university management programs. The attitudes of the more recent entrants

to the theatre field were also, in some respects, more kdcin to traditional

professional values than were those of their more senior\colleagues.

4010netheless, eve; the most junior managing directors diverged om the

professional model in son'ti respects and, in the other fields, administrators'

experiences and attitudes were even less typical of professionalism.

Iranagerial profes;ion'alism in the arts is a movement fraught with

paradox. One paradox hie to do with the nature of prof eSsional . '
management in 1 any field. A second has to do with tensions between

managerial and aesthetic professionalism in the arts. A third involves the

underlying structure of managerial careers and the absence of al basis in
z .the labor market for an arts-management profession.

first, thre exists a tension between the emphasis in professional

ideclogy on peer control and the emphasis in management on the pursuit

of the best interests of an organization. If the professional, by definition,

must evade organizational control to live up to the standards of his or her

profession, the manager, by definition, must exert control 1'0( the benefit

of his 'or her' organization. If the professional's legitimacy comes from the

impossitility of routinizing his or her work, the manager's deries from his

or her expertise at making organizational chores more routine. Managerial

and proftisional warrants, for occupational authority are different and, to

some extent, inconsistent.
/

e.
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Second, within the arts, even among administrators, there is little

consensus as to the kinds of expertise that should be expected of managers.

In some organizations, the manager must master the techniques of

budgeting, marketing, and jublic relations. Inr others, subordinates execute

these functions and tile manager is a catalyst and integrator of the work

of others. In still others, the administrator , deals primarily with the

organization's environment, specializing in -fund- incising and public relations.
i ,,.

In the absence uniformity in arts organizations' and thus of

fconsensus about what the I expert manager should be expert about, it is
,

difficult to design a formal curriculum, much less to expect that arts

organizations will demand a specialized credential of administrative .

candidates. Uncertain -6 about the nature of managerial work is reflected

in the emphasis on hands-on experience in respondents' criteria for selecting

directors and their evaluation of approaches to training.

This uncertainty is confounded by the belief of many (particularly

of the older) particippts in arts organizations that the chief executive

should be someone with aesthetic as well as administrative expertise.

mong the administrators surveyed here, this is a minority view in all

fields but the art museum 's. Ironically, however, it is the art-museumi
isk

directorship that has professionalized at a faster puce than any of ,the

others. More than half of the most recent, cohort of art-Museum directors

responding to the survey held a specialized advanced degree (the Ph.D. in

mart history); education appears to have become more important

determinant of success, while family background has declined in importance;

and art-museum directors were more likely than other respondents to stress

the importance of professional codes of ethics, and even to entertain the

idea that professional associations should play a role in enforcing such
4

p
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codes. Yet the art-museum directors re least likely to have management

training or to value a management background. Theirs is a " professionalism

in which administrative expertise plays only a minor role.

Finally, there is little evidence in these data that an warts /
administration" profession" exists in any meaningful sense of the term.6 The

labor markets for the fields investigated here (with the important exception

of the community arts) appeared to be highly segmented. Few respondents

In any field but the ,community arts had every bedn administrators in any

other, and few (excott for the CAA directors) anticipated ever managing a

different kind of arts organization. Very few of the art-museum 'directors

had ever w?rked for any other kind of museum and nearly as few

expected to ever work for one, much less to administer some other kind of

arts organization. Many of the CAA directors reported experience in the

performing or ,isual arts; but evidence on the backgrounds of other

administrators suggested that the road from disciplinary organizations to the

community arts was a one-way street. What is more, few administrators

possessed degrees in arts administration, and such degrees were not valued

as highly as many other kinds of preparation. For these reasons, it

appears that "arts administration" L is a term that describes a family of

occupations, each with its own labor market, rather than a Single profdsion.

The issue of professionalism should next, however, obscure the real

need of arts organizations for strong management in anNincreasingly

complex environment. Arts organizations in the fields studied here face

challenges in recruiting talented administrators, in retaining them!Vand in

providing the training that they need to do their jobs well. The sr ow th
4

in the arts during the 1960s and I970s may have softened the challenges

of getting and keeping competent administhtors at the same time it made
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their jobs more complicated than they had once been. Slower growth in

the years to come could make those challenges even more pressing and

jeopardize the gains in adminisTrative performance that have been achieved,

J

I
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